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The Learning Power of Listening guide is intended for those who wish to coordinate, 
participate in, or support the use of SenseMaker—a complexity-aware, narrative-
based method—in conducting assessments, monitoring progress, and carrying out 
evaluations or research. The guide can be used for personal reference or for training 
others involved in a SenseMaker process. 

The experiences on which the guide is based, as well as the examples used, focus 
mainly on development programs, and particularly on efforts that focus on poverty 
reduction, social justice, peacebuilding, resilience, behavioral change, and restoring 
and protecting natural resources. They come from organizations and programs that 
have used SenseMaker over the last decade. 

The guide starts with considerations for judging the suitability of the method, 
followed by descriptions of the four phases of any SenseMaker process. Besides 
detailed guidance on preparing for and implementing a SenseMaker process, 
examples, and advice are offered for each phase. Despite its practical focus, this is 
not a do-it-yourself guide: there is no shortcut to learning SenseMaker. Mastering 
its practice requires deep, hands-on involvement in at least one to two processes 
from start to finish. Guidance from an experienced SenseMaker practitioner is also 
recommended. 

The guide summarizes practices that have evolved in international development, 
providing practical tips and examples of context-specific adaptations. However, as 
with any method, SenseMaker needs to be adapted to each application and context, 
and each process will be different. The purpose, topic of interest, learning questions, 
competencies of the core team and facilitators, financial resources, and time frame 
will all influence the decisions and approaches taken.

The Introducing SenseMaker chapter outlines the growing awareness of complexity 
in international development, providing fertile ground for the emergence of greater 
interest in the method. The main features of SenseMaker are discussed, followed by 
a summary of the phases and main steps of a SenseMaker process. The introductory 
chapter also includes a section on Suitability Assessment, which discusses what to 
consider when deciding whether to use SenseMaker. 

The details of each phase of a SenseMaker process 
are then discussed in the four subsequent chapters:

About this guide

 Phase 1: Preparation

 Phase 3: Collection

 Phase 2: Design

 Phase 4: Sensemaking

A Practical Guide for Using SenseMaker 9



Glossary

Analytical framing The set of concepts, theory 
of change, or analytical framework used to 
design the signification framework and guide 
the sensemaking process.

Canvas with stones One type of SenseMaker 
core follow-up question or signifier, where 
respondents place different options, called 
‘stones’, on a two-by-two matrix of continuums 
that represent related but distinct elements of 
a concept.

Core SenseMaker questions Questions 
specific to the SenseMaker method. 

Collector The Cynefin Company’s proprietary 
software for browser-based (online) or app-
based (online and offline) data entry.

Dashboard A tool on the SenseMaker 
platform that gives an aggregate view of the 
signification data and simple patterns. 

Data Exporter SenseMaker Suite functionality 
for accessing and downloading datasets.

Dataset An organized collection of narratives 
and self-signification data.

Designer A SenseMaker Suite functionality 
for digital configuration of signification 
frameworks. 

 
Facilitators Team of contractors or volunteers 
who facilitate the collection process and 
conduct the interviews. 

Filter A function of responses to multiple-
choice questions (MCQs) that allows 
disaggregation of the data for analysis and 
comparison between subsets of respondents.

Gaming In surveys, ‘gaming’ refers to 
respondents selecting a response that does 
not accurately reflect the situation, in order 
to obtain a benefit from the program (e.g. 
to be selected as a project participant or to 
receive services from a project), or to please 
the facilitator or organization conducting the 
study.

Heat map A representation of data in the 
form of a plot, in which data are presented 
in a system of color-coding to visualize the 
concentration of responses.

Local dataset Dataset downloaded via Data 
Exporter functionality of the SenseMaker Suite

Master dataset The original dataset 
stored online. Accessible via Data Exporter 
functionality of the SenseMaker Suite.

Narrative Prompted by an open-ended 
question, a ‘narrative’ is a respondent’s 
spoken or written account of connected events 
about a real-life experience.

SenseMaker uses novel terminology to describe its unique process and 

question types. Such terms can help newcomers to the method let go of their 

existing thinking about and practices for conducting evaluations, research, and 

analysis. All the terms listed here are discussed in more detail in the guide.

The Learning Power of Listening10
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Outlier Refers to a response that is outside a 
dominant pattern or large cluster of responses. 
Outliers in SenseMaker may be weak signals of 
a practice or situation that a program may wish 
to stimulate, or a threat or undesirable effect 
that the program may wish to reduce.

Prompter An open-ended question used to 
generate or trigger the sharing of a narrative 
that includes an account of connected events 
about a real-life experience.

Scatter plot Refers to two types of plots: a) 
plots displaying responses to core SenseMaker 
signifier questions, and b) plots displaying two 
variables across two axes showing association 
between them.

Self-signification The process by which 
respondents answer predefined follow-up 
questions about a real-life experience they 
shared in the narrative, allowing additional 
layers of information to be collected.

 
SenseMaker core team The team responsible 
for the design and implementation of the 
SenseMaker process from start to finish.

SenseMaker lead The person overseeing the 
whole SenseMaker process.

SenseMaker Suite A secure Cynefin Company 
portal that allows personalized access to a 
range of functionalities allowing the digital 
configuration of signification frameworks, 
modifying and downloading datasets, 
visualizing and summarizing the data.

SenseMaker process The process of 
implementing a SenseMaker-based assessment, 
monitoring, evaluation (baseline, midterm, or 
final), or research study from start to finish.

SenseMaker process plan A document 
designed to guide the SenseMaker process 
from start to finish, which includes the purpose, 
learning or research questions, implementation 
plan, roles and responsibilities, budget, and a 
communication plan.

SenseMaker trainer and facilitator A person 
qualified to train and facilitate the design, 
collection, and sensemaking phases of a 
SenseMaker process. This should be skilled 
SenseMaker practitioner with good facilitation 
skills.

Sensemaking The process of describing, 
summarizing, analyzing, making sense of, and 
communicating data and emerging knowledge 
to make decisions and act on the findings. It 
has four components: (1) primary analysis, (2) 
collective interpretation, (3) comprehensive 
analysis, and (4) communication and use. 

Signification framework The core SenseMaker 
collection tool, equivalent to a survey 
instrument. Includes a prompter, a story title 
question, a set of core SenseMaker follow-up 
questions or signifiers, and a set of questions 
on sociodemographics and collection protocol. 

Signifier question Core SenseMaker questions 
used to capture additional layers of information 
about the narrative shared by the respondent. 
The types of signifier questions are multiple-
choice questions (MCQ), triads, sliders, sliders 
with stones, and canvas with stones. 

Slider One type of SenseMaker core follow-up 
question or signifier, where respondents place 
their response on a line between two extremes. 

Slider with stones One type of SenseMaker 
core follow-up question or signifier, where 
respondents place different options, called 
‘stones’, on a line between two extremes.

 
Title question An open-ended question 
that elicits a few key words that describe 
the respondent’s experience of personal 
significance shared in the narrative.

Triad One type of SenseMaker core follow-up 
question or signifier, where respondents reflect 
on the relative importance of three different 
elements related to a single concept in their 
narrative.

 
Workbench Workbench is a tool on the 
SenseMaker platform that allows in-depth 
exploration of patterns through statistical 
analysis. 

A Practical Guide for Using SenseMaker 11



Working with complex 

change processes requires 

an adaptive approach to 

change, with continual 

probing, making sense 

of evolving situations, 

adjusting actions, and 

learning.
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Complexity and a Changing Landscape

Every year, those involved in working to reduce poverty and inequality try to 
plan more effectively, use lessons they have learned, consult more, and explain 
transformational processes more clearly. Yet at the end of each year, reports detail 
unplanned activities and justifications of why planned activities did not turn out as 
expected – or were not implemented at all. Practitioners wrestle with the constant 
contradiction between implementing feasible solutions, meeting contractually 
binding work plans with predefined indicators and targets, and adjusting strategies 
and actions in response to evolving needs and changing contexts. They must deal 
with the inevitability of complexity.  
 
Complexity is present in many ways. The uncertainty caused by the continually 
evolving needs and interests of stakeholders collides with the unpredictable 
effect of changes in local and national leadership and their implications for public 
investment priorities, practices, and policies. In many contexts, security risks 
present additional operational risks and unknowns, while the insidious effects of 
long-term environmental stresses are being felt in ever more livelihoods. Complexity 
is present even in seemingly simple scenarios, such as those that seek to introduce 
a technology known to work elsewhere, such as malaria nets, or to provide a 
well-established service, such as primary school education. How change happens 
is influenced by many factors, including social and personal norms, historical 
precedence, private sector practices, public policies, and existing capabilities. This 
inevitably makes even so-called ‘simple changes’ and known solutions complex. 
Complex processes hinge on changes that are unpredictable and on cause–effect 
relationships that are not straightforward, and where progress is determined by 
ongoing and emerging efforts. Truly understanding such processes of change is 
often only possible in retrospect; outcomes cannot be predicted accurately or 
confidently.

Working with complex change processes requires an adaptive approach to 
change, with continual probing, making sense of evolving situations, adjusting 
actions, and learning. Accountability is not only about outcomes, which cannot 
be predicted or guaranteed: it is also about demonstrating how collaboration, 
learning, and adaptation have led to ever better practices and have contributed 
to impact. Adaptive responses require the ability to generate insights in real time 
about emerging conditions and about what works and what does not. Insights from 
the people whose lives are the focus of change efforts are essential for effective 
adaptation and improvement. People need to probe promising practices or respond 
to new options—and then observe, look for patterns, interpret, understand, and 
value the response to the actions that have been taken (Snowden and Boone 2007). 

However, most monitoring, evaluation, accountability, and learning (MEAL) methods 
to date are not adept at producing insights when operating in complex situations 
or on complex change processes. Complexity-aware planning methods, such 

Introducing SenseMaker
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Using SenseMaker to understand the causes of impact trends

After an external midterm evaluation, Catholic Relief Services (CRS) in Nicaragua 
reflected on the results with the project team. Analysis of the MEAL data had 
shown that only vegetable producers located on better-endowed lands, and who 
possessed more resources, could increase productivity and were on track to reach 
the targets. Livestock and bean producers, on the other hand, showed stagnant 
or reduced productivity levels, respectively. The data collected using conventional 
MEAL did not show which factors led to these results, or whether and how the 
project had contributed to these outcomes. CRS staff and partners found it difficult 
to understand why productivity had increased or decreased.

The SenseMaker process made it possible for staff to look into underlying 
causes, by listening to multiple voices and perspectives. Farmers who had shared 
experiences that they felt should be avoided in future mentioned both credit and 
climate risks (drought or unpredictable rainfall during the cropping season) as key 
factors. In addition to losing their crops, farmers were left paying off debts. They 
were forced to sell assets, severely affecting their livelihoods and leaving them prey 
to a vicious cycle of debt. 

Climate risks and the limited resilience of smallholders needed further inquiry 
and action. The study showed that agricultural intensification was a risky strategy, 
with some positive results but also negative outcomes. These findings led the 
program team to design new projects that focused on soil and water restoration 
and protection, to help farmers adapt to increasingly serious climate risks. The new 
design also included financial education and promotion of savings, rather than 
solely focusing on access to credit (Gottret et al. 2017).

as SenseMaker, explicitly explore and analyze data patterns by involving many 
stakeholders in the interpretation process. Involving more people can lead to better 
insights for continual strategic reflection, learning, adaptation, and accountability. 
This will enable development organizations to move from conventional methods to a 
process that fosters collaborative learning and adaptive management. 

Being able to deal with the complexity of context and of change processes requires 
observations to be understood better and more deeply. Probing into patterns and 
trends provides important nuances, lifting the lid on factors behind puzzling results 
(see Box 1). These patterns can also help shed light on the structures and mental 
models that explain the reasons for observed events and phenomena (see Box 2). 
Such depth can improve the likelihood of identifying appropriate solutions, leading 
to more innovation in practice. 

Box 1 describes an application in 2015 based on a scenario that is common in many 
organizations. It reflects deeply rooted and widespread disconnects between how 

	 Box	1.
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Using SenseMaker to understand underlying structures and mental models

CRS conducted a gender analysis in Niger where it is implementing a program with 
two aims: (1) to stabilize and diversify livelihoods for improved food and nutrition 
security, and (2) to promote women and youth empowerment. This SenseMaker 
study (Johnson et. al, 2020) confirmed gender-based norms and behaviors identified 
during program design, such as internalized norms around male-dominated 
decision-making, coupled with women’s submission that is linked to intimate 
partner violence. It also revealed links between girls’ education and child marriage. 

The study helped program staff understand some underlying structures and mental 
models that support gender-based norms and behaviors. For example, it showed 
that patriarchal gender norms have been internalized by women and girls and, to a 
lesser extent, by influencers (religious and community leaders, adult men, female 
heads of households). In the stories that were shared, almost half of women and 
girls acted on the basis of the belief that a man has a right to correct his wife and 
children, and that it is a woman’s responsibility to make the marriage work. Well 
over half (58 percent) of the stories indicated that women’s submissiveness was 
relevant to the story shared. The vast majority of women and girls indicated high 
levels of personal agreement with these beliefs. 

Women and girls were found to be driven mostly by the fear of losing their social 
status, followed closely by fear of damaging family honor, and to a much lesser 
extent by fear of exclusion from communities. This showed the extent to which 
male-dominated belief systems were internalized by women and girls. These mental 
models mean women see men as responsible for providing for all households needs, 
which was cited as the cause of many cases of divorce, conflict, and marital violence. 
Although most women undertake activities to improve family food security and 
income, this is out of necessity as their husbands are unable to cover the families’ 
needs, and not necessarily because they see this as desirable. 

These insights gave CRS the basis for designing a social behavioral change strategy 
to address gender-based norms and behaviors that might otherwise have hindered 
achieving the goals of the program in Niger.

change happens, how implementing organizations support change processes, how 
these processes are assessed, and how this supports learning. The example shows 
how SenseMaker helped step beyond the limitations of common practice. 

To be effective, programs need to be designed and implemented based on in-
depth local assessments of complex operating environments. These assessments 
need to take account of the underlying structures and mental models that cause 
the symptoms. SenseMaker offers an effective approach (see Box 2), which is a 
challenge using conventional methods. Quantitative methods, such as surveys, 

	 Box	2.
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Identifying unknown unknowns with SenseMaker

CRS conducted a resilience assessment in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
in order to improve its program, which aims to achieve sustained nutrition, food 
security, and economic well-being (Gottret et. al, 2019). The assessment used 
SenseMaker to identify emerging practices that the program could scale. The stories 
showed that 41 percent of project participants considered that armed conflict—
whether caused by social, ethnic, or religious differences—and, to a lesser extent, 
insecurity, theft, and domestic violence were the most important shocks or stressors 
they faced. The effects of these on emotional wellbeing, physical health, and social 
relations were evident in the narratives as well.

These experiences of armed conflict and domestic violence led to deteriorating 
individual behaviors, such as criminal behavior (theft, corruption, bribery), and 
an erosion of values, feeding dishonesty, nepotism, hate and envy, and creating 
serious obstacles to transformational change. It thus became obvious that the root 
causes of violence and conflict needed addressing, if the program was to have any 
sustained impact. 

These unexpected findings highlighted the need for CRS to invest in peacebuilding, 
in addition to existing activities on nutrition, food security, and economic well-
being, in order to build long-term resilience. This led the organization to leverage 
additional resources to implement its Binding, Bonding and Bridging (A3B) 
peacebuilding approach, including activities for individual self-transformation 
and trauma healing, bonding activities to strengthen relationships and mutual 
understanding within different identity groups, and bridging activities to develop 
trust among identity groups in order to foster dialogue in conflict resolution. 

are useful for identifying the symptoms and trends of a situation, and to some 
extent explanatory patterns. Conventional qualitative methods are better suited 
to understand the underlying structures and mental models that explain events 
but have significant limitations. They rarely use a sufficiently large sample to 
give confidence that any findings cover the diversity of voices from key interest 
groups. They rarely involve a representative sample of a population, hindering 
generalizability of findings. More importantly, analysis of qualitative data relies 
heavily on interpretation by the researchers or evaluators of the information 
provided by respondents, making them intermediaries between respondents and 
information users.

What SenseMaker is and how it works

SenseMaker is a complexity-aware, narrative-based method that can be used to 
conduct assessments, monitoring, evaluations (whether baseline, midterm, or final), 
and research studies. SenseMaker is based on narratives that respondents share 
and to which they give additional meaning. It recognizes that personal narratives—

	 Box	3.
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short accounts of people’s experiences—allow better insights that can help 
contextualize knowledge. 

The method involves gathering and analyzing many short, focused experiences 
from people. This shifts significant power of interpretation to the respondent 
and away from the researcher or evaluator. It has been specifically developed 
to better understand reality through respondents’ eyes. Nuanced insights into 
their experiences can be revealed through visual data pattern analysis, statistical 
analysis, and textual analysis. SenseMaker can be used as a stand-alone method or 
in combination with other more conventional assessment, monitoring, evaluation, 
and research techniques. SenseMaker lends itself well to participatory practice. 
This guide provides many ideas on how to facilitate multi-stakeholder design and 
analysis. 

Key features of SenseMaker 

SenseMaker has powerful features that, as a set, distinguish it from other methods 
of inquiry. 

It uses a narrative as the entry point

The starting point is a narrative that the respondent chooses to share about a 
specific and lived experience, moment or event that reveals what is important to 
them (see Box 4).

The SenseMaker method was developed based on the recognition that people 
make sense of the world around them through stories about their experiences. The 
starting point for the method is, therefore, the narratives that people share about a 
specific experience related to the topic of inquiry.

These short stories are usually about people’s personal experiences. They are 
snippets about what is taking place and what is important for the person sharing 

 The wrong initiative
 
“ Last year my eldest son decided to go on an exodus, and he had no money. I 

was obliged to sell my cart including the cow to give him pocket money and 
to pay for his transportation. Today it has been exactly one year, and I don’t 
know anything about him, nor has he sent me anything. Before his departure 
I was doing my business with the cart and I didn’t want him to go, but as his 
father had the last word, he ordered me to let him go. Today I have no right to 
complain. I am worried if he would ever come back even if he didn’t come with 
any money, I must not lose my eldest son and the cart both at the same time.”

 Adult women, 31 years or older, Niger

	 Box	4.	Example	of	a	SenseMaker	narrative	(original	title	and	text	as	submitted)
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	 Figure	1.	Self-signification	process	using	the	body,	pen	and	paper,	or	a	tablet

that experience. This makes SenseMaker a powerful way to hear directly from the 
people closest to the issues, revealing the world through their eyes. Thus, depending 
on the purpose of the SenseMaker process, narratives can give voice to vulnerable 
people who have not been heard. 

Narratives are triggered by a predesigned, open-ended question called the ‘prompter’. 
The narratives can be shared in any language. They are documented in written form or 
through audio recordings. They can be submitted by the respondent or collected by a 
facilitator. 

The prompter is intended to enable respondents to share factual experiences that are 
important to them, rather than to generate evaluative statements or opinions. The 
narrative is not a lengthy account of the experience, but rather a selective and focused 
account of what happened. 

Since narratives provide an essential entry point to understanding more about a 
respondent’s experience, the design and testing of the prompter is an important 
step that requires thoughtful testing and revision. A good prompter finds a balance 
between being broad enough to allow respondents to choose what is important to 
them, while being bounded enough so that the shared narratives focuses on the 
study theme. Narratives may be shorter or longer, depending on the type of study and 
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the planned use of the findings. For example, if the aim is to periodically monitor 
changes, a short narrative may be sufficient. On the other hand, if the aim is to 
conduct a more in-depth evaluation or to use the findings for advocacy, investing in 
generating more elaborate narratives might be considered.

It facilitates self-interpretation of experiences

Once a respondent has shared their experience, they are asked follow-up questions 
called ‘signifier questions’ that facilitate further reflection and interpretation on 
the experience. This self-signification process reduces the interpretive influence of 
the external evaluator or researcher during the analysis, and it provides additional 
layers of information about the experience shared by the respondent.

The narrative provides only a partial account of an experience. After the respondent 
has shared their narrative, predesigned follow-up questions prompt them to provide 
additional information and insights about their experience. These are called signifier 
questions, four types of which are specific to SenseMaker (core SenseMaker 
questions). The word ‘signifier’ comes from the self-signification process, in which 
respondents give meaning to the experience they share (Figure 1). In so doing, they 
provide a primary interpretation of their stories, which become that ‘self-signified 
narratives’. This process reduces the interpretation bias of facilitators, evaluators, 
and researchers.

Self-signification is an essential step in the SenseMaker method, one that makes 
the design and testing of signifier questions as important as the design of the initial 
prompter. An instrument containing the prompter, a set of signifier questions, a set 
of multiple-choice questions (MCQs) about the sociodemographic characteristic of 
the respondent, and a set of collection protocol questions is called a signification 
framework. 

It encourages respondents to deliberate over and nuance their responses

The way respondents are asked to provide their answers encourages nuanced and 
deliberative responses. The nature of the questions requires respondents to think 
before answering, encouraging them to take the time to reflect before giving a 
response, which is less common in conventional surveys. Questions are explicitly 
designed to reduce the potential for respondents to give socially desirable or gamed 
responses. Four types of signifier questions are core to the SenseMaker method: 
sliders, sliders with stones, triads, and canvases with stones.

The design process values ambiguity as a means of minimizing socially desirable 
answers—where respondents seek to respond in a way that they think will 
influence a project’s design or implementation. This is particularly important when 
conducting an assessment or baseline evaluation that will be used in the design of 
an intervention, or to make decisions regarding primary project participants and 
implementation processes. Figure 2 shows a slider signifier question to which a 
respondent provides a nuanced answer between two extremes. 
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	 Figure	2.	Slider	signifier	question	enabling	nuanced	answer	between	two	extremes

It allows inclusion of many voices at scale and listening to differences

Unlike other qualitative methods, SenseMaker allows the inclusion of many 
voices—hundreds and sometimes thousands. A large number of narratives are 
captured, making it possible to listen to diverse perspectives on the same issue. The 
software helps disaggregate data to compare subgroups and, when robust sampling 
strategies are used, enables the use of statistical tests and allows inferences to be 
made. 

Valuing each person’s experience means there is no biased selection of ‘best’ stories 
or champion examples. With SenseMaker, all voices count—whether it is the voice 
of a project participant or a non-participant, whether it is a woman, man, youth, 
elder, or someone better off or worse off. In addition, if rigorous statistical sampling 
techniques are used, a sufficiently large sample will be collected, meaning the 
sampled voices will be representative of the population. This allows for statistical 
comparisons between different groups of respondents. 

SenseMaker can also include the voices of stakeholders other than project 
participants—including implementing partners, government agencies, the 
private sector, and consumers. This provides a powerful way to compare multiple 
perspectives (Figure 3). This captures the perception of girls’ behavior in the 
stories, illustrating the difference between stories told by fathers and those told 
by mothers (girls’ empowerment project, Rwanda). Seeing the differences and 
similarities between stakeholders can help trigger ideas for action. Where there 
are an insufficient number of respondents in certain stakeholder groups, these 
stakeholders can still be engaged in collective interpretation processes during the 
sensemaking phase.

It empowers respondents as they reflect on their experiences 

When facilitated properly, SenseMaker has the potential to raise awareness among 
respondents, empowering them through selecting, sharing, and making sense of 
their experiences.
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	 Figure	3.	Signifier	question	comparing	several	people’s	perspectives

During many SenseMaker studies, the respondents were systematically asked how 
they felt while sharing and signifying their experiences. It showed that SenseMaker 
made it easier for respondents with varying levels of literacy to participate. It helped 
them to reflect on the experiences they shared in a way that created an awareness 
of their assets and capabilities, as well as their achievements. Their reflections 
generated lessons that they indicated would be useful in similar situations in future. 
In one study with refugees (Gottret and Kast 2018), the facilitators asked 
respondents exit questions after the interview. They found that respondents 
appreciated and enjoyed the process of responding. It helped them, they said, to 
reflect on their lived experience in a different way. Some respondents said that this 
was the first time they had talked about what had happened to them. Others said 
that they appreciated the opportunity to be heard. 

SenseMaker can be of value to respondents as they share and reflect on the 
experiences that are important to them. It can give them an opportunity to come 
up with ideas and solutions to pursue better outcomes. When sensemaking 
includes collective interpretation events, powerful insights are generated for the 
stakeholders involved—not only those who commissioned the SenseMaker process.

It values weak signals as important to adaptive management

A SenseMaker analysis can easily reveal dominant patterns and tease out means 
and medians in the data. But it also values individual experiences and weak 
signals or outliers. Weak signals can help to identify aspects of a situation that 
can provide opportunities for innovation or support to reach positive outcomes 
(emergent practices). Such signals can also point to challenges or problems that 
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	 Figure	4.	Signifier	question	(triad)	giving	wider	relevance	of	a	single	story		
	 (‘controlling	the	damage’	cluster)	(peacebuilding	project	in	Mindanao,	Philippines)

could be addressed or reduced. This feature is fundamental in supporting adaptive 
management.

The analytical process involves flipping agilely between individual stories and the 
larger patterns of which they are part. All stories are analyzed, not only for averages, 
but also to detect unusual patterns and to compare differing perspectives and 
views. Just as conventional MEAL and research methods can generate statistics 
from quantitative data, SenseMaker allows statistical analysis. This analytical 
process identifies positive and negative outliers, called weak signals, as indicators 
of emerging opportunities or concerns that merit further investment (emergent 
practices) or that might need addressing (threats). This is essential if monitoring and 
evaluation (M&E) is to support collaboration, learning, and adaptation.

For example, Rikolto International (previously Veco) developed a one-week 
sensemaking process, during which farmers and other value-chain stakeholders 
engaged in discussions on what might be needed to increase positive patterns or to 
reduce problematic ones. These discussions aimed to support decision-making and 
follow-up actions that nudged progress toward a desired goal.
 
CRS has also been developing a SenseMaker-based tool for assessing how far 
farmers have advanced along pathways to prosperity and their resilience to shocks 
and stressors (Gottret 2017). From start to finish, this type of evaluation can take 
two months, allowing teams to make decisions and take action for better quality 
implementation and performance. This ability to support programs in operating 
effectively in complex contexts is a fundamental characteristic of SenseMaker, 
making it a valuable complexity-aware tool for designing, implementing, monitoring, 
and evaluating any initiative.
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It combines qualitative and quantitative data through analysis of visual 
patterns, text, and statistical data

Qualitative and quantitative data are analyzed together to complement each other 
and produce better insights. The SenseMaker approach allows for an agile analytical 
process that combines the visualization of patterns from multiple responses, the 
selection of narratives from dominant and weak patterns for text analysis, and the 
combination of responses to visualize association or correlation. Strong patterns 
with large visual clusters of responses can be spotted quickly, as can outliers, with 
direct access to the underlying narratives to further enhance interpretation and 
contextualization of the observed patterns.

As soon as responses are uploaded, immediate visualization, observation, and 
exploration of emerging response patterns is possible. Once patterns of interest 
have been identified, specific stories related to each pattern can be read and 
used to assist in interpretation and contextualization. People’s voices in stories 
can be linked to quantitative patterns that can shed light on the wider relevance 
of an individual story (Figures 4 and 5). By visualizing patterns across a set of 
narratives and reading the associated narratives, a more open-ended, surprise-
seeking analysis is made possible, and premature conclusions are avoided. 
Signifiers can be combined with each other or with other question types to filter the 
stories into smaller clusters, or subgroups, to detect differences among groups of 
respondents, as well as dominant patterns or outliers. Analysis can also include a 
more structured, assumption-testing phase of looking at visual patterns, narratives, 
and statistics, though this usually occurs once the more exploratory approach to 
analysis has been taken. Such more comprehensive analysis involves analyzing 
and visualizing data using various software, from the more basic (such as Microsoft 
Excel) to the more sophisticated (Tableau, PowerBI, R, Stata, SPSS).

	 Figure	5.	Signifier	question	(triad)	highlighting	a	minor	story	cluster	
				(‘no	particular	action’	cluster)	(peacebuilding	project	in	Mindanao,	Philippines)
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	 	Figure	6.	Signifier	question	(triad)	indicating	the	desired	pattern		
during	the	program’s	lifespan

It reframes indicators of success

Analysis using SenseMaker can provide a complementary way to frame indicators of 
success in terms of the desirability of certain kinds of narratives and visual patterns. 
Targets can be identified by making statements such as: ‘Through the program, we 
would like to see more stories or responses like this …, and fewer like that.’

Conventional MEAL methods and processes often rely on selecting specific 
indicators of progress, which are the basis of targets for the intervention. 
Analysis focuses on confirming or refuting progress towards these targets. While 
conventional methods may also seek explanations for why efforts have been 
effective or not, finding the answers to such questions can be problematic. The 
findings that SenseMaker reveals can provide an additional way to frame indicators 
and targets: in terms of the desirability of narratives and response patterns. For 
example, targets may be identified like this: ‘Through the program, we would like 
more stories like this … and fewer like that …. ? Some organizations have begun to 
use the key signifier questions as alternative indicators for monitoring and reporting 
program progress. The example in Figure 6 shows a triad used for the baseline of 
the A3B peacebuilding program implemented by CRS in the Philippines. Through its 
interventions, the program aims to build the capacity of local communities and local 
peace and order structures to deal with conflict. Over the life of the program, it aims 
to see more stories in which these groups are perceived as being able to solve the 
problem (lower part of the graph).
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The SenseMaker Process

The SenseMaker process has four phases: preparation, design, collection, and sen-
semaking (Figure 7). These form the basis of the structure of this guide. Although the 
phases are presented sequentially, the SenseMaker process unfolds iteratively. Each 
phase involves a set of activities that need to be covered sooner or later. The purpose, 
context, and organizational conditions lead to unique SenseMaker processes. The 
activities listed below provide an overview of what is involved in each phase to help 
ensuring the basics are being covered, and that good practices are built up through 
experience. These are illustrated by the cases on which the guide draws.
 
The four phases of the SenseMaker process are briefly described below, with detailed 
guidance found in the following chapters: 
• Phase 1: Preparation
• Phase 2: Design
• Phase 3: Collection
• Phase 4: Sensemaking

Deciding to use SenseMaker

Before diving into SenseMaker, it is important to determine whether the method is 
suited to the intended purpose and if it is to be used alongside other methods or on 
its own. As SenseMaker is still relatively unknown, those making the decision can 
benefit from a solid introduction to the method. This will help understand its potential 
and limitations, clarify how findings are presented, and show how it can contribute to 
the intended purpose. This information is essential to make an informed decision. 

	 Figure	7.	Phases	of	a	SenseMaker	process

 Phase 1: 
 Preparation

 Phase 3: 
 Collection

 Phase 2: 
 Design

 Phase 4: 
 Sensemaking
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Phase 1: Preparation for the SenseMaker process

Once the decision has been made to use SenseMaker, the Preparation phase begins 
by laying a solid foundation for an effective SenseMaker process. This phase needs to 
be documented in a SenseMaker process plan, or Scope of Work, that is agreed on by 
all interested parties. 

Planning and agreeing on the SenseMaker process. Once the green light has 
been given, the process needs careful preparation: clarifying the purpose; clarifying 
complementarity with other methods being used; specifying hardware and software 
needs; creating a team with clear roles and responsibilities; developing a timeline 
and budget; and agreeing on leadership, team coordination, and communication. 
Agreements about the why, what, who, how, and when form the basis of 
a SenseMaker process plan. Discussing and signing off on the plan can lay the 
foundation for a smooth process.

Securing support from leadership. In addition to an allocated budget, a quality 
SenseMaker process requires a core team tasked with overseeing the process 
from start to finish; the contribution of thematic experts during the Design and 
Sensemaking phases, as needed; the coordination of logistics during the Collection 
phase; and active participation of program staff, partners and project participants for 
collective interpretation during the Sensemaking phase. All this requires the support 
and commitment of the organization’s leadership.

Phase 2: Design of the signification framework

A good design is fundamental for high-quality findings and optimal use; it lays the 
foundation for the rest of the process. The design process requires sufficient time, 
enough knowledgeable contributors, and good facilitation. This phase merges into the 
Collection phase through testing and revising the signification framework. With a clear 
purpose and focus agreed upon during the Preparation phase, the design process 
begins by identifying the voices and perspectives that need to be heard but are often 
not attended to sufficiently. The groups and subgroups of interest can then be mapped 
to review and revise the sampling and stratification strategy, as needed.
 
Defining the analytical framing. To ensure a focused and high-quality design, an 
analytical framing is essential. This can be selected from existing frameworks or may 
be developed specifically for this purpose. This step may require a focused literature 
review and consultation with thematic experts, as well as input from people with 
hands-on experience of the topic of inquiry, whether as practitioners or as intended 
participants of an intervention. 

Drafting the signification framework. This differs considerably from designing 
traditional surveys or interview guides. A well-formulated prompter is crucial to obtain 
narratives that can reveal insights about the topic of interest. The learning questions, 
key concepts, and analytical framing developed during the Preparation phase lay the 
groundwork for a good design that addresses the learning or research questions. These 
are used to draft follow-up questions that also require careful design. 
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Testing the signification framework. The full draft of the framework is always 
tested, whether or not the SenseMaker process requires the creation of a new 
framework, or the adaption or replication of an existing one. This step includes 
preliminary and in situ testing by those designing the framework, and user testing 
by the people who will conduct the interviews. Testing usually starts with a paper 
version of the signification framework and if collection is to be digital, testing with 
the digital version is needed to check all aspects working well. This can be part of 
the user testing phase during the facilitator training. 

Configuring the digital version of the signification framework. The digital version 
of the framework is configured in Designer to allow data entry through a browser or 
an app. 

Phase 3: Collection of narratives and facilitation of their self-signification

Based on our experience, the Collection phase involves facilitators engaging with 
respondents for meaningful conversation. There are cases where there is no need 
for facilitators as respondents can share their narratives and self-signified it by 
themselves, but these are very rare in applications focused on development practice, 
humanitarian response and social justice work. 

The facilitators prompt respondents to share their narratives about the experiences 
they feel are significant, which results in qualitative (textual) data. They then 
facilitate the respondents’ self-signification using follow-up signifier questions. 
This results in quantitative (numerical) data. Good facilitation during the collection 
process is essential to ensure high-quality data, as this lays the foundation for good 
analysis and robust findings. 

Preparing for collection. An effective and high-quality collection process requires 
thorough preparation. This includes the selection of the facilitators. If external 
facilitators are being used, they need to be contracted. A collection plan is drawn up 
to guide how facilitators are to be distributed, and includes a calendar of activities, 
as well as listing the logistics and support needed. Facilitator kits that include 
the collection devices (tablets or smartphones), paper copies of the signification 
framework, and all materials for the facilitation processes are prepared in advance. 

Training facilitators and conducting a final user testing. The facilitators are critical 
to the quality of the SenseMaker process, which involves much more than simply 
filling in a survey. The facilitators undertake the fundamental task of collecting the 
narratives and supporting the respondents in signifying their experiences. Investing 
in high-quality and thorough hands-on training of facilitators is well worth the effort.
 
Facilitators need to be trained in the basic SenseMaker method, to understand 
each question in the signification framework, to know how to facilitate each type 
of signifier question, to be able to create a rapport with respondents so as to 
encourage sharing and reflection, and to ensure that the collection process is 
ethical. During training, facilitators help conduct a final test of the signification 
framework to fine-tune the language and to ensure local appropriateness.
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Facilitating the collection process. Facilitating the collection of the narratives and 
the self-signification process is at the core of the Collection phase. Facilitators follow 
the protocols that have been established, learned, and practiced during the training 
and final user testing. Facilitators need to ensure that the process is appropriate for 
the context and that collection is ethical. 

Monitoring collection to ensure quality. The first days of collection offer an 
opportunity to finesse the practice, so accompanying the team of facilitators is 
important. Such in-person monitoring during the first days needs to be planned in 
advance. Quality checks of the uploaded narratives and responses to the signifier 
questions can help identify and solve problems with individual facilitation and 
technology, as they emerge. 

Phase 4: Sensemaking 

Sensemaking involves visualizing, examining, and recombining the qualitative 
and quantitative data that SenseMaker generates. It then involves analyzing and 
interpreting the collected narratives and data with different stakeholders, triggering 
individual and collective reflections that offer new insights. These then inform 
decisions for programming, advocacy, or local action. This is a multistage process, 
with much iteration between visualizing patterns, and an open-ended and structured 
analysis. 

Preparing for sensemaking. After the collection process has finished, the dataset 
is cleaned and prepared for analysis. This may involve removing duplicate narratives 
or other errors, recategorizing or retrospectively categorizing responses, introducing 
translated narratives, or replacing narratives that have too many typing or 
grammatical errors. Once the data are cleaned, access to the dataset can be given to 
those involved in analysis. 

Primary analysis. The first step in an initial exploratory analysis is to ensure the 
SenseMaker core team members have been trained in the use of its analytical and 
visualization capabilities. The analysis team then carries out a primary analysis 
by looking at visual patterns for all signifier questions, reading the narratives, and 
characterizing respondents using MCQs designed for this purpose. Findings are 
discussed and form the basis of a plan for further analysis and documentation. 
The learning questions and the analytical framing will inform and help focus the 
sensemaking process. Based on this, collective interpretation workshops with the 
SenseMaker process stakeholders can be planned and prepared. 

Collective interpretation. Different types of events (remote and/or face-to-face) can 
be held with the SenseMaker process stakeholders, as per available resources and 
time. These may include intended project participants; facilitators; implementing 
partners; program, MEAL and management staff; peer organizations; other key 
stakeholders; and donors. At these events, primary analysis findings are shared, 
and additional interpretation is undertaken. New avenues for analysis can emerge 
and ideas are generated for action. These may include adjusting the implementation 
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strategies and operational plans of existing projects to provide adaptive 
management, or to feed into the design of future initiatives.

Comprehensive analysis. Comprehensive analysis can be used to further explore 
the data in order respond to specific learning questions, or components or concepts 
in the analytical framework. It can also be used to respond to questions that emerge 
during primary analysis or collective interpretation. Comprehensive analysis 
requires a more structured (focused or guided) approach than primary analysis, 
and usually requires the time and input of people with specific quantitative and 
qualitative analysis skills.

Communication and use. This guidance does not aim to provide comprehensive 
advice on communication and the use of findings, but it does aim to ensure that the 
SenseMaker process is user-focused. For this purpose, it is important to revisit the 
stakeholder analysis conducted during the Preparation phase, in order to develop 
user-targeted, customized communication products to engage key stakeholders and 
to share findings, analysis, and recommendations with them. This will ensure that, 
after several interactions of analysis, interpretation, and documentation, different 
communication products can be developed on the basis of stakeholder analysis.

The Software

A SenseMaker process requires: (a) a software license for the organization or 
project, and (b) software to configure signification frameworks, collect, access, 
analyze, and visualize data. Licenses can be purchased directly from The Cynefin 
Company, the company that has developed SenseMaker. Cost options need to be 
discussed with a SenseMaker professional or directly with The Cynefin Company.

At the time this guide went into press, the proprietary Cynefin Company software 
SenseMaker Suite offered design, analyze, dashboard and data export functions, 
all accessible via a personalized login. Users can digitally configure signification 
frameworks, collect data via a browser and an app, store data online, perform basic 
Master dataset manipulation, visualize and summarize data, and export data from 
the server. 

It is common to use third party visualization and analytical software, including 
Excel, R, Stata, SPSS, and Tableau. Using third party software to digitally configure a 
signification framework and for data entry is possible, if less common. It requires a 
good understanding of the methodology, question types, data structure, and needs 
to be discussed directly with The Cynefin Company. 
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Suitability Assessment

Like any method, SenseMaker is not appropriate for all contexts, purposes, and 
information needs. Deciding whether to use this method requires clarity about its 
appropriateness to the task at hand and to the operating conditions. 
Making an informed decision will help align expectations with what SenseMaker can 
and cannot do. 

To make an informed decision, the team will need:
 
•  a basic understanding of the method, its underlying principles, how it differs from 

other methods, and the process involved;
•  clarity on the purpose of the study and on the type of information and insights 

needed to serve that purpose; 
•  access to experienced SenseMaker practitioners or a well-planned capacity 

building process; and 
•  realistic expectations about the human and financial resources needed, and the 

time the SenseMaker process will take from start to finish. 

Comparing SenseMaker to Common Methods of Inquiry

SenseMaker is a relatively new method in social change initiatives, development 
projects and humanitarian response. It is sufficiently different from conventional 
methods to warrant investing time in understanding how it works and what it can 
and cannot do. To start making an informed decision on whether to use SenseMaker, 
it is helpful to set up a team to assess suitability and feasibility, and to involve a 
skilled SenseMaker practitioner. To make an informed decision, people will need a 
basic understanding of what the method is, how it works, and (importantly) how it 
compares to other quantitative and qualitative methods they might be familiar with. 
They should also understand how it can complement more conventional methods 
(Table 1). 
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1.  Reasoning is the process of using existing knowledge to draw conclusions, make predictions, or construct 
explanations.

Table	1.	Comparing	SenseMaker	with	other	methods	of	inquiry

quantitative methods

Changes in predefined variables in 
a specific context, and differences 
between predefined cohorts and over 
time.

Comparing specific interventions 
and anticipated observable change 
variables that can be disaggregated by 
cohorts. Allows before–after and with–
without comparisons.

Numerical and categorical data

Descriptive and inferential statistical 
analysis, with a focus on means, 
medians, and standard deviations, 
aimed at assessing the spread of 
responses the correlations and cause–
effect relations. The analysis aims to 
generate insights and conclusions 
that are representative of the study 
population and to test for statistically 
significant differences between 
different subgroups of that population.

Visualizations based on analytical 
outputs are also produced.

Deductive: If the premises are all true, 
then the conclusion must be true. This 
begins with the assertion of a general 
rule, and then proceeds to a confirmed 
specific conclusion, using statistical 
tests to generalize sample findings to 
the overall population.

qualitative methods

In-depth experiences that describe and 
explain a situation or change process, 
the factors that influenced the process, 
and the outcomes.

Understanding change processes, 
the context in which they take place, 
the factors that contributed to the 
processes, the outcomes, and the value 
of the processes. 

Textual data that may require coding, 
expert analysis, interpretation, and 
quantitative text analysis.

Deductive or inductive qualitative data 
analysis, with a focus on a thorough 
examination of the themes of study, 
in order to better understand social 
processes and the multiple factors that 
influence them. The analysis aims to 
obtain valid insights and conclusions.

Visualizations based on analytical 
outputs are also produced.

Inductive: If the premises are all true, 
then the conclusion is probably true. 
This begins with observations that 
are specific and limited in scope, and 
then proceeds to valid generalized 
conclusions. This approach is used when 
little is known about the phenomena 
being studied.
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2.  For example, narratives may be short, and are very likely to not contain all the information about the 
experience, which is instead captured by follow-up questions. This may limit the scope of qualitative 
analysis. The quantitative data captured through some core SenseMaker signifier questions is relative, 
rather than absolute; this affects the approach to statistical analysis (if required).

sensemaker

Respondents’ experiences of a situation or change process, and their own coding 
of those experiences, which reduces the influence of external interpretation. This 
self-signification process can reveal information on the influences of different 
factors, such as behaviors and values, access to assets, strategies employed, 
actions taken and outcomes. This allows multiple combinations of responses to 
dig deeper in order to understand (layers of ) causes.

Includes both options for qualitative and quantitative approaches. Understanding 
change processes, the context in which they take place, the factors that contribute 
to them, and their outcomes and values, on the basis of respondents’ narratives 
and self-signification. It also allows before-after and with-without comparisons, if 
the process and sampling have been designed with these in mind.

Qualitative textual data that is interpreted by the respondent, generating 
quantitative numerical data.

Descriptive and inferential statistical analysis and deductive or inductive 
qualitative data analysis, with some limitations inherent in the method.2

Visualizations form the basis of analysis and collective interpretation and are 
available immediately. Analysis can include means, medians, and standard 
deviations, and pays attention to outliers (known as ‘weak signals’) as 
potentially important indicators of opportunities and problems.

Abductive or hypothesis-generating: Often referred to as a variation of 
inductive reasoning, this begins with an incomplete set of observations and 
proceeds to the likeliest possible explanation for the set. Abductive reasoning 
yields the kind of information needed for daily decision-making, which tries its 
best with the (often incomplete) information at hand (Thagard and Cameron 
1997).
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Becoming Acquainted with the SenseMaker Method 

There are several ways to gain a basic understanding of the SenseMaker method: 

•  Explore existing SenseMaker publications, such as case studies, articles, reports, 
and blog posts. This guide offers an introduction to SenseMaker, a broad range of 
examples from different processes and topics (see below), and references to case 
studies.

•  Attend an introductory training session conducted by a skilled SenseMaker 
practitioner who can help to assess the use and applicability of the method for 
one’s project or initiative. 

•  Consult colleagues who have used SenseMaker in similar organizations and 
contexts—and ideally for similar topics.

Uses of SenseMaker 

SenseMaker has been used in a variety of ways and contexts. Table 2 provides some 
examples of SenseMaker studies conducted for different purposes: assessments, 
baseline studies, monitoring, and evaluation. 

Table	2.	Examples	of	SenseMaker	studies	

The Inclusive Business Scan assessed and generated insights about the inclusivity 
of business models within smallholder supply chains. The aim is to adjust value-
chain support interventions, provide feedback to buyers and farmer organizations, 
and stimulate dialogue among value-chain actors. The generic SenseMaker 
framework can be used in different value chains with minor adaptations, which 
reduces design and analysis time and cost. 

Application: Rikolto International (previously VECO). Between 2012 and 2016 in 
Indonesia, Senegal, Nicaragua, Ecuador, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
(DRC). For more information, see: The Inclusive Business Scan. 

Resilience assessment: After trying several approaches to assess resilience and 
evaluate progress toward building resilience capabilities—with mixed results—CRS 
decided to use the SenseMaker method to develop a tool for this purpose, and 
tested it interactively in nine case studies in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and 
East Africa (2016-2017), as well as in the DRC (2017–2018). Throughout the different 
applications, the design was further adapted and refined.

Application: CRS, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Indonesia, Bangladesh, East 
Timor, Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, DRC (2016–2018). For more information, see 
Understanding and assessing resilience (Gottret 2017).
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4,000 Voices, a national representative study on attitudes towards adolescent 
girls to focus a girls’ empowerment program, generate baseline data for 
assessing program impact, and inform policy design. A parallel effort in Ethiopia 
collected 4,800 stories. 

Application: Girl Effect, Rwanda and Ethiopia (2013/2014). 

The A3B Peace project baseline aimed to understand how people perceive the 
effect of peace and conflict situations on relationships, the level of trust, and 
their feelings of safety in their communities. It also generated a baseline for the 
project.

Application: CRS, Philippines (2016-2017).

Partnership and capacity strengthening tool (pcsSCAN), a real-time collection 
and visualization (PowerBI dashboard) of feedback on capacity strengthening 
across the entire organization. Capacity strengthening happens through online 
learning, face-to-face capacity building, coaching, and mentoring, as well 
as through accessing helpful tools, guides, studies, and other learning and 
practitioner resources. These resources are not static, requiring continuous 
adjustment to remain relevant and beneficial. pcsSCAN enables CRS to listen 
to staff and partners, and makes it easy to collect, interpret and act on their 
feedback (CRS 2018).

Application: CRS, globally (since 2017).

Review of a multisectoral orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) program; 
This assessed the hypothesized relationships and explicit assumptions 
identified in the project’s theory of change. It was part of a wide-ranging midterm 
review of a multisectoral OVC program funded by the President’s Emergency Plan 
for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). Other methods included a large-scale cross-sectional 
survey, key informant interviews, and focus group discussions. A SenseMaker 
process was conducted in a sub-sample of households (n = 480) from the 
household survey. This design allowed the survey and SenseMaker data to 
be exported, merged, and analyzed in a statistical analysis package (Tangible 
benefits to child wellbeing seen among households participating in Savings and 
Internal Lending Communities (SILC), CRS 2018). 

Application: CRS, Nigeria (2016).

Making sense of refugee support: CRS used SenseMaker for the final 
evaluation of a nine-year program supporting Colombian refugees, Venezuelan 
migrants, and vulnerable Ecuadorians. CRS, with its implementing partner 
the Missionaries of St. Charles Borromeo, chose the method because many 
participants had undergone traumatic experiences, and CRS wanted to minimize 
the risk of causing further trauma. The respondents indicated that they 
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appreciated the process of responding and being listened to; it helped them reflect 
on their experiences. Some said it was the first time they had talked about what had 
happened to them. SenseMaker enabled the evaluation team to remain people-
centered (Making sense of refugee support: using narratives to evaluate a program 
to protect and integrate refugees in Ecuador, Gottret and Kast 2018). 

Application: CRS, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador (2016-2018).

Evaluation of seventeen years of agriculture and livelihoods programming in 
Nicaragua. CRS used SenseMaker to assess and analyze farmer segmentation 
and livelihood–outcome dynamics, as well as the role of external intervention in 
promoting a ‘pathway to prosperity’ for farm families in Nicaragua (Gottret et al. 
2017). This study not only generated much-needed evidence on the achievements 
and challenges of the program. It also produced important new insights into 
resilience, which led to a multi-country and regional resilience assessment, also 
using SenseMaker. 

Application: CRS, Nicaragua (2015–2016).

The People on the Move assessment generated insights about displaced people’s 
experiences and the power they had to make decisions. The studies sought to 
capture the agency of displaced residents and returnees of different ages and 
genders in the Central African Republic and Iraq. These studies inform Oxfam’s work 
on refugees and displacement, which especially influences the displaced people’s 
decisions and the scope they have for exerting their agency. The studies offer 
gender-differentiated and assumption-challenging insights into the experiences of 
displacement. 

Application: Oxfam GB, Central African Republic and Kurdistan, Iraq (2017–2018). 
For more information Smith et al. (2018). 

Formative research on nutrition-sensitive agriculture in Guatemala: CRS 
Guatemala conducted this research to better understand the underlying causes of 
chronic malnutrition in Guatemala’s Western Highlands, with the aim of designing 
more effective projects to address this long-term challenge (Merchan, Gottret, and 
McQuillan 2018). This research provided important insights for future program 
design. The three key findings were: (1) poultry production holds significant 
potential to address nutritional and income needs of families; (2) while climate-
stressed agroecosystems can have a significant negative impact on food security, 
climate impacts can be mitigated with climate-resilient water and soil practices; and 
(3) savings and loans are vital coping mechanisms for food security challenges and 
to build resilience.

Application: CRS, Guatemala (2017–2018).
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Criteria to assess the suitability of SenseMaker 

There are multiple criteria that can help assess whether SenseMaker is suitable. 

•  Fitness for purpose: Is SenseMaker an appropriate method for the purpose of 
the study, and will it provide the type of information needed for the assessment, 
monitoring, evaluation, or research? 

•  Voices at scale: Is there access to a sufficient number of respondents to draw 
conclusions or construct explanations with the required level of disaggregation 
(e.g. by gender, region, age)?

•  Stakeholder involvement: Can sufficient involvement and participation of 
stakeholders and participants be ensured throughout the processes of design, 
collection, and sensemaking?

•  Organizational conditions: Does the organization have the resources needed for 
a successful SenseMaker process: budget, staff time, staff capabilities, support 
from a skilled SenseMaker practitioner and leadership buy-in? 

Teams can add other criteria to support the decision-making process, but these key 
criteria proved important in the projects listed in Table 2. Each of these criteria is 
discussed in detail in the following sections.

Fitness for purpose

SenseMaker is useful for understanding and assessing less tangible and less 
measurable aspects, issues, and changes.

SenseMaker generates visual patterns, quantitative data, and short narratives, 
and has the potential to reveal different views and perspectives, relationships, and 
interactions within the complex settings in which development practices operate. 
It is most appropriate when users wish to gain insights into less tangible and less 
measurable concepts, such as behavioral and cultural changes, values, gender, 
governance, trust, well-being, inclusion, social norms, resilience, and dignity. 
SenseMaker is not suitable for simply measuring quantitative indicators, such as 
production, costs, sales, income, child weight and height, or number of food groups.
 
The clearer the purpose and use of the study, the better decision-makers can 
understand what needs to be assessed. It is crucial that those involved in the 
decision are fully aware and have appropriate expectations of what type of data and 
insights SenseMaker generates, and what type it does not. It is highly recommended 
that first-time users involve experienced users to help them think through these 
issues.
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Voices at scale 

A sample should be large enough to generate desired insights, but small enough to 
keep the process economical. 

An essential criterion for deciding on the use of SenseMaker is to understand 
whose voices are important for the topic of interest, how many can be captured, and 
whether resources and access are available. If it is necessary to collect narratives 
from a specific group, a decision needs to be made on how many can be collected, 
considering existing constraints and whether this sample size is sufficient to 
generate informative and actionable insights. 

In practice, SenseMaker sample sizes can vary from a few dozen to a few thousand 
entries. However, if the sample is too small, it may not be worth investing in a 
SenseMaker process, as there will be limitations for analysis and disaggregation 
using data visualization. For example, if you are working with a self-help group of 
only twenty women, the main group from which you want to collect stories, the 
investment and effort involved in using SenseMaker will be too high for what it will 
give. Other methods, like semi-structured interviews, would be more appropriate and 
cost-effective. Nevertheless, SenseMaker has been successfully used in workshop 
environments with smaller samples, using its visualization and analysis tools.

Stakeholder involvement

SenseMaker works best when stakeholders are involved in participatory design and 
collective interpretation processes.

This guide promotes the implementation and use of SenseMaker as a participatory 
and collaborative process. The involvement and participation of stakeholders 
at different stages of the SenseMaker process enhances the quality, use, and 
effectiveness of the method, and ensures that it adds value beyond the collection 
process and reporting mode. Experience shows that this is particularly important 
during the Design and Sensemaking phases (Deprez and Guijt, 2021). The 
participation of various stakeholders in the collective design and interpretation 
processes fosters richer insights into the context, changes peoples’ perspectives, 
stimulates debate and conversations, leads to a shared understanding of issues, 
challenges and possible solutions, and fosters collaborative action. Nevertheless, 
this also applies to other more conventional methods when when being user-
focused is a guiding principle.

Organizational conditions 

A high quality SenseMaker process requires an appropriate mix of human and 
financial resources, as well as leadership support.

Like any other method, SenseMaker requires an appropriate budget, sufficient staff 
time, the necessary competencies, and good managerial and logistical support. 
For first-time users, good technical support and advice is needed to ensure a 
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quality process. Support from a skilled SenseMaker practitioner is thus strongly 
recommended. In addition, it is best if an on-site core group designs and implements 
the SenseMaker process from start to finish, with one of its members designated as 
the SenseMaker process lead. Experience shows that a realistic time frame needs to 
be agreed upon, and that leadership support is essential to successfully implement 
a SenseMaker process. 

Making the decision to use SenseMaker

A helpful way to assess the suitability of SenseMaker is to review the considerations 
outlined above. Box 5 presents some of the questions that can assist potential 
SenseMaker users in making an informed decision about its suitability. The list 
has been used by SenseMaker practitioners as a guide for the predesign stage, 
or as a formal checklist to make the go/no-go decision. It is not exhaustive and 
can be complemented with other questions and criteria relevant to the context. By 
discussing and answering these questions, the team will generate information that 
is essential not only in deciding on the use of SenseMaker, but also in kickstarting 
the design of the process.

	 Box	5.	Questions	to	ask	before	deciding	to	use	SenseMaker

 fitness for purpose 

•  What is the purpose of the process?
•  What are the main aspects, 

concepts, and changes to be 
assessed? How tangible and 
measurable are they?

•  Would the type of information 
generated by SenseMaker respond 
to our information needs? 

 voices at scale 

•  Whose voices are we interested in 
hearing?

•  How do we want to disaggregate 
these voices to filter the analysis? 

•  What number of respondents, 
overall and in each subgroup of 
interest, is required for the process? 
Is this realistic?

 stakeholder involvement 

•  Can we ensure sufficient internal staff 
and partner engagement during the 
design, collection, and sensemaking 
phases? 

•  Should we engage external stakeholders 
in the process? Where and when? 

 organizational conditions 

•  Can we secure the advice needed from an 
experienced SenseMaker practitioner to 
implement the SenseMaker process?

•  Do we have an in-country core team 
that can allocate time to coordinate and 
support the process?

•  Do we have the time and resources to 
develop in-country core team capacity, if 
needed?

•  Do we have the financial resources to 
conduct the process from start to finish?

•  Do we have a realistic time frame to get 
the work done?

•  Do we have sufficient leadership support?
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Phase 1: Preparation

Once the decision to use SenseMaker has been made, it can be tempting to dive 
straight into the process by training the core team and designing the signification 
framework. However, experience has shown the importance of laying a solid 
foundation for an effective SenseMaker process. If this phase is undertaken in 
haste, or without giving serious thought to the key questions documented in the 
SenseMaker process plan, then the quality of the SenseMaker process might be 
undermined. 

Core decisions about the SenseMaker process 

There are three decisions that strongly determine the design and implementation 
of a SenseMaker process: purpose, participation, and team composition. Each of 
these decisions is a spectrum between two options, with the purpose of the study 
determining where along the spectrum the choice will land. 

1. Core purpose

A results-oriented approach focuses on using the results and insights generated 
from the SenseMaker study. In this scenario, the steps of the SenseMaker process 
are organized to make it as efficient as possible, without compromising robustness. 
By comparison, when process is prioritized, participation in the different stages is 
a learning and an empowering process for participants (Deprez and Guijt, 2021). 
Careful attention is therefore paid to who to involve, enabling their participation and 
ownership of the different stages of the process. 

2. Extent of stakeholder participation

The number and types of actors involved in a SenseMaker process will depend on 
the nature of the organization or initiative and the purpose of the study. A limited 
number of people are easier to manage, while having many stakeholders involved 
in the design, collection, and sensemaking will require more coordination and 
resources—but can help with the uptake of findings. 
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3. Implementing team composition

A SenseMaker study can be entirely outsourced. In this scenario, the organization 
hires a SenseMaker expert to coordinate, organize, and conduct the entire study. If 
the SenseMaker process is internally organized and led, the project or organization 
will need to invest in developing internal capacities and free up staff members’ time 
and resources for the different phases of a SenseMaker process. 

Depending on the choices made for each of these three decisions, different 
scenarios are possible: For example, an internally managed process-oriented study 
with limited participation will look quite different from an outsourced results-
oriented large-scale study. Each variant comes with a set of considerations that are 
relevant to the preparation phase of a SenseMaker process. 

	 Table	3.	Examples	of	core	team	decision	domains	and	responsibilities

 decision domains
 
•  Finalize SenseMaker 

process plan.
•  Prepare final version of 

signification framework.
•  Approve deliverables of 

facilitators to process 
payments.

•  Prepare final version 
of visualizations from 
primary analysis for 
collective interpretation 
events.

 responsibilities
 
•  Prepare the SenseMaker process plan.
•  Participate in all activities required to design the 

signification framework.
•  Document all the versions of the signification 

framework.
•  Support selection of, and contracts for, facilitators.
•  Contribute to and participate in the design and 

implementation of facilitators’ training and final user 
testing. 

•  Provide on-site support and feedback to facilitators 
during the first week of collection.

•  Follow up the collection process and provide 
feedback, as needed, to ensure data quality.

•  Review the agreed deliverables of each facilitator 
and approve them for processing payments.

•  Contribute to primary analysis and prepare all the 
versions of the presentation to be shared with the 
various stakeholders for collective interpretation 
events.

•  Contribute to the preparation of the study reports 
and briefs based on the agreed communication 
strategy.
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Main Considerations

At this stage, several core decisions need to be made to create a roadmap and 
set boundaries on how SenseMaker will be used. Much will depend on the 
organizational context, the topic, whether the collection tools are to be designed 
from scratch, the budget, and the deadlines, as well as the capacity available for 
leading and coordinating the process, and for facilitating the design, collection, and 
sensemaking stages. Experience shows that thinking through the aspects listed 
below helps to ensure the SenseMaker process is built on a solid foundation. 

1. Establishing the core team 

A SenseMaker process requires program and MEAL expertise, as well as logistical 
support. The core team would ideally possess these skills. Any staff member 
with SenseMaker experience would be an excellent addition to the team, but if 
current staff have insufficient experience, it would be important to include a skilled 
SenseMaker practitioner in the team to advise and provide technical support.

Once the core team has been established, clarify and agree on the roles, decision 
domains, and responsibilities of each member. Also agree on who will lead the 
process, if this is not yet clear. The SenseMaker lead is responsible for overseeing 
and coordinating the process. Table 3 gives an example of how the domains and 
responsibilities of the MEAL expert team members are described. 

2. Conducting a stakeholder analysis 

It is important to define stakeholders and to think through the information each 
needs, and the way they will potentially use it. 
Stakeholder analysis should also involve thinking through these questions: 

•  Which of the stakeholders are respondents?
•  Who is collecting, and how might they benefit from the collection process? 
•  Which stakeholders can be engaged in collective interpretation events and how?
•  How can any other stakeholders be reached through a combination of 

communication strategies?
•  What will happen with the findings, and when will it happen?

In general, three types of stakeholders are involved: (1) facilitators of story 
collection and self-signification and respondents, (2) participants in the analysis and 
sensemaking process, and (3) people reached by broader diffusion of results and 
insights. Deliberate efforts are needed to think about how to engage these three 
groups.

3. Revising the purpose and objectives 

The core team should engage with relevant leadership and technical staff to review 
and agree on the use of the SenseMaker process: assessment, baseline, monitoring, 
midterm or final evaluation, impact assessment, research, or a combination of uses. 
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In these discussions, decision-makers need to make it clear whether the study is 
exploratory in nature or has a more specific or evaluative character, as it affects the 
nature of the SenseMaker design. There are no clear-cut answers, but if one focus is 
dominant, it might affect the nature of the signification framework.

The primary purpose should then be reviewed and revised as needed, and the 
learning questions and specific objectives developed. Answering the following 
questions can help:

•  Why is the study being carried out?
•  What are the specific expectations?
•  What overarching questions are driving the study?

SenseMaker can be used for different learning purposes. It can help to provide a 
general sense of what is happening within a given system or group of people. It 
can capture and hear the voices of a specific group of people; it can inform action 
and strategy. It can also generate insights to inform policy. Both the process and 
findings can stimulate debate and facilitate a common understanding and collective 
decision-making. It can provide evidence of change and trends and can support 
donor or project participants’ accountability. 

4. Deciding whether to use SenseMaker alone or with other methods

One common question is whether SenseMaker alone is sufficient to achieve what is 
needed, or whether it is better combined with other methods in a mixed-methods 
approach. SenseMaker can be combined with other data collection and evaluation 
methods in an efficient and powerful manner. In such cases, it is important to decide 
how the methods will be combined: sequentially or in parallel. SenseMaker is a 
hypothesis-generating method, so it is an excellent method to use as an entry point: 
it can then be followed by other, more structured data-collection methods. 

However, there are also cases in which SenseMaker has been used successfully 
in parallel with quantitative survey questions or qualitative interviews and focus 
group discussions. If it is to be used with a survey, it is important to plan well in 
advance how the datasets will be merged by using a unique ID. There have also 
been successful examples of combining the SenseMaker method with key informant 
interviews, focus group discussions or participatory visualization methods. The 
latter enable the discussion of specific findings from SenseMaker studies with 
selected groups of respondents, to investigate specific topics of interest in depth 
and to collect additional layers of information. 

CRS has also experimented with the use of semi-structured interview techniques for 
some follow-up MCQ signifier questions as part of the collection process, with good 
results. However, in such cases facilitators will need additional training, as ensuring 
the collection of good-quality data involves a different set of competencies. Other 
considerations include the extent to which the use of resources can be optimized, 
and how the analysis of the different datasets generated can be integrated.
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5. Design and agree on the sampling strategy

The design of the SenseMaker process and tools, including the budget, is affected 
by the types of respondent and the estimated number of stories. More complex 
data collection processes have logistical and financial implications. Therefore, it 
is crucial at this stage to discuss whose voices the study wants to hear in order to 
fulfill its purpose, and to determine if there is need for comparison between crucial 
subgroups in the sample population. 

6. Determining the sensemaking approach

Approaches to sensemaking vary considerably and depend on the purpose, expected 
deliverables, team capabilities, and available time and resources. Discussing this 
phase early on can help clarify the implementation process and timeline, including 
the level of training and external expertise required. A more results-oriented 
process will focus sensemaking on utility for programming decisions, while process-
oriented application will have a sensemaking approach that develops internal 
capabilities. The collection process or primary analysis can be entirely outsourced 
to an expert or undertaken internally by an individual or a team (see implementing 
team composition above). Collective interpretation can be omitted, facilitated by an 
expert or the core team, and facilitated in collective interpretation workshops with 
key stakeholders or in virtual collective interpretation events. Using the findings 
may be limited to discussions with project teams for taking action, or multiple 
communication materials can be developed and tailored for different stakeholders, 
for different purposes (positioning, influencing, and advocacy) and communicated 
via different channels (see extent of stakeholder participation above).

7. Outlining a communication and use strategy 

SenseMaker findings can be used to drive adaptive management, new project or 
program design, and accountability and changes in public, private, and civil society 
policies and practices. In all cases, plans to communicate and use those findings 
should be part of the SenseMaker process design, and should be continually 
considered at appropriate times throughout the process.

Many options exist to communicate findings: short or detailed written form, via an 
oral presentation or one-to-one communication, using video, or in an interactive 
platform. To kickstart initial discussions of communication, consider who needs the 
results, how information will be shared, and when the results are needed to still be 
relevant and opportune for decision-making or for influencing policy design. Once 
the data are collected and analyzed, the communication strategy can be further 
refined. 
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Table	4.	Example	of	main	budget	items	by	phase	and	activity
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 activity

•  Prepare and conduct a design workshop 
•  Create or adjust the signification framework 
•  Translate the signification framework 
•  Prepare training materials
•  Digitally configure signification framework
•  Procure devices for collection
•  Pilot test the signification framework (various interactions, depending on 

whether it is a new design, adjusting an existing one or simply replicated) 
•  Digitally configure signification framework 

•  Decide on sampling strategy and collection approach; plan the collection 
process 

• Engage key stakeholders 
• Select and contract facilitators 
• Procure and prepare devices for collection 
• Prepare for facilitator training and final user testing 
• Run facilitator training workshop and final user testing 
• Test dataset export
• Make SenseMaker project live and ready to facilitate the collection process
• Coordinate collection logistics
• Facilitate narratives and their self-signification 
• Coordinate and supervise facilitation process for quality assurance 
• Clean and prepare the dataset for analysis

•  Install analytical and visualization software and set up user accounts, where 
applicable

•  Train the core analysis team in use of analytical and visualization software 
•  Conduct primary analysis 
•  Prepare for collective interpretation workshops or sessions with stakeholders 
•  Facilitate collective interpretation workshops with stakeholders 
•  Conduct comprehensive analysis based on insights from collective 

interpretation 
•  Prepare presentations, reports, and briefs for different stakeholders 
•  Launch publications with findings 
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 direct costs
 
•  Design workshop: venue, catering, stationery 

supplies 
•  Translation into each collection language
•  Transportation: flights for overseas participants 

or consultants; vehicle rental and fuel for pilot 
testing trips 

•  Accommodation and expenses for participants
•  Purchase of devices to be used to in the 

collection process
•  Enough photocopies of the signification 

framework 

•  Training workshop: venue, catering, and 
stationery supplies 

•  Transportation: flights for overseas participants 
or consultants; vehicle rental and fuel for final 
user testing and collection

•  Accommodation and expenses for facilitators 
and participants

•  Catering 

•  Translation of narratives 
•  (Multiple) analysis and collective interpretation 

events: venues, catering, and stationery supplies 
•  Transportation costs: flights for overseas 

participants or consultants; local travel for 
participants

•  Accommodation and expenses for participants
•  Editing, translation, and layout costs for 

publications
•  Printing costs

 fees/time

•  Consultant fees (local or 
international) and internal 
staff time

•  Fees and per diems for 
facilitators during training 

•  Partner organization staff per 
diems or fees, if necessary

•  Consultant fees (local or 
international), and internal or 
partner staff time

•  Fees or per diems for 
facilitators during training 

•  Consultant fees (local or 
international) and internal 
staff time

•  Per diems for stakeholders 
involved in collective 
interpretation 
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8. Agreeing the timeframe of a SenseMaker process

The time required to complete a SenseMaker process varies. If a new signification 
framework is being designed, it will take more time than in applications that adapt 
or copy an existing framework. In the former, the process may take four to eight 
months, with the latter taking one to two months. However, the duration will depend 
mainly on whether the core team is dedicated full-or part-time to the SenseMaker 
process and is experienced or not. Other factors that affect the time frame include: 

•  types of respondent and sample size;
•  length and complexity of the signification framework;
•  the literacy levels of respondents and the facilitation needs for collection and self-

signification of the narratives;
•  the accessibility to the respondents;
•  the need to clean data and to undertake additional data manipulation for analysis 

(post-categorization, translation, and transcription of narratives);
•  the scope and focus of the analysis process and whether or not collective 

interpretation events are included and their number;
•  the core team’s knowledge and experience of SenseMaker and the level of training 

needed for the different phases of the process.

Additional contingency time is needed as delays will be inevitable due to internal 
and external factors. The latter include elections, social conflict, emergency 
situations, and difficulty accessing respondents. Internal factors may include 
diversion of team members to other activities or projects, translation needs, and 
technical software or hardware issues.

9. Identifying additional support needed

Besides the core team, other people may play a role in the activities listed in the 
SenseMaker process timeline. For example, translators and transcribers may need 
to be hired, and assistants might be needed to enter data manually, if collection 
is on paper rather than using devices. There may be a need to have someone train 
facilitators or provide IT support, to support primary or comprehensive analysis, to 
facilitate collective interpretation, or to design a communications plan. To document 
the different roles and responsibilities of the core team and other staff or consultants 
who support the process, two columns can be added to Table 3: one to define the 
member of the core team that will ultimately be responsible for implementing the 
activity, and the other to list those who contribute to or support the activity.

10. Budgeting for the process 

A good quality SenseMaker process undertaken at the required scale should have 
appropriate levels of resourcing. A realistic budget estimate is needed early to manage 
expectations and lay the foundation for a smooth process. Larger budget items include 
workshops for the design, training and sensemaking; costs for the facilitators (day 
rates and accommodation); and honorary costs for external consultants, if expert 
support is needed. Table 4 lists the main budget items by phase and activity.
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11. Ensuring a SenseMaker license and other needed software

The SenseMaker software is proprietary. The Cynefin Company issues licenses for 
organizations and for one-off applications. These will give access to the suite of 
functionalities required for the digital design of the signification framework, data 
collection, data cleaning and analysis. If other licensed software will be used for 
analysis and/or reporting process, the team must have licenses to use the selected 
software, so it is available when the sensemaking phase starts.

12. Choosing and procuring the devices that will be used for collection

Each country and organization will have specifications that will determine what 
devices are suitable. The considerations include affordability, ease of use, and 
robustness.
 
13. Ensuring support from leadership 

Ideally, the leadership of the project or program will be involved in key decisions 
about the SenseMaker process. This helps ensure ongoing support, especially if 
this is the first time that SenseMaker is being used. The support of leadership can 
motivate the core team and others involved as they pilot and learn the novelties 
of design, collection, and interpretation, and to ensure that team members have 
included the different activities in their workplans, and their time commitment is 
secured. The findings may not align with entrenched practices or expectations, yet 
this is precisely the value of SenseMaker: broadening perspectives, questioning 
assumptions, and sharpening insights that can trigger strategic discussions and 
actions. Thus, it is important to ask:

•  Is there sufficient support from leadership to pilot or use a method that embraces 
complexity and the unexpected, and generates different kinds of results from 
conventional quantitative and qualitative approaches?

•  Are the people involved sufficiently open to embrace new types of information and 
insights? Is there sufficient flexibility for the generation and use of unconventional 
quantitative or qualitative data? 

Ethical Considerations1 

The ethics of using SenseMaker are about keeping people safe, respecting their 
privacy, and maintaining high levels of integrity and transparency throughout. 
Each organization will have its own principles, standards and processes for ethical 
conduct of research or evaluation. Box 6 offers a list of ethical principles to think 
about what is essential. Developed for research, they can guide any inquiry. An 
ethical process stretches from design up to and including use of any findings.

1. This section is based on Research Ethics: A Practical Guide (Oxfam 2020). 
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	 Box	6.	Example	of	ethical	principles	for	research	(Oxfam	2020;	ESRC	undated)

•  Seek to maximize benefit for individuals and society and to minimize the risk 
and harm to any people involved. 

• The rights and dignity of individuals and groups should be respected. 
•  Participation should be voluntary, appropriately informed and consent sought.
• All activities should be conducted with integrity and transparency.
• Lines of responsibility and accountability should be clearly defined.
•  Independence should be maintained and, where conflicts of interest cannot be 

avoided, they should be made explicit. 
•  Any form of harassment, discrimination, intimidation, exploitation or abuse 

should be challenged.
•  Do not allow the abuse of positions of power and unequal power relationships 

in any way.

The agreed set of ethical principles should be considered and followed throughout 
the SenseMaker process – when designing the process, conducting a risk analysis, 
selecting participants, gaining their consent, collecting data, and using the findings. 
All legal requirements must be followed, including data security and management. 
Safeguarding of all involved is paramount. 

1. Designing the process. The SenseMaker process must be designed to reduce 
risks for participants and to increase their possible benefits from its outcome—
paying particular attention to protect vulnerable participants, such as children, 
refugees or women. 

2. Conducting a risk analysis. A risk analysis seeks to reduce unintended harm. 
All potential risks for all involved need identifying, with a risk mitigation strategy 
proposed. Updating this during the process is essential.

3. Selecting participants. Participants should only be involved if they understand 
the overall purpose and the process is potentially of benefit to them, directly or 
indirectly. Possible outcomes, such as a safer society, improved livelihoods or better 
working conditions in the long run, could be benefits if participants feel that is the 
case. Some participants may benefit simply from having had the chance to tell their 
story—but it is up to them to decide whether or not this is so. 

4. Gaining participant consent. Facilitators must first gain informed and voluntary 
consent. Special care must be taken when seeking consent from vulnerable groups. 
The depth of this consent-taking process will depend on the topic and the extent to 
which it could affect participants’ lives. The Collection chapter includes more details.

5. Collecting stories and other data. Facilitators should be qualified and trained 
for the task, including on safeguarding. They need to be self-aware and have strong 
listening skills. Collection should take place in places that are socially comfortable 
for the participant and where they are able to speak freely, and if referral is needed, 
they should have this information readily available. 
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6. Using the findings. Participants must know how their data will be used (for 
example, as part of the analysis and/or a public document) and must consent to 
this. They must be asked how much of their identity is shared, if any, and they must 
be free to choose this. With SenseMaker, anonymity is the norm. 

7. Ensure that all legal requirements are followed. This will include following 
general data protection regulations, such as the European Union (EU) General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) that applies to data collected elsewhere but used 
by EU-based entities. It involves ensuring that any ethical clearance with national 
research boards is obtained on time.
 
8. Data management and security. Confidentiality and consent are closely linked 
to data management and protection. Managing, storing and sharing personal and 
sensitive data securely is part of guaranteeing confidentiality, although personal 
data is not normally asked in SenseMaker applications. Participants need to 
understand how their data will be used and what their rights are with regard to 
accessing their data. For data collected, used or stored in the European Union, 
organizations must conform to the GDPR, which governs the way in which data that 
can identify individuals are handled, including limited timeframes for storage. 

9. Safeguarding. Both Oxfam and CRS have a zero-tolerance policy towards sexual 
harassment, exploitation, and abuse. For any application of SenseMaker, this 
involves creating a safe culture for the process, monitoring the process, stopping it 
if needed, ensuring that any cases are reported and followed-up, committing to the 
safety of participants and facilitators, and training facilitators to explicitly implement 
safeguarding practices. 

Developing the SenseMaker Process Plan

Table 5 provides a checklist for developing a SenseMaker process plan with all the 
activities for each phase and a timeline for each activity. Of course, it is context-
specific, but it includes core activities, which can be adjusted to accommodate the 
customized SenseMaker process. 
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Table	5.	Checklist	for	developing	a	timeline	for	the	SenseMaker	process	
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activity

Prepare for the design workshop

Design workshop

Run preliminary testing and first 
critical review of the signification 
framework

Run in-situ tests and second 
critical review

Prepare for the digital 
configuration of the signification 
framework

Decide on collection process

Engage key stakeholders 

Select and contract facilitators

Procure and prepare electronic 
devices for collection (for app-
based capture)

Prepare for the facilitator training 
and final user-testing

Run facilitator training workshop

Run user testing and final review 
of the signification framework

Revise the digitally configured 
signification framework, if needed

Run a dataset download test

 deliverables

•  Workshop plan
•  Facilitation process
•  Presentations, handouts, and flipcharts
•  Training materials, if necessary

•  Draft of the signification framework  
(V1 paper version)

•  Revised draft of the signification framework 
(V2 paper version)

•  Revised draft of signification framework (V3 
paper version)

•  Digital version of the signification framework 
(V3 digital version)

• Collection plan

•  Agreement and commitment from all 
implementing partners and key stakeholders 

•  Facilitators contracted and ready to start with 
training and collection

•  Application used for collection installed  
and signification framework downloaded. 

•  All logistics prepared and organized
•  Paper version of the signification framework 

printed
•  Facilitator manual and all training materials 

ready and printed

•  Facilitators trained

•  Final version of the signification framework 
(V4 paper version)

•  Final version of the facilitator manual

•  Final version of the signification framework 
(V4 digital version)

•  All labels and variables are showing 
correctly; no test observations are missing.
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activity

Finalize logistics 

Collect data

Coordinate and supervise the 
collection process and monitor data 
quality

Clean and prepare dataset 

Ensure team members engaged in 
analysis have access to the dataset 
and the analytical or visualization 
software. 

Train the core team in analysis.

 
Conduct primary analysis

 
Prepare for collective interpretation 
workshops or sessions with 
selected stakeholders

 
Facilitate collective interpretation 
workshops with selected 
stakeholders

 
Conduct comprehensive analysis 
based on the insights from 
collective interpretation

 
Preparation of presentations, 
reports and briefs for different 
stakeholders

 
Launch of the publications with 
findings

 deliverables

•  All the logistics in place to facilitate the 
collection process

•  Collection process facilitated and data 
uploaded

•  Quality data collected

•  Data ready for primary analysis 

•  Core team members have all necessary 
software installed and user accounts set 
up. 

•  Core team trained in analytical approach 
and to use the analytical or visualization 
software

•  Annotated PowerPoint presentation with 
findings from primary analysis

•  Plan for each event with background, 
objectives and products, list of 
participants, date, time and place, and 
agenda 

•  Protocol for the facilitation of each event
•  Presentations and handouts
•  Flipcharts with visualizations

•  Insights from stakeholders’ interpretation 
of findings, and questions for further 
analysis

•  Proposed actions in response to the 
findings

•  Annotated presentation with finalized 
findings

•  Findings documented in different formats 
for different stakeholders

•  Findings broadly shared with all 
stakeholders
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Phase 2: Design

The signification framework is the basis of a SenseMaker process, as it provides 
the structure for the collection and signification of narratives. It consists of a set 
of carefully designed questions needed to prompt a narrative and to facilitate 
respondents’ self-signification process. It is based on the analytical framing that 
emerges from the Preparation phase. The design of the signification framework 
reflects the purpose and focus of the study and guides the sensemaking process. 
Good signification framework design is fundamental to ensuring the quality of the 
SenseMaker process and the usefulness of the findings for making decisions and 
informing actions or policy design.

Signification Framework Design Principles

The Design phase is a critical part of a SenseMaker process because of its 
great impact on the relevance and quality of the findings. Whether this phase is 
undertaken by an individual or by the core team, it is essential to consider the 
different stakeholders’ needs and interests. This will improve the quality of the 
design, its relevance, and respect for the findings, which will ensure their use in 
making decisions, taking action or designing policies. 

The design of the signification framework needs to follow good MEAL design 
principles and practices. In addition, six principles particularly relevant when using 
SenseMaker will help ensure a high-quality design. 

Principle 1. Focus on describing concrete real experience and related layers 
of information.

The design of the signification framework is driven by the intent to hear about 
day-to-day experiences of people about their lives (or what they have seen or 
heard about). It does not to seek evaluative statements or people’s opinions on 
particular topics or change processes—although a description of events may include 
reflections, evaluations, or opinions on the real events described. The prompter aims 
to trigger a description of the events in the manner of a narrative, and the signifier 
questions are developed to generate additional layers of description on top of 
people’s narratives, providing more information about the experience.

Principle 2. Strike a balance between exploratory and focused questions. 

The analytical framing, shaped by the core purpose and thematic focus of the 
SenseMaker inquiry, is the basis of a quality design. This includes the concepts 
selected to frame the SenseMaker process (such as resilience, governance, justice, 
and behavioral change), the elements or components related to these concepts, and 
the relationships among them. This analytical framing plays a key role in the design 
of the signifier questions. These concepts put boundaries around and give order 
to the inquiry. They are driven by hypotheses and assumptions. However, these 
focused questions need to be balanced with questions that allow the exploration of 
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new (or unknown) concepts, elements or components of concepts, and the different 
relations among them. Thus, the design requires finding a proper balance of focused 
and exploratory signifier questions.

Principle 3. Focus on the value each question adds to come to a set of 
essential questions.

A signification framework will be shorter than a survey, including only those 
questions that add value and contribute uniquely to the analysis. The design 
process is not driven by asking a large number of questions that try to capture all 
variables of possible interest. Instead, the design team is disciplined by asking 
themselves whether a proposed question will add value by generating information 
relevant to a learning question or to the purpose of the study. A signification 
framework consisting of 25 questions will already provide more analytical options 
than there is time for. ‘Less’ definitely is ‘more’ in SenseMaker. 

Principle 4. Approach the design with curiosity and be open to ambiguity. 

A quality SenseMaker design will lead to the identification of emergent practices 
that can be scaled, or weak signals about threats that need concrete actions to 
stop them from escalating. These are crucial elements for fostering adaptation and 
innovation, and require exploring new concepts and unknowns. This means that 
the Design phase needs to be approached in a way that consciously seeks surprise 
and is open to ambiguity: a much more open-ended and nuanced approach than 
is often the case in more conventional methods. The SenseMaker core signifier 
questions, discussed in detail in this chapter, are well-suited for this, as they do not 
force respondents into the either-or framing of MCQs. This is especially important, 
as people do not live in terms of either-or options. People’s decisions, actions, and 
feelings are driven by multiple simultaneous options, and these types of signifier 
questions recognize the ambiguity and nuance embedded in people’s lives.

Principle 5. Seek clarity on how SenseMaker complements other monitoring, 
evaluation, and research methods. 

SenseMaker can be used as a stand-alone method, but it is often used in 
combination with other MEAL or research methods. The team needs to be clear 
whether SenseMaker is expected to fill information gaps or to triangulate with 
other findings. Before designing the signification framework, spend time reviewing 
existing MEAL or research processes to determine what information gaps are suited 
to being filled using SenseMaker, or where uncertain findings need triangulating.

Principle 6. Ensure rigorous testing and critical review prior to use. 

The prompter and the follow-up core SenseMaker signifier questions require 
rigorous testing and critical review. This is an essential part of the design, given the 
nature of these questions. Checking that all topics of interest and concepts in the 
analytical framing are covered by the final question set is a good first step. When 
designing the prompter and follow-up signifier questions, it is important to ensure 
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that design recommendations—as explained in detail later in this chapter—are used 
to check the quality of the questions. Making sure that several prompters are tested 
will ensure that the final version of the prompter produces the kind of narratives that 
will be useful for the SenseMaker process. Testing the signifier questions will ensure 
clear wording to obtain accurate responses. This is especially important when 
translations are needed, to ensure that the meaning of the questions is not lost. It 
is also important to test the sequence of questions, in order to evoke a coherent 
and smoothly flowing conversation based on the framework. Sometimes questions 
do not result in the kind of data needed for the Sensemaking phase. Testing the 
signification framework by entering and analyzing fictional data—and using this 
to conduct some primary or comprehensive analysis—can help show the type of 
findings that are possible and to what extent these findings will address the learning 
questions.

The Analytical Framing of the SenseMaker process

The analytical framing is the bedrock of a quality SenseMaker process, guiding 
the entire design and sensemaking process. Deciding on the analytical framing is 
good practice for any MEAL process and essential for any research process. It is 
particularly important in SenseMaker, as it defines the concepts that will be explored 
and the linkages between these concepts that inform the design of the signification 
framework. As this is less about asking direct questions, the selection, adjustment, 
and development of concepts and relationships between them are critical steps.

There are at least three types of input that can be used to frame the SenseMaker 
design and sensemaking. Each type of input can be used on its own or have more 
influence than others, but usually a combination of the three guides the analytical 
framing of the SenseMaker process. The three types are:

•  Thematic field theory: Existing theories and concepts of the area of study 
described in the literature, including their respective conceptual and analytical 
frameworks. 

•  Theory of change: Intervention rationale or other program design models of the 
specific initiative or project.

•  Experiential knowledge: Different perceptions, experiences, interests and 
knowledge of involved stakeholders, related to the topic of interest, including 
those of the respondents themselves.

Thematic field theory

Building on the theoretical and conceptual knowledge related to a field of expertise 
or topic of interest provides clear guidance for the conceptual framing of the signifier 
questions. The first step, then, is to review the literature and consult content 
experts on the thematic focus and scope of the SenseMaker process. Topics such 
as resilience, nutrition, gender, girls’ empowerment, food systems, value chains, 
inclusive business, capacity development, peacebuilding, conflict prevention, and 
social psychology—among other fields of study—are well-researched and have 
existing conceptual and analytical frameworks. 
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	 	Figure	8.	CRS	analytical	framework	developed	to	assess	
	 ‘pathways	to	prosperity’	and	resilience	capabilities	

Based on a review of the existing literature in the topic of interest, the SenseMaker 
core team, in consultation with thematic experts, can select or adapt an existing 
analytical framework; or they may also decide to develop one if none of the existing 
ones fit the purpose. Be aware, however, that the latter requires more time and 
effort. Another factor to consider is interaction with different stakeholders who have 
practical experience in and knowledge of the thematic focus. This is very important 
for ensuring that the analytical framework selected, adapted, or developed is 
grounded in practice and easily understood. 
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There are several examples of how adjusting or adapting analytical frameworks 
based on a review of the literature or frameworks has yielded stronger results 
for development interventions. For example, a literature review helped reveal 
how concepts such as ‘agency’, ‘voice’, and ‘value’ relate to how girls in Ethiopia 
and Rwanda experience their girlhood and their sense of power in shaping their 
own lives. Winnowing out these concepts helped the organization Girl Hub (now 
Girl Effect) to reflect on its strategy and to identify a limited number of thematic 
priorities to help improve girls’ lives. 

Another organization, Rikolto International, designed what is called the Inclusive 
Business Scan, which assesses and generates insights about the inclusivity of 
business models and practices used by buyers in smallholder value chains. The scan 
was based on five inclusive business principles included in the LINK methodology, 
developed by the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). The Inclusive 
Business Scan helps to adjust interventions for value chains, provides feedback to 
buyers and farmer organizations, and stimulates dialogue among value-chain actors.
CRS wanted to assess advances along what the organization calls the ‘pathway 
to prosperity’, and the resilience capabilities of farming households to recuperate 
from shocks and stressors. To inform the SenseMaker study, CRS developed a 
resilience analytical framework based on the resilience frameworks of the Institute 
of Development Studies, TANGO International, the Department for International 
Development, and the United States Agency for International Development 
(Frankenberger et al. 2012; USAID 2013; Brooks et al. 2014; Béné et al. 2015). These 
were adapted using the analytical framework proposed by Gottret (2007) and the 
experiences of CRS staff in implementing resilience-strengthening projects. The final 
analytical framework (Figure 8) was fundamental to the design of the signification 
framework used to conduct ten case studies across nine countries. These studies, 
conducted between 2015 and 2018, helped to assess advances along the ‘pathway 
to prosperity’, the vulnerabilities faced by rural families and their resilience 
capabilities, as well as the factors that contributed to, or hindered, their ability to 
follow prosperous and resilient pathways.
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Theory of change

In programmatic contexts, theories of change or logical models—such as the 
logic framework or results framework—that include goals, strategic objectives, 
intermediate results or outcomes, outputs, critical assumptions, and corresponding 
indicators are commonly used to guide interventions and frame MEAL processes. 
Making the programming design rationale behind these models explicit is very 
useful in the design and sensemaking phases. 

When SenseMaker is used for MEAL purposes, the theory of change and logical 
models are often the dominant theory used to frame the SenseMaker process. If the 
program theories include evaluation or learning questions, these components can 
also provide important direction for the focus and scope of the SenseMaker process. 
For example, the CRS project on conflict prevention in the Philippines was partly 
framed around elements of the results framework (the logical model) and a set of 
learning questions. The signification framework of a youth empowerment project 
implemented by Via Don Bosco in Bolivia and Madagascar was also linked to the 
indicators of the logic framework. The theory of change and the set of evaluation 
questions framed the design of the signification framework and the sensemaking 
process in an evaluation of a value chain program funded by IFAD in Cameroon. 

Experiential knowledge

The perceptions, experiences, and interests of the stakeholders involved are very 
useful to inform the process. Experienced staff, participants or content experts are 
invited to contribute to the design process and bring in their personal experiences. 
Their expertise on context and content can help ensure the design responds to the 
needs of the SenseMaker process stakeholders.

The Inclusive Business Scan developed by Rikolto International was based on the 
LINK methodology analytical framework (Lundy et al. 2014). Involving technical and 
methodological experts, people familiar with the local context, and the respondents 
themselves in the design of the SenseMaker process was fundamental to a robust 
design. This allowed forgotten dimensions to be easily spotted and brought 
nuance to specific questions, focusing on the information needs of the different 
stakeholders. 

In the CRS-led SenseMaker ‘pathway to prosperity’ example, the involvement 
of technical experts and staff helped adjust the analytical frameworks found in 
the literature: They placed human agency at the center, recognizing that project 
participants are not passive recipients of aid but active agents whose decisions, 
strategies, and actions shape their own development. The concept of human agency 
thus was included to assess project participants’ capacity to cope and to pursue 
their goals. In addition, concepts of systems and structures that affect what people 
can do and how they do it were also introduced. This gave a tailored design that 
responded to different information needs.
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Designing the Sampling Strategy 

A crucial aspect during the preparation of a SenseMaker process relates to the 
design of the sampling strategy. This involves determining whose voices the study 
needs to hear to fulfill its purpose, which in turn will define the study population. 
Once this population has been specified, the next step is to determine how it needs 
to be grouped or stratified to ensure that useful comparisons between groups of 
respondents can be made during the Sensemaking phase. A general principle is that 
a sample should be large enough to provide the answer to the research question, 
while also being sufficiently small to keep the process in budget. Non-probability 
sampling strategies, where the respondents are not randomly selected and the 
probability that the sample is representative of the population is unknown, are 
convenient and inexpensive, but do not allow for generalization to the studied 
population. 

If the aim of the study is to generalize the conclusions to the study population, 
a statistically robust sampling method should be used. This requires a standard 
sampling procedure based on the desired confidence level (the probability that 
the value of a variable falls within a specified range of values) and the accepted 
error margin (the radius, or half the width, of a confidence interval for a particular 
variable). 

As with any method, a second consideration relates to whether the study aims to 
compare different groups of the population with the intent of drawing conclusions 
about the similarities or differences between them. Studies usually aim to compare 
respondents by sex or age group, by geographical area (e.g. a region facing severe 
climatic stressors with a region facing minor climatic stressors), or by whether 
they have received services from a development project, thus requiring a stratified 
sampling strategy. This sampling strategy has the advantage that these subgroups 
of the population tend to be more homogenous, and so a smaller sample is needed 
to properly generalize the conclusions. This also enables an assessment of whether 
the similarities or differences that are found between the subgroups of interest are 
statistically significant.

In addition to the above basic sampling principles valid for any method, another 
important consideration for selecting a sampling strategy for a SenseMaker 
process is the importance of having a sufficiently large number of respondents 
in each subgroup of interest. This is important, as sensemaking relies greatly on 
visualizing patterns of responses, which might not be possible if there are very few 
responses for a specific subgroup. In addition, comparing visualizations between 
two groups with different numbers of responses can be tricky. For example, a 
histogram resulting from responses to a slider signifier question for a subgroup 
with more responses will have higher bars than a histogram from a subgroup with 
fewer responses. Similarly, the dominant pattern in a triad signifier question for a 
subgroup with more responses will have a higher density of dots than the dominant 
pattern for another subgroup with fewer responses.
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Another consideration specific to SenseMaker when designing the sampling strategy 
is that, if the purpose of the SenseMaker process is only to observe a general 
pattern, describe a particular group in an exploratory way, and gain an overall 
understanding of the context and the main perspectives, it is unlikely that there will 
be a need for a representative sample. When SenseMaker is used for monitoring 

Table	6.	Sampling	strategies	and	their	implications	for	sensemaking
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Entire population

Responses are collected 
from an equal number 
of respondents from 
each group or segment 
of interest (e.g. female 
versus male farmers, 
fathers versus mothers, 
younger versus older 
girls).

examples

Refugees that graduated 
from a vocational training 
program; girls that 
participated in village-based 
play centers (e.g. 30 centers 
with 20-25 girls each); 
members of a cooperative 
(e.g. 300 cacao farmers); 
or all project participants 
for continuous monitoring 
purposes

For the final evaluation of a 
refugee program in Ecuador, 
a sample of the population 
of project participants was 
estimated at N = 480, giving 
a 95% confidence level and 
5% margin of error. 

In addition, there was a 
need to ensure a sufficient 
number of stories to allow 
for a meaningful visual 
pattern analysis across 
three subgroups within 
the refugee population. 
A sample was randomly 
selected from a list of each 
group of participants to 
ensure a minimum of 80 
people, representative of 
each group.

suitable analysis 
approach and 
signification framework 
design considerations

Visualization and basic 
pattern detections: Pos-
sible

Statistical analysis: As 
the whole population is 
interviewed, findings can 
be generalized by default 
to the study population and 
statistical tests are valid.

Text analysis: Possible

Visualization and basic 
pattern detections: Pos-
sible

Statistical analysis: As the 
sample is representative 
of the studied population, 
findings from the sample 
can be generalized to that 
population. In addition, 
comparison between 
groups is possible, but 
only when it is possible to 
adjust or weight the sample 
after collection to make 
it representative of the 
population.

Text analysis: Possible
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purposes, with the aim of collecting data during implementation, there may be no 
need to have a defined sample size. 

More information on sampling strategies and their implications for sensemaking is 
provided in Table 6.
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Sample is representative 
of the overall population, 
as statistical approaches 
are used to define 
the sample size. If 
SenseMaker is used 
in parallel with survey 
questionnaires, 
the sample size for 
SenseMaker is often 
aligned with that of the 
survey. 

Responses are collected 
from an undefined 
sample. Suitable for 
monitoring; where there 
are no opportunities 
to collect from a 
representative sample or 
certain groups; where a 
qualitative approach to 
data analysis is taken; 
or where there are very 
few respondents in a 
population.

examples

A population census was 
conducted in three targeted 
health zones as part of 
a project in the DRC. The 
census lists were then 
used to draw a stratified 
sample (per health zone) 
with N = 606, giving a 98% 
confidence level and 5% 
margin of error.

Continuous collection of 
data on the perception of 
capacity strengthening from 
internal staff and external 
partners. Data collected 
during workshops globally.

suitable analysis 
approach and 
signification framework 
design considerations

Visualization and basic 
pattern detections: 
Possible

Statistical analysis: As the 
sample is representative of 
the studied 
population, findings can 
be generalized to that 
population. In addition, the 
stratified sample allows 
statistical tests to be con-
ducted in order to assess 
differences and similarities 
between the subgroups of 
the populations.

Text analysis: Possible

Visualization and basic 
pattern detections: 
Possible

Statistical analysis: 
Possible, but only when the 
sample can be adjusted or 
weighted after collection to 
make it representative of 
the population.

Text analysis: Possible



Design and Structure of the Signification Framework 

The process for designing a new signification framework begins by drafting possible 
questions, either through a design workshop with multiple stakeholders or by 
working with the design team. Once the design team has a common understanding 
of the use and purpose of the SenseMaker process, learning questions, sampling 
strategy, and analytical framing, a first version of the signification framework can 
be drafted. Where available and suitable, a signification framework that has been 
used for a similar SenseMaker process, serving similar objectives, can be adapted to 
fit the purpose of the new process. This can avoid the drafting the initial questions 
and preliminary testing. If a SenseMaker process is repeated in a different setting, 
an existing framework can be replicated. This will require only minor customization, 
user testing, and revision. The process of designing the signification framework for 
the different scenarios (creation, adaptation, or replication) is presented in Figure 9.
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	 	Figure	9.	Process	of	designing	the	signification	framework	
(new	or	adapting	an	existing	one)



Table	7.	Overview	of	question	types	for	signification	frameworks

A standard signification framework includes the prompter, the story title question, 
the signifier questions, the sociodemographic aspects of respondents and their 
context, and collection protocol questions. While some question types used in the 
signification framework (like MCQs) are common, others are specific to SenseMaker, 
forming the core of the self-signification process. These are the triad, slider, slider-
with-stones, and canvas-with-stones questions. These question types are described 
in detail in this chapter, together with design recommendations and practical 
examples. Table 7 presents the question types and their specific purposes in the 
signification framework.
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P

urpose

narrative questions
Generate a story and a title. These include (1) a ‘prompter’ 
question to trigger the memory of a specific experience 
or event of personal significance, related to the topic 
of interest that generates the narrative; and (2) a ‘title’ 
question to generate significant key words that the 
respondent associates with the experience, to give a title 
to the narrative.

signifier questions 
Adds meaning to the experience shared in the narrative, 
providing additional layers of information about it. 

demographic and context questions
Provides information about the respondents and their 
context. Enables disaggregation of the analysis among 
different groups of respondents for comparison purposes.

collection protocol questions
Helps track key aspects of collection (time and location, 
respondent ID or survey ID, facilitator ID), and ensures all 
necessary consent protocols for ethical collection.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

Open-
ended 

questions

Core 
Sense-
Maker 

questions 
(triad, 
slider/
stone) MCQs
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Drafting the Signification Framework

There are a few important considerations to keep in mind before and during the 
drafting of the signification framework.

Length of the signification framework. SenseMaker-specific signifier questions 
lie at the core of the method. They are designed to encourage the respondent to 
reflect on their responses, and to ensure that respondents remain focused on the 
self-signification process prompted by these questions. So that data quality is not 
compromised, it is good practice to keep the signification framework as short as 
possible, without compromising its potential value.

Sequencing the questions. After a short introduction and collection protocol 
questions, there is an open-ended prompter to trigger a narrative, followed by 
a question that prompts the respondent to give the narrative a title. After the 
respondent has shared the narrative, they are asked to self-interpret their stories 
by answering a set of signifier questions. The order of these questions can vary. 
Some choose to organize the questions by type, while others organize them 
thematically to follow an ordered conversation. It is common to end with the sets of 
sociodemographic and context questions. If the SenseMaker interview is combined 
with a survey, the recommendation is to start with the former, as the survey questions 
could affect the story shared.

Phrasing signifier questions. All signifier questions relate and give significance to 
the experience; they should thus start with a reference to the experience that the 
respondents have previously shared. For example, questions can begin with ‘In the 
story you have just shared…’ or ‘In the experience shared…’ or similar. This reminds 
respondents that their answers relate to the experiences they described in their 
narratives, and they are not being asked a general opinion. 

Opt-out options. Some signification framework questions should include a ‘not 
applicable’ option. In some countries, or when an institutional review board for ethics 
in research is required, it is necessary to include a ‘prefer not to answer’ option. 

Establishing and training the design team. In the Design phase, the core team 
will work with other stakeholders, forming a design team, which may not have full 
knowledge of the SenseMaker process. It is important, therefore, to ensure that all 
members of the design team:
•  are trained in the basics of SenseMaker, and have a shared understanding of how 

SenseMaker works, compared to other quantitative and qualitative methods; 
•  fully understand the different types of SenseMaker-specific core questions—triads, 

sliders, sliders with stones, canvases with stones, and MCQs—and when to use 
each of them. This chapter includes detailed explanations of each type of question, 
as well as guidance and recommendations to make proper use of them, with 
examples from different SenseMaker processes. 

Drafting the signification framework involves four steps, which are now described in 
detail.
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Step 1. Generating concepts 

The signification framework is designed around the concepts that the study wants 
to understand and elements of these concepts. The identification of the concepts is 
often referred to as ‘unpacking’ the topic at hand. These concepts are derived from 
the analytical framing of the study, which is informed by the three types of inputs 
discussed in Phase 1: Preparation: thematic field theory, theory of change and 
experiential knowledge. 

Examples of concepts include drivers, temporal orientation, identity, power, pattern 
of behavior or action, dependency or loyalty, and associated feelings. ‘Unpacking’ 
refers to identifying the dimensions that are at play in each of the concepts; these 
can be highly contextual or generic with different options depending on how the 
concept is approached. For example, drivers of experiences of conflict can be very 
diverse and context-specific, including, for example, religious, ethnic, political, 
resource-based, and combinations of these. Another way of looking at conflict 
drivers could be to ask whether conflict is caused by personal beliefs, laws or rules, 
or cultural patterns; one could also investigate the main actors that have caused the 
conflict and continue to exert an influence over it. These different ways of looking 
at drivers of conflict will lead to different questions and different types of questions 
(sliders, triads, multiple-choice questions, stones questions, see next section).
 
An overview of the concepts (derived from the analytical framing) and the 
corresponding dimensions is a practical approach that enhances the quality of 
the signification framework. Box 7 provides some examples of how the analytical 
framing inspired different signification frameworks. 
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	 Box	7.	Examples	from	practice	to	frame	the	design

•  The different concepts in the resilience 
analytical framework developed by CRS 
(Figure 8), its respective elements, and 
the relation among them, were reflected 
in a set of signifier questions designed 
to assess resilience capabilities and 
progress along an assumed ‘pathway 
to prosperity’, and how different 
coping actions, adaptive responses and 
transformative strategies contributed to 
these outcomes in eight countries of Latin 
America, East Africa, and South East Asia. 

•  Via Don Bosco used a conceptual model 
on the empowerment of vulnerable 
youth in Bolivia and Madagascar, 
which included three dimensions of 
empowerment (personal, relational, 
and behavioral) linked to the indicators 
of the logical framework as the basis 
for framing the design of a signification 
framework to understand and measure 
the empowerment of vulnerable youth 
and, at a later stage, to structure the 
sensemaking process. 

•  The Tipping Point program, implemented 
by CARE USA, used its theory of change 
and social norms framework as the 
foundation for the design of signifier 
questions to understand the challenges 
that adolescent girls face in Bangladesh.

•  CRS’ A3B peacebuilding project in 
Mindanao in the Philippines used a 
combination of learning questions, the 
project’s theory of change and results 
framework, and inputs from project 
partners and peacebuilding experts to 
draft a signification framework aimed at 
understanding how people perceive the 
influence of peace and conflict situations 
on relationships, level of trust, and 
feelings of safety in their communities.

•  Oxfam used the Ethical Trading Initiative 
core principles and its program strategy 
assumptions as the foundational concepts 
in designing a signification framework 
to conduct a labor rights study with the 
aim of assessing interim progress on 
principles such as dignity, safety, and 
security in an African country. 

•  The Holiday Participation Centre in 
Flanders, Belgium took an exploratory 
approach and used the perspectives of 
network members and stakeholders to 
select the key concepts that framed the 
design of a signification framework to 
understand the drivers, dynamics, and 
challenges relating to how holidays could 
be made possible for people in poverty in 
Flanders.

•  Oxfam’s People on the Move studies in 
the Central African Republic and Iraq 
made use of commonly held public 
assumptions about refugees, concepts 
used in displacement-related global 
debates, concepts relating to livelihoods 
and resilience, and Oxfam’s gender justice 
focus to prioritize the key concepts that 
were used in a signification framework 
developed to understand the needs of 
displaced people. 

•  CRS employed competency models—
which included the competencies to be 
developed and strengthened by their 
agriculture and livelihood program and 
the behavioral evidences that need 
to be demonstrated to achieve these 
competencies—as the basis for the 
design of signification frameworks 
that would assess behavioral changes 
promoted by training, coaching, and 
mentoring activities using its SMART 
skills approach, in five projects in Malawi, 
Zambia, Ethiopia, Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Honduras and Nicaragua.
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Step 2: Drafting narrative questions (prompt and title)

One feature that differentiates SenseMaker from most other methods is its use of a 
personal narrative shared by respondents. That experience of personal significance, 
and the few key words that describe it, are elicited as responses to two open-ended 
questions: the prompter and the title question. 

The prompter has the following characteristics:

•  It should trigger the respondent’s memory of a specific, concrete and lived 
experience or event, or elicit descriptions of a change process in their life or 
community, that is related to the thematic focus of the SenseMaker process. The 
question should not elicit an evaluative statement or opinion about an issue: what 
is wanted is a description of the succession of events, decisions and actions taken, 
and their outcomes, providing a complete narrative of the experience and the 
people involved in it.

•  It should be neutral, inviting both negative and positive experiences (unless 
multiple prompter are used, allowing choice among them).

•  It should specify a timeline within which the experience would have taken place, 
if applicable (e.g. ‘recent’, ‘in the last year’, ‘during the participation in a specific 
program or project’). The more recent the event, the more likely the respondent 
is to remember it, making the response more reliable. If a more specific timeline 
is needed for analysis, a follow-up MCQ signifier can be used (e.g. ‘When did this 
experience occur?’ – ‘Less than 6 months ago’, ‘More than 6 months ago’).

The design of the prompters determines the thematic focus, length, and level of 
detail of narratives. Where the text of narratives will be important for analytical 
purposes, the question must be broad enough to prompt an informative and 
complete narrative, while also being specific enough to generate a narrative related 
to the thematic focus. When the narrative will be used only as an entry point to 
trigger a memory of a specific event, there is no need to focus on capturing an 
informative and complete narrative. As a principle, prompter should be clear enough 
to generate the desired type of narratives without any further clarification. Examples 
of prompters designed for different purposes are shown in Table 8.
 
The prompter is followed by a title question that helps respondents describe the 
experience they shared in a few key words. For example, the following question can 
be used to prompt a title for the narrative: ‘When thinking about the story you have 
just shared, which three to five words came to mind?’

In some studies, multiple prompts are used, and respondents can choose the 
prompt they wish to respond to. Different prompts can also be used for different 
respondent groups, while the rest of the questions remain the same. This allows 
a comparison between multiple perspectives on the same issues (e.g. students 
versus teachers). For example, the CRS Population, Migration, and Refugees project 
in Ecuador worked with refugees from Colombia and Venezuela, as well as with 
vulnerable populations in Ecuador. The prompt used to conduct a final evaluation of 
the project was slightly different for refugees than for the vulnerable Ecuadorians. 
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	 Table	8.	Examples	and	purposes	of	prompters
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prompt: Think about an important 
experience (positive or negative) that 
you had in your work in agriculture or 
livestock, which significantly influenced 
your household’s well-being, and 
that you would like to share with your 
grandchildren. What story would you tell 
them? Purpose: Assess the impact of 17 
years of implementing an agriculture and 
livelihoods program on promoting farm 
families’ advancement along a ‘pathway 
to prosperity’.

prompt: Please share a recent 
experience (within the past six months) 
about a challenge that you or another 
girl in your village faced and how you 
or she dealt with this challenge. What 
happened? Who was involved? How did 
the situation end? Purpose: Understand 
the effects of a girls’ empowerment 
program and inform the design of 
the second phase of a program in 
Bangladesh.

prompt: Since you have become a 
member of the cooperative, can you 
tell us about an important positive 
or negative change related to the 
production, processing or selling/
marketing of your crop (onions, rice, 
or cassava) and how this has affected 
you and your family? Describe what 
happened. Purpose: Evaluate a value-
chain project in Cameroon.

prompt: Provide a short summary of 
your recent experience as a recipient of 
a capacity strengthening activity (your 
experience may be positive, neutral or 
negative). Purpose: Monitor and elicit 
continual feedback from partner capacity 
strengthening activities globally.

prompt: Describe a recent experience or 
situation that made you feel motivated 
or discouraged about your professional 
future. Describe what happened (What? 
When? Who?) Purpose: Conduct a 
baseline and midterm evaluation of 
a technical and vocational education 
and training program in Madagascar 
and Bolivia for a program aimed 
at empowering vulnerable youth. 

prompt: Think of a specific moment 
that happened in the last six months 
when you felt particularly encouraged 
or concerned about producing coffee 
and selling it to [a company]. Describe 
what happened? Purpose: Assess 
the inclusivity of business models 
and practices applied by buyers in 
smallholder value chains in order to 
adjust value-chain support interventions, 
provide feedback to buyers and farmer 
organizations, and stimulate dialogue 
among value chain actors.

prompt: Share the experience that 
drastically influenced your well-being, 
or that of your family, and prompted 
you to make the decision to [cross 
the Ecuadorian border and] ask for 
support from the Scalabrini Mission. 
What triggered this situation? What 
did you do to overcome it? How did the 
Scalabrini Mission support you and with 
what results? Purpose: Evaluate the 
Population, Refugees, and Migration 
project in terms of the well-being of 
refugees and their social and economic 
integration into host communities.



A ‘title’ question (see Table 9) seeks to encourage respondents to summarize or 
describe their story in a few words. Titles summarize a story, give an indication of 
what stories are about, and highlight any message most valuable to the respondent. 
All of these can help understand the themes and issues the respondents are raising.

	 Table	9.	Examples	of	title	questions

 

If you were to give this situation a title 
or describe it in a few words, 
how would you title or describe it?

Please give your story a title.

If you were to describe your story in 
a few key words or give it a headline, 
what would they be?

What #hashtag label would you use to 
describe your story? 

What caption(s) would you use to 
describe your story?

Please describe your story in a few 
keywords.

Step 3: Drafting core SenseMaker signifier questions

After the respondents have shared their experience, they are asked to answer a set 
of follow-up questions, many of which are signifier questions. Signifier questions 
can include core SenseMaker questions (triads, sliders, sliders with stones, 
and canvases with stones), as well as open-ended questions and MCQs. These 
questions prompt the respondents to provide additional layers of meaning to the 
experiences shared in their narratives; this is referred as the self-signification 
process. The process allows the ‘coding’ of qualitative information about narratives, 
but the coding here is undertaken by the respondents, not by external evaluators, 
researchers, or experts, reducing their intermediation. 

To design signifier questions that generate useful, relevant insights, design team 
members should possess a solid understanding of the different types of questions, 
their objectives, and design principles. The following tables provide detailed design 
recommendations and examples from practice of each type of core SenseMaker-
specific signifier question. 

Designing slider signifier questions

A slider is a horizontal line with one element of a concept at each end, and one issue 
that can be placed on the line. It indicates the relative strength of two elements of 
the same concept or different concepts. Respondents answer by positioning their 
response somewhere between the two extremes. There are different slider question 
variations for different purposes (see Table 10 for variations and related examples). 
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	 Table	10.	Variations,	design	recommendations,	and	data	format	generated	for	slider	questions

Opposing extremes: In this variation, the ends of the continuum are labeled with 
opposite values that are presented as either both negative, both neutral, or both 
positive. For example, ‘girls were treated too harshly’ (negative) and ‘girls were 
treated too gently’ (negative). In this slider variation, a midpoint may represent 
an ideal situation. The question design helps to minimize gaming, as there is no 
obvious right or preferred answer.

Continuous scale: The ends of the continuum are labeled with opposite values. The 
respondents are required to place a mark on the point of the scale that best reflects 
the experience they shared. This slider variation is used to assess the current state, 
direction, or extent of change from ‘very negative’ to ‘very positive’ over time. The 
ideal situation here is represented by one extreme and is easier to game.

Blending elements: As a variation of the continuous scale, this slider can help 
generate more reflection on and nuances about a concept. For example, the outcome 
of loans on a continuous scale, from ‘vicious cycle of indebtedness and asset loss’ 
to ‘virtuous cycle of recovery and asset building’. Even though the preferred extreme 
is obvious, the question requires respondents to carefully reflect on both options to 
choose what position along the continuum best reflects their experience. 
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Variations



Different elements of a concept: In this variation, slider labels present two different 
elements of a concept; or in some cases two elements of different concepts. For 
example, understanding a cost–benefit outcome of a decision to introduce a specific 
crop. The data generated by this slider variation can help to understand the outcome 
of decisions and to monitor how these change over time or following an intervention.

Sliders are not meant to replace or serve as MCQs or Likert scale questions, where 
responses are scored along a range (such as 1–10), and which are easy to game. 
Only one element should be provided at each end of the slider, otherwise a 
respondent could become confused as to what is being evaluated. For example, if 
one extreme is ‘natural resources were in very good condition and well managed’ 
and the other extreme is ‘natural resources were in bad condition and poorly 
managed’, it will not be clear what the respondent should answer if, for example, 
natural resources were in good condition but poorly managed.

Sliders are easy questions to respond to, can be very useful for insight generation, 
and do not take a lot of facilitation time. However, if too many sliders are developed, 
the team must critically assess which are necessary and then prioritize them 
accordingly. It is recommended to have no more than four slider questions in one 
signification framework.

Pattern visualization of each continuum.
Quantitative data are captured by an X-coordinate value that ranges from 0 to 
100, from left to right. Two additional values are provided indicating how close the 
response is to each of the extremes. The larger the number, the closer the response 
is to that extreme. 
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Variations

	 	Table	12.	Variations,	design	recommendations,	and	data	format	
generated	for	slider-with-stones	questions

Designing slider-with-stones signifier questions

The slider with stones is a horizontal line with one element at each extreme and 
multiple issues (referred to as ‘stones’) that can be placed along the line. It aims to 
determine which options are present in the experiences shared by the respondents 
and to assess the relative strength of the same two elements for each of the 
selected options. 

In addition to the slider variations explained in the previous section, sliders with 
stones can be classified by the type of stones used. 

Chronological stones: Stones represent time periods that the respondent is asked 
to place on a continuum. For example, a slider with stones was used to reconstruct 
the pathways taken by farm families as a result of the change processes promoted 
by development interventions. Respondents were asked to place three stones – rep-
resenting before, during and after the experience- on a continuous scale from ‘very 
vulnerable’ to ‘very prosperous’ to describe their lives during these three periods.

Practice/outcome-related stones: This variation helps to assess the presence 
or absence of different practices (options) and to evaluate the outcomes of these 
practices by placing them on a continuum. For example, a slider with stones was 
developed (1) to determine whether any transformational changes that result in 
resilience capabilities were present, and (2) to understand whether these changes, 
if present, led to positive or negative outcomes, as perceived by the respondents. A 
manageable number of five stones included: individual behaviors, collective beliefs 
and practices, organizational practices, private business practices, and government 
policies.

Actor-related stones: This variation uses stones that represent actors to assess the 
presence or absence of different actors and their impact. For example, in a study 
aimed to assess changes in farmers’ organization skills and the outcomes of these 
changes, a slider with stones was used to assess the extent to which different 
types of actors (women, men, and youths) committed to achieving the agreed-on 
organizational goals.

Behavior/norms-related stones: This variation helps to understand behaviors or 
norms that influenced respondents’ actions in the experiences shared. For example, 
in a study to evaluate efforts to influence behavior changes, a slider with stones was 
used to assess: (1) if respondents acted based on a few negative and related positive 
norms, and (2) the extent to which they acted based on these norms because of 
their personal norms or social norms.
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The recommendations for slider questions apply to slider-with-stones questions 
with several additions. 

It is not advisable to have issues that are too generic or too granular for people to 
place on a line. For example, people may have difficulty responding to an option 
such as ‘improved practices’ in a continuum of extremes between ‘very positive 
results’ and ‘very negative results’ if they have adopted different improved practices 
with different results. In addition, the findings will be too ambiguous for a project 
team to use in determining which improved practices to bring to scale. On the other 
hand, listing every single ‘improved practice’ as an option may provide too much 
detail, for which a multiple-choice question might be better.

Limit the number of stones to a minimum (perhaps three to six). Every issue in a 
slider with stones requires a respondent to take additional time to respond. 

From a technical perspective, for app collection, devices that run iOS have proven 
more reliable and easier to use than Android devices, which can fail to properly dis-
play background images or more than five response options to these question type.

Pattern visualization for each option or stone.

Quantitative data for each option or stone is captured as an X-coordinate value that 
ranges from 0 to 100 from left to right. Two additional values are provided, indicating 
how close the response is to each one of the extremes. The larger the number, the 
closer the response is to that extreme.

Respondents answer by selecting the issues that are relevant to the experiences 
they have shared from a predefined list of options. They then indicate where each of 
these options sits between the two extreme ends of the slider.

Sliders with stones add complexity to the signification framework, both for data 
collection and during analysis. It is a useful type of question, though not a necessary 
element in every framework. Several options are possible (see Tables 12 and 13 for 
examples). 
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	 	Table	13.	Examples	of	slider-with-stones	signifier	questions

Time-based 
stones

Issue-based 
stones

Actor-based 
stones

Behavior/ 
norm-based 
stones
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Designing canvas-with-stones signifier questions

A canvas with stones is a rectangle representing one concept on a continuous scale 
along two axes and various issues (stones) that can be placed on the canvas. It aims 
to determine which issues are relevant for the respondent, comparing various issues 
in terms of how they relate to each of the dimensions of a concept represented on 
the axes.

The respondent is asked to select issues (stones) that are relevant to the experience 
they shared. These stones are selected from a predefined list of options and the 
respondent indicates where each selected option or stone sits on the canvas. 
Canvases with stones take longer to answer and may be difficult for some 
respondents to grasp. This is because they ask the respondent to think about two 
dimensions at the same time and to provide a nuanced answer about the story 
context. This question type is not necessarily a part of every signification framework. 
Several options are possible (see Tables 14 and 15). 
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	 	Table	14.	Variations,	design	recommendations	and	data	format	generated	
	 for	canvas-with-stones	questions

Issue-based stones: For example, to assess how changes in the health of an 
ecosystem relates to how users manage specific natural resources, with each 
resource being one stone. The state of natural resources is affected by people’s 
resource management; looking at how the two issues are related merits the use of 
this question type.

Actor-based stones: For example, to understand how the commitment and 
power of key local actors influenced the experiences described in the narratives. 
The commitment to change is related to the power that a person or group has to 
generate change.

Assets-based stones: For example, to understand women’s relationship to different 
resources (stones) in terms of two related dimensions: access to (x-axis) and control 
over (y-axis).

The same recommendations for designing sliders and sliders with stones apply to 
the design of a canvas with stones. In addition:

•  Background image and element labels are best kept clear and simple, due to 
technical limitations and for easy visualization. 

•  As the respondent is being asked to think about the relationship between two 
aspects of a concept (represented along the X and Y axes), the two dimensions 
should be interrelated. 

•  There should not be more than two questions of this type in a single signification 
framework, as they take time and skills to facilitate well, and require considerable 
effort from the respondent.

•  It is advisable to list few options: these questions take time to facilitate and 
respondents need to reflect more, and if many, respondents’ fatigue can be 
expected.

•  Devices that run iOS have proven more reliable and easier to use than Android 
devices, which can fail to properly display more than five response options to 
these question type.

Pattern visualization for each issue (stone).
Quantitative data are captured for the X and Y coordinates, generating a value that 
ranges from 0 to 100 from left to right for the X coordinate; and from 0 to 100 from 
bottom to top for the Y coordinate.
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	 	Table	15.	Examples	of	canvas-with-stones	signifier	questions

Issue-based stones

In the experience 
you shared, how do 
you see the natural 
resources in your 
land?

Actor-based stones

In the story you 
shared, the following 
actors have the...

Assets-based stones

In the experience 
you shared, when 
attempting to improve 
your food production 
and/or income in 
relation to...
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Designing triad signifier questions

A triad question is an equilateral triangle with element labels on the corners. It 
aims to determine the relative importance of three different elements of a single 
concept in the experience shared by the respondent. Respondents are not asked to 
select one of the three elements, as in an MCQ, but rather to indicate the relative 
importance of the three predefined elements. For example, the elements of the 
‘self-esteem’ concept are ‘social connections’, ‘knowledge/skills’ and ‘confidence’. If 
none of the predefined elements is relevant to the experience, the respondent may 
choose a ‘not applicable’ option, which also provides valuable information. Several 
types of triad questions are possible (see Tables 16 and 17 for examples). 

	 Table	16.	Variations,	design	recommendations,	and	data	format	generated	for	triad	questions

Triads can be classified by their main purpose.

•  Exploring a concept: This triad type explores the relative strength of the three 
elements. For example, it can give insight into behavioral changes resulting from 
financial education. There are no assumptions and no expectations of specific 
patterns of responses. However, from the point of view of a program that supports 
livelihoods development, it would be desirable for more savings to be used for 
farming or entrepreneurial activities.

•  Testing an assumption: This triad type tests assumptions, theories, or 
expectations. Tests program assumptions, theories or expectations. For example, 
about building and institutionalizing the value of conservation. One of the 
assumptions is that, with time, interventions will contribute to fewer responses 
in the upper corner, and more responses along the line between the two lower 
corners.

•  Exploring constraints: Helps to understand the relative importance of constraints 
and how to dampen them; all three elements of the triad are negative. The 
expectation is that interventions will result in fewer responses that fall inside the 
shape, with more respondents selecting ‘does not apply’. Analyzing responses 
to this triad may also help to understand how interventions can be adjusted to 
achieve that.

•  Exploring enablers: Helps to understand the relative importance of enablers and 
to explore options of amplifying them. The expectation is that interventions will 
increase the number of responses that fall inside the shape. Analyzing responses 
to this triad may also help give insight into how interventions can be adjusted to 
achieve this increase.

Triads can be context-specific (only applicable to specific project or study) or more 
generic in nature (reflecting a general concept, such as power, identity, or temporal 
orientation) that is applicable in multiple projects or studies. 
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•  The selection or identification of the triad elements could be informed by the 
analytical framing of the study. Each triad reflects a concept that the study seeks 
to help understand. 

•  The three items that shape the corners of a triad should be carefully chosen as 
elements of the same concept, so they are interrelated and can therefore blend.

•  None of the elements should be mutually exclusive (e.g. for the concept of 
decision-making in a household, one should not use ‘only myself’, ‘only my 
partner’ and ‘only other household members’). Mutually exclusive options are 
better in the form of an MCQ. 

•  The three elements should be all positive, all negative, or all neutral. Avoid mixing 
positive and negative elements in a single triad.

•  Drafting the signification framework is a creative process that often results in 
many triad questions. If this is the case, the team must critically assess and 
prioritize the questions. It is best not to include more than six triads in the 
signification framework, as they must be well facilitated and may be difficult to 
respond to.

Quantitative data, with each response captured in two ways:

•  as X and Y coordinates that enable the dots to be plotted in the triangle, and
•  as ratios of the distances to each of the three corners (each of the elements in 

the concept being explored), from 0 to 100, with a total height of 100 percent. The 
closer the response to the element (corner), the higher the value of this element is.

There are different variations on each question type. The way triads are constructed 
depends partly on their purpose: they can be used to explore or understand a 
particular concept through the lens of three elements that compose this concept. For 
example, the concept of ‘justice’ can be seen as restitution, retribution, or revenge. 
The three elements are equally possible ways to seek ‘justice’; there is no preferred 
situation, answer, or expectation embedded in these elements. In the example shown 
in Table 17, the aim is to explore whether project participants have internalized saving 
as a behavioral change and, if so, how they are using their savings; again, there is 
no preferred situation. Other triads are used to evaluate three elements and test a 
specific assumption. A particular answer pattern indicates the confirmation of an 
assumption or the effect of an intervention. A third purpose is related to understanding 
constraints and enablers of particular situations, generating insights into their nature. 
This indicates their presence in relation to the situation described in the narratives. 
Examples of these are provided in Table 17.

Triads can vary in terms of specificity (see Table 18). Some are only applicable to a 
specific context; these are tailor-made and more detailed. Others are more generic, 
as they consider dimensions of a concept that are relevant in different settings or for 
different topics.
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	 	Table	17.	Examples	of	triad	signifier	questions	by	purpose

	 	Table	18.	Examples	of	context-specific	versus	generic	triad	signifier	questions

Testing an assumption
In the experience you have just shared, 
the following make it difficult to overcome 
and recuperate…

Exploring enablers
Did you experience any of the following? 
If so, what help you to overcome the 
experience shared? 

Generic triad
In your story, people … 

Exploring a concept
In the experience you shared, 
you used more of your savings to…

Exploring constraints
In the experience you have just 
shared, the following make 
it difficult to overcome and 
recuperate… 

Context-specific triad
In your story, the farmers …
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Context-specific triad
This triad was designed to give insight into the perceptions of the loyalty or 
dependency of farmer organizations on their buyers. This is a context-specific triad 
that will only be used in studies about farmers’ collective marketing experiences. 

Generic triad
This triad was designed to give insight into how people act in any situation 
described in their story. This generic triad can be used in many studies, even if 
narratives are generated with very different prompters.

Step 4: Drafting signifier and sociodemographic MCQs

Multiple-choice questions (MCQs) are not unique to SenseMaker. However, it is 
important to understand how they are used in the SenseMaker context. When MCQs 
relate to the narrative, they function as signifier questions, but when they relate 
to the respondent, they are sociodemographic MCQs. Examples of signifier MCQs 
are presented in Table 19. These two types of MCQs are critical for analytical and 
visualization purposes, as they enable color coding of the visual patterns.

Signifier MCQs about the narratives are essential, as they help understand more 
about the narrative as perceived by the respondent. Since the narrative text does 
not usually contain all the information about the specific experience, signifier MCQs 
help to capture these nuances, thus providing additional layers of information 
about the nature of the story. For example, they may ask how the respondent feels 
about their experience, which issues or people were important or influential, what 
the experience was about, when it took place, or how frequently these types of 
experience happen. MCQs help to disaggregate the narratives to allow comparison 
of textual information by theme and by subgroup.
 
Sociodemographic MCQs about respondents are also essential in any signification 
framework. Such questions allow disaggregation of findings and therefore the 
assessment of differences between subsets of respondents. For example, they can 
show how respondents who feel positive about their experiences differ from those 
who feel negative about them. They allow the SenseMaker team to:

•  ensure there is the right proportion for each subgroup of interest (for 
representative sampling);

•  identify dominant and less represented subsets of the sample data, which is 
important for making valid generalizations; 

•  disaggregate findings in order to assess the differences between subsets of 
respondents, for example by comparing responses by gender or geography; and

•   contextualize and interpret findings. 

Respondents answer MCQs by selecting one or multiple responses from a 
predefined list. Some examples of signifier MCQs are presented in Table 19.
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•  Where possible, it is recommended to have as few response options as possible, 
without compromising the value during the sensemaking phase. 

•  The ‘not applicable’ option is used to allow respondents to not respond to a 
question that does not apply to the experience shared, or to simply opt out of 
responding. There are instances in which this should be used.

•  The free-text ‘other’ box option is often included when there is a sense that 
respondents may provide additional and valuable information beyond the 
predefined options of the MCQs. Analysis of this free text data, however, may be 
complicated, and may require a post-categorization process.

•  MCQs that allow more than one answer require extra work in preparing the data 
set and slightly complicate the sensemaking process. It is recommended that the 
number of MCQs are limited. 

•  Clearly state if the respondent must select only one response or may select 
multiple responses. The exact minimum or maximum number of responses to be 
selected in multiple response MCQs can also be specified. 

•  Pattern visualization
•  Quantitative data are captured with a value of 1 if the respondent selects the given 

choice.
•  Textual data are generated by the ‘other’ free text response option, if applicable.

	 Table	19.	Design	recommendations	and	data	format	generated	for	multiple-choice	questions
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	 Table	20.	Examples	of	signifier	MCQs
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Step 5: Questions to obtain respondents’ consent to share the narrative

Ethically, it is essential to ask permission from storytellers to document their story 
and to use the data for analysis purposes. However, personal stories can also be 
used in debriefing sessions, collective interpretation workshops, publications, or 
communications to the wider public (e.g. websites, public dashboards, briefings). 
Storytellers thus need the opportunity to explicitly give or refuse their permission 
for their story to be used in the public domain. 

Testing and Critically Reviewing the Signification Framework

A newly designed signification framework usually requires a few rounds of testing, 
such as preliminary testing (resulting in the first critical review of the signification 
framework), in-situ testing (resulting in the second critical review), and user testing 
(resulting in the final review; Figure 9). In cases where an existing signification 
framework is being adapted, it is still recommended that a critical review and a final 
user testing be organized. For replication, user testing is usually sufficient. 

Signification framework tests and reviews

First critical review. After the first draft of the framework has been designed, 
it needs to be tested, critically reviewed, and revised. Ideally, testing should be 
conducted by a SenseMaker-trained design team with in-depth knowledge of the 
analytical framework underpinning the design and active involvement in drafting the 
signification framework. Critical review of the draft signification framework involves 
testing and revising all questions. 

Second critical review. This review involves in-situ testing in the context in which 
collection will take place. Once the first draft of the signification framework has 
been developed and tested by the design team, it should be reviewed again. At 
this stage, it is very useful to involve people who are not part of the design team—
including potential respondents, analysts (project or partner organization staff ), and 
thematic experts (e.g. disaster relief or gender experts)—as well as some program 
participants, if the application focuses on a program. During this in situ testing, 
the translation of the framework into the collection language may not have been 
finalized. In this case, the testing may coincide with simultaneous translation. This 
will not provide insights about the clarity of questions or their wording, but it will 
give an idea of whether the questions make sense to respondents and whether the 
length of the framework is appropriate.

Final review. This round of testing is undertaken by the facilitators as part of 
their training, with a full draft in the language of collection. It assesses how the 
framework is understood by respondents and whether the digital version for 
collection through the app is functional, suitable, and user-friendly. The test 
outcomes are then systematically recorded and reviewed, and the paper and digital 
versions of the framework are revised.
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What needs to be reviewed

While all testing and review processes should look at multiple aspects of the 
signification framework and collection, the main focus of each review depends on 
the stage of the design process (Figure 10). 

Ensure question design quality. All questions should be well developed and 
follow the recommendations provided in Step 3: Drafting core SenseMaker signifier 
questions. Even if the questions are conceptually well-designed, it is nonetheless 
important to test how the respondents answer them. For example, are there too 
many ‘not applicable’ responses? Does everyone tend to respond in the same way?
Identify gaps. It is important to ensure that all required concepts, contexts, and 
sociodemographic characteristics are included in the signification framework, and 
that when combined they respond to learning questions.

Prioritize questions. Testing helps to identify and reduce duplication and to 
prioritize the follow-up signifier questions and sociodemographic MCQs. Prioritizing 
is about making sure that only those questions in the framework that are relevant, 
add most value, and serve the intended purpose are included.

	 	Figure	10.	Changing	the	review	focus	at	different	stages	
	 of	the	signification	framework	design
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	 Box	8.	Checklist	of	questions	for	testing	a	draft	signification	framework

Sequence. Ensure that smooth conversation can be carried out with respondents, 
minimizing jumping between topics and reducing the effort needed for responses. 
Sensitive questions should not be placed early on. Ensure clarity of language 
and terminology. The language of the signification framework should be clear and 
unambiguous. Respondents should not have any difficulties in understanding the 
instructions, questions, or response options. This is especially important for processes 
where collection will take place in a language other than that used by the design team. 
In this case, it is important to ensure that the intended meaning of questions and 
response options is not altered during translation.

Check context. Check the questions to ensure that assumptions about the context 
correctly reflect the reality, for example, program assumptions about the main 
source of income or the distances refugees travel daily.

Check for ethical issues. Ensure the framework is ethical in terms of collection 
approach, question wording, and response options.
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for the prompter

•  Is the question clear?
•  Does it generate relevant, informative, 

factual narratives?
•  Are the narratives all positive or all 

negative?
•  Are the narratives too long or too 

short?
•  Does the title question confuse 

people, or do they find it difficult to 
respond to?

•  Do the respondents understand 
the prompter without the need for 
additional explanation?

•  Are there any important remarks 
from respondents regarding the 
prompters?

•  How much time on average does 
it take for the respondent to share 
the story, and for the facilitator to 
document and review it with the 
respondent? 

•  What kinds of stories are being 
generated by the prompter? Are they 
the type of stories expected?

for triad, slider, slider-with-stones, 
and canvas-with-stones questions

•  Is the language clear?
•  Are the questions in a meaningful order?
•  Is there survey fatigue? Do the respondents 

get tired too quickly?
•  Do people understand each question 

without too much explanation? 
•  Are the concepts used in the questions 

clear? Do people make a deliberate choice? 
•  Can bias be observed toward the obvious 

‘right’ answer when people respond? 
•  Can a tendency toward a particular 

answer be observed, such as for triads? 
For example: Too many responses in 
the middle, showing that the relative 
importance of the three elements is 
equal? Too many responses in one or more 
corners, showing that a multiple-choice 
question may be more appropriate? Too 
many ‘not applicable’ responses, showing 
that the options provided are not relevant 
to most of the respondents? Are the 
patterns visualized using the test data 
meaningful and relevant?
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Time interview length. Ensure that the interview length is feasible for the program 
and for respondents, being short enough to avoid fatigue, which can compromise 
data quality. 

Box 8 provides examples of the questions that can be used to guide the signification 
framework testing and review processes during all stages of revising. 

Documenting the testing and review process

The testing process should be documented properly, as it is usually conducted by 
different members of the design team at different times. It will be helpful for the 
design team, and particularly for the person responsible for producing the final 
draft, to have all the observations, suggestions, and major inputs for every revision 
of the signification framework in a single document leading to the final draft, or to 
save every draft separately so as to have a record of historic changes.
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for multiple-choice questions

•  Are all the answer options presented 
clearly and understood by the 
respondents? 

•  Are there questions that allow a free 
text response? If so, is it absolutely 
necessary? What responses are you 
expecting, and can any response be 
added to existing responses? Or are you 
expecting to do post-categorization based 
on responses to a free text field?

•  Is there a tendency to select only one or 
two answer options from the list? Why? 

•  Have all possible responses been 
considered for sociodemographic 
questions? 

general

•  Are there any ethical issues with the 
prompter or with any of the signifier or 
multiple-choice questions?

•  Does the signification framework have 
a logical flow, or do signifier questions 
need to be rearranged?



Screenshots	from	Designer	Functionality	in	SenseMaker®

2. Configuration in Designer requires a license and training and help from an expert user.  
3. The use of third party survey tools for digital framework configuration and data collection must be agreed 
with The Cynefin Company. 

Creating and Testing the Digital Version of the Signification 
Framework 

Once the final draft of the signification framework has been produced, the next step 
is to configure it digitally. This configuration can be completely new or can be based 
on an existing framework that is adapted. Digital configuration can be carried out 
using the Designer2 functionality or a third-party survey tool, such as SurveyCTO.3 
Once the framework configuration has been completed, the instrument can be 
accessed digitally through an application on a device (tablet or phone) or a browser 
via a URL.
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Translating the Signification Framework

If the collection is to be undertaken in a language other than that used by the 
design team, the signification framework should be translated by a fluent speaker, 
and ideally by someone who also has technical knowledge of the topic and its 
terminology. Translation begins after the signification framework has been tested 
and the language has been finalized. 

During the translation process, ensure that back-translation is used to verify that 
the terms reflect their intended meaning, rather than just a literal translation. 
Preparing a glossary of key terms and agreeing on them with the design team will 
be very useful during this process. The final user testing, which is conducted during 
the training of facilitators (see Phase 3: Collection), is fundamental to testing the 
translation and making final adjustments.
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The collection process 

is a time for listening, 

allowing people to share 

their specific experiences 

and to provide additional 

layers of information about 

their experiences, the 

emotions they bring about, 

the process of change, the 

outcomes of the experience, 

and any other aspects that 

arise as they reflect. 
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Phase 3: Collection

The collection process is a time for listening, allowing people to share their 
specific experiences and to provide additional layers of information about their 
experiences, the emotions they bring about, the process of change, the outcomes 
of the experience, and any other aspects that arise as they reflect. This additional 
information is provided by respondents when they answer the follow-up questions. 
The process involves using the signification framework to facilitate conversations 
with respondents and to allow their self-reflection, yielding qualitative and 
quantitative data. The quality of the data generated is the foundation for useful 
analysis and interpretation, and for robust and credible findings that can lead to 
better decisions and needed actions. 

Collection Scenarios

Depending on the level of literacy of respondents and their access to the internet, as 
well as on the context, data can be collected in four ways: 

•  facilitated individually face-to-face, 
•  facilitated individually remotely, 
•  facilitated in group settings, and 
•  through direct distribution of the signification framework to respondents (sharing 

of URL). 

The first three involve one-to-one (face-to-face or remote) or group facilitating 
conversations with the respondents, with answers entered into devices or written 
on paper copies of the framework. Direct distribution of the framework involves 
providing a URL to the respondents, which allows access to the digitally configured 
signification framework, letting them answer the questions on their own, though 
often within a specified time frame.
 
Individual face-to-face facilitation will be described in more detail, as it requires 
consideration of varying levels of literacy. Data can be collected through an app, 
through a browser, on paper, or any combination of these. 

Collection scenarios may vary depending on the purpose of the SenseMaker project. 
If it is used for frequent monitoring, collection can be integrated into daily work of 
staff. When a baseline, assessment, evaluation, or study is planned, the timing for 
collection is precisely defined, with all data usually collected in two to four weeks.
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Principle 1. 
Design a collection approach that is appropriate to the specific context.

There is no one-size-fits-all approach for collecting. Collection will depend on many 
factors in each context, including respondents’ literacy levels, access to the internet, 
security issues, and social and cultural norms.

Principle 2. 
Ensure an ethical collection process that protects respondents. 

The well-being and safety of respondents and facilitators come first. A ‘do no harm’ 
approach is essential during the entire collection phase. It must be part of facilitator 
training.

Principle 3. 
Provide quality training to facilitators and ensure sufficient practice.

One of the most important activities during the collection phase is the selection 
and training of facilitators. SenseMaker requires collecting a good quality narrative 
and facilitating a reflection process that allows respondents to self-interpret the 
experience shared. This means facilitators must be able to build rapport with the 
respondent and use good listening skills to facilitate and document the process.

Principle 4. 
Conduct a final user-test with facilitators.

Once facilitators are well-trained, they can be knowledgeable signification frame-
work testers. Their familiarity with the collection context can be an invaluable contri-
bution to perfect the signification framework design, with words easily understood 
by respondents. This final user testing of the framework is usually conducted as part 
of the training, leading to the final revisions in paper and digital versions.

Principle 5. 
Encourage facilitators to listen and facilitate reflection by respondents.
 
Deep, factual and empathic listening is required to capture the narrative. The role 
of the facilitator is to encourage the sharing of a meaningful experience and to 
guide respondents through their self-signification process, without intervening or 
intermediating with their own assumptions, but rather respecting respondents’ 
perceptions and perspectives.

Collection Principles
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Principle 6. 
Provide facilitators with written instructions to follow during the collection 
process.
 
Good instructions to facilitate the collection process are fundamental. Preparing 
a facilitation manual for the facilitators can help ensure high quality data and 
respectful collection processes. Part of such a manual is generic for facilitating 
collection, with another part focused on the signification framework. If the objective 
is to collect complete and well-written narratives that will allow text analysis, these 
instructions may include a protocol for the collection of the narratives that include 
follow-up questions to elicit a good narrative, such as what happened, who was 
involved, how did it happen, what were the outcomes (positive or negative)?

Principle 7. 
Use practical exercises to facilitate the collection process.
 
Using practical exercises in open spaces when one-to-one and face-to-face 
facilitation is used makes it easier for respondents (especially those with lower 
literacy) to understand how to respond thoughtfully to triads, sliders, and canvas 
questions. Such exercises are recommended when the respondent is never been 
asked these question types before and can keep them engaged in the process.

Principle 8. 
Monitor the collection process closely.
 
Detailed daily follow-up, particularly during the first days, can help identify 
challenges in the quality of narratives, facilitation of signifier questions, and 
technical issues. The earlier that problems can be identified and addressed, the 
more likely that ethical problems can be avoided and the better the data that will be 
collected.
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Ethics During the Collection Process

During collection, direct interaction with participants takes place. Ethical 
practices are the cornerstone of safe collection, with doing no harm a critical and 
basic standard. The safety of facilitators must be considered as much as that of 
respondents. 

Making sure no harm happens to respondents, with benefits of the research 
outweighing any risks, means that facilitators need to be able to manage 
respondents’ emotions and to deal with unexpected challenges during collection. 
This is particularly important when working with vulnerable respondents or 
exploring sensitive topics. Some groups of respondents, such as refugees, may have 
been exposed to violence, threats, or stigma. A sensitive interviewing approach is 
paramount. It is not possible to anticipate what respondents will be sharing in their 
narratives. Doing no harm means being able to sensitively steer the conversation 
back to the questions in the signification framework. 

Issues for which respondents need support may emerge during interviews. 
Facilitators should prepare themselves with information so they can refer people to 
specialized organizations that can handle such cases. The organization in charge 
of the process should provide facilitators with their own protocols. Figure 11 gives 
an overview of how ethics are embedded throughout the process, with particular 
importance during the Collection phase. 

Explicit consent is required from respondents for three aspects of collection: general 
participation in the study, audio recording, and sharing narratives. It should also be 
stated explicitly at the outset that the respondent has the right to halt the process at 
any point, without any negative consequences or questions. 

	 Figure	11.	When	to	consider	ethics	(adapted	from	Oxfam,	2020)
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Confidentiality is also essential. Responses remain confidential when any identifying 
personal information is known only to the research team. Confidentiality is ensured 
by separating data from identifying information and storing the data securely. It 
also means restricting access to raw data to the SenseMaker project team and other 
authorized individuals who will maintain confidentiality. This may mean anonymizing 
data and findings by omitting personal identifying information.

Facilitators need to have specific guidelines, for example, referral and counter-
referral protocols in cases of gender-based violence or abuse, and practical 
recommendations on how to implement the organization’s code of conduct. 
If ethical review board approval is required, it must be obtained after the 
signification framework is designed, and before beginning the collection process.

How to Collect Data Step-by-Step

The four steps of the Collection phase are:

Step 1: Preparing for collection.
Step 2: Training facilitators and conducting final user testing.
Step 3: Facilitating the collection process through
• individual face-to-face facilitation,
• individual remote facilitation,
• facilitation in group settings, or
• direct distribution of the signification framework.
Step 4: Monitoring the collection process and ensuring data quality

The guidance given here assumes that data are collected in facilitated, face-to-face 
interactions, and can be adapted for facilitated, remote interaction. If collection 
proceeded through direct distribution of the signification frameworks online, then 
Step 1 will be different and Step 2 will be omitted. However, it is advisable to include 
in the design an explanation on how to respond to the SenseMaker-specific signifier 
questions, including some simple practice exercises. This will help respondents to 
understand the questions, and therefore, provide accurate responses.

Step 1: Preparing for Collection

Many aspects of the collection logistics will have been decided and prepared during 
the Preparation and Design phases. At this stage, ensure that all preparations have 
been finalized, and revisit the original plan to make any changes needed. 

Communicate with stakeholders. A final check is advised to confirm that local 
partners and other stakeholders who are involved or important for smooth collection 
are fully informed about the precise plans and expectations for collection. They 
will have been contacted and engaged with during the Preparation phase. In some 
contexts, it may be mandatory to ask community and religious leaders and the 
household head for permission to collect. At this stage, it is about confirming agreed 
plans: dates, locations, numbers of respondents per day, roles and responsibilities. 
Plans usually need some adaptation due to the inevitable dynamics of any context.
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Prepare and test the design and collection platform. Review the digital version of 
the signification framework to ensure that the formatting and all questions display 
correctly by comparing with the paper version. Once the formatting has been 
verified and all the final improvements have been made in the digital version of the 
signification framework, the next step is to enter and upload dummy responses. 
Check whether all test observations are present and displaying correctly in the 
dataset, and whether all the variables are displaying as expected with their exact 
titles. 

If devices are used for collection, they will have been procured during the 
Preparation phase. The data collection app needs to be installed on each device 
and the signification framework should be downloaded. Once the collection process 
starts, and especially during the first days, it is essential that a team member is 
responsible for monitoring the responses uploaded online daily in order to verify 
that all the entries are uploading properly, to ensure the quality of the collected 
data, and to identify any technical difficulties early on. 

Prepare all training and collection materials and handouts. Allow adequate 
time to prepare training materials, including flipcharts, handouts, and exercises. 
Translations of the signification framework and other training material, including the 
draft facilitator manual, will also be needed. It is essential that there are sufficient 
copies of the paper version of the signification framework for each facilitator and 
for the final user testing. It is also good practice to have the signification framework 
printed as flipcharts and displayed on a wall throughout the training event. If the 
data are to be collected using devices, they need to be procured and have the 
collection app installed and the signification framework downloaded. This allows 
facilitators to be trained in their use and to practice during the workshop and as part 
of final user testing. 

Finalize logistics. Confirm all the logistics for the facilitator training, in-situ practice, 
user testing, and the actual collection. This involves transportation, accommodation, 
food, and security checks of the areas where collection will occur. 

Planning the collection process 

The time and resources needed for the collection process will depend on several 
considerations. These will have been discussed during the Preparation and Design 
phases, and should be finalized just prior to collection. 

Sample size and the number of available facilitators

The use of twelve to fifteen facilitators has worked well in collecting several hundred 
narratives. This reduces the collection period to two or three weeks, as each 
facilitator can collect between three and six narratives per day, depending on how 
long the signification framework is and how much time it takes to move from one 
respondent to the next. A larger sample of respondents or widely geographically 
dispersed respondents will require more days of collection or more facilitators. 
These can be contracted if staff cannot commit to this task. 
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Collection approaches

Collection can happen on paper or digitally (using an app or browser), face-to-face, 
remote, or in group settings.The choice between paper and digital collection will 
depend on factors including respondent characteristics (ease and comfort with paper 
or electronics), device availability, budget, and the ability of facilitators to move 
around safely with the devices. 

With greater digital connection worldwide, and the growing number of people familiar 
with electronic devices, digital collection is advisable. Digital collection eliminates 
errors caused by transcription, stores data more securely, stores data directly online, 
makes data quality assurance easier, and enables primary analysis to begin as soon 
as the collection process ends. If collection is to be paper-based, extra time for 
transcribing narratives and entering the responses via an app or a browser needs to 
be planned and budgeted for. 

Length of the signification framework

The longer the signification framework and the more core SenseMaker questions it 
contains, the longer each interview will take. The time needed will also depend on 
the collection tool used (whether digital or paper) and on respondents’ comfort with 
that tool and with the process in general. Experience shows that collection varies 
from 20 minutes to two hours. The longer a session lasts, the more effort is needed by 
everyone involved, and the quality of the data may be negatively affected. 

Keeping track of how long it takes to conduct interviews under real collection 
conditions is important. This will help ensure that the facilitation process is 
manageable for respondents and facilitators. Facilitators will also be able to give 
respondents a clearer estimate of how much time is being asked of them.
It is important to keep in mind that working with sensitive topics—such as abuse, 
violence, social conflict, loss of assets, or the death of family members—may take 
longer, as facilitators and respondents may need time to process their emotions 
during the facilitation of the process. 

Literacy level of respondents

Experience has shown that more literate respondents usually tend to grasp the 
different types of questions more quickly. Respondents with more limited literacy 
may require more consistent support during the process although this is not 
always the case. Facilitator training must include a discussion of the qualities and 
soft competencies needed for facilitating the collection process, and tips on how 
to explain and facilitate the more unusual SenseMaker signifier question types 
should be provided. If respondents are sufficiently literate, a group-based collection 
process becomes an option. In this, one facilitator works with multiple respondents 
simultaneously, seated in a group, working through each question as they respond 
individually on devices or on paper. 
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Direct distribution of the signification framework for respondents to fill themselves 
their responses with no facilitation is more appropriate for more literate 
respondents. Nevertheless, it is essential to include clear explanations on how 
to respond to the SenseMaker-specific signifier questions as even more literate 
respondents are unlikely to be familiar with these types of questions. In addition, 
some simple practice exercises can also be included prior to the first question of 
each type.

Possible security issues for respondents and facilitators

Some SenseMaker processes take place in areas where the security of respondents 
and facilitators needs special attention—notably in natural disaster zones and 
in areas where there is civil unrest. In one case, for example, facilitators were 
threatened, with their devices temporarily confiscated by local youths, before being 
returned after some negotiation (Guijt and Mager 2017). Daily security briefings 
were held to determine which areas were safe for collection. In other countries, 
devices have been stolen, putting the life of facilitators at risk. A security risk 
assessment may lead to the decision to conduct the collection process on paper 
to reduce the risk to facilitators. Security issues should thus be planned for, with 
alternative plans for collection being identified ahead of time. 

Finding, selecting, and contracting facilitators

An important task in preparing for the collection process is to identify a good team 
of facilitators. Facilitators can be local volunteers or peers, staff of organizations 
involved in development efforts, staff of other organizations (such as think tanks), 
university students, freelance consultants or consultancy firms, or research 
organizations. Regardless of their background, it is essential for facilitators to 
have a minimum set of competencies to facilitate the process in an ethical manner, 
to ensure good rapport with respondents, and to guarantee the quality of the 
narratives and responses collected. 

If SenseMaker is being used for evaluation purposes, involving staff of the initiative 
being evaluated should be considered with caution, as they can potentially 
bias responses. On the other hand, involving program implementation staff in a 
diagnostic or assessment study to inform program design or adaptation, proved 
to be a great opportunity for them to engage directly with program participants to 
better understand their needs, emergent practices, and the implementation context. 
Working with survey companies also has potential drawbacks. Enumerators will 
need to learn a more facilitation-type approach. Becoming facilitators will require 
unlearning survey habits, making training, coaching, and supervision essential. 
This drawback can be reduced by making explicit in the Terms of Reference that 
SenseMaker will be used, with a clear explanation of the method and its specific 
collection needs. Once the contractor is selected, a series of meetings with an 
experienced SenseMaker practitioner can give the contractor a good understanding 
of the method and its special needs. If this is the first time that the contractor will 
undertake collection using SenseMaker, time from an experienced SenseMaker 
practitioner for training purposes is vital.
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Training is easier when facilitators have a higher level of education. Across different 
SenseMaker processes, there have been good experiences with students from local 
universities, high-school graduates, and also with peers. Their level of education, 
commitment, and eagerness to learn and acquire practical experience make them 
excellent facilitators. In certain contexts, peers are better accepted than external 
people. Facilitators should expect that participating in the training and in-situ 
practice is a mandatory part of the collection process.

When selecting facilitators, consider these aspects in particular: 

•  Language: Fluency in the language of collection is essential. Often, they should be 
able to master the local and the collection language. 

•  Gender: The specific gender mix of facilitators may matter depending on the topic 
of inquiry. For example, female facilitators may be needed when interviewing girls 
on topics that are culturally sensitive. In other cases, male facilitators may be more 
appropriate.

•  Age: In some contexts, respondents were more willing to share personal stories 
with mature people than with youths. 

•  Culture and social identity: Facilitators should have knowledge of the local 
context and what is culturally appropriate. For example, if working with special 
groups, such as relatives of prisoners who are stigmatized, facilitators need the 
confidence and skills to cope with this. 

•  Basic professional qualities: The ability to work in a team, to meet deadlines, to 
be prepared to speak up if issues on the ground threaten work quality, to follow 
security and ethic protocols, and to be respectful. 

•  Social and emotional competencies: Capacity to listen and communicate 
effectively, to create rapport with respondents, empathize, and be culturally 
sensitive. 

•  Curiosity and creativity: Some facilitation competencies will be built or 
strengthened during training, including technical and methodological 
competencies. However, what is not easily taught is being open-minded to new 
ways of knowing. If possible, select facilitators who are curious and open to 
new approaches and methods, and able and willing to unlearn old ways of data 
collection.

Preparing the electronic devices for collection

The devices for collection will have been procured and tested. Several tasks need to 
be undertaken for each device before they are ready for use (see Box 9).

Organizing logistics for facilitator training and the final user test

Facilitator training and the final user testing of the signification framework 
require carefully planning. Here are some important considerations; these are not 
exhaustive, and others may be needed. Table 21 provides a list of what to check 
before the collection preparation process is wrapped up.
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	 Box	9.	Tasks	to	prepare	devices	for	collection

	 Table	21.	Checklist	to	prepare	for	collection

•  Organize a training venue with enough 
floor space and some free walls for 
flipcharts.

•  Prepare a facilitator’s guide with two 
sections: (1) general guidance that can 
be used for any SenseMaker process, 
dealing with SenseMaker in general 
and its different types of questions; 
and (2) specific instructions for the 
particular SenseMaker process, the 
collection context, and the specific 
signification framework.

•  Invite a group of respondents to 
participate in the final user testing; 
provide them with enough information 
about the purpose of the activity.

•  Procure any material needed: 
stationery, devices, ID cards for 
facilitators, copies of handouts, 
manuals, signification framework 
flipcharts, and paper versions for final 
user testing. 

•  Arrange meals, refreshments, 
accommodation, and transportation 
for participants. 

•  Find an experienced SenseMaker 
trainer and facilitator.

•  Confirm the availability of facilitators. 
•  Ensure that externally hired 

facilitators have received their 
contracts. 

•  If program staff are to be involved, 
check that they have permission to 
take part and can commit the time 
needed. 

•  If collection will be facilitated by 
volunteers, ensure they are committed 
and available. 

•  Make sure there are enough 
facilitators for the number of 
narratives to be collected within the 
planned time frame. 

• Clean the devices.
•  Delete videos, photos, and other large 

files to free up memory.
• Ensure that each device has a charger.
•  Update the operating system software 

(iOS for iPads).
• Ensure that location services are on.
•  Ensure that each device has its 

passcode.
•  Install the SenseMaker Collector app 

from the Play Store (Android) or the 
App Store (iOS).

•  Download the final version of the 
signification framework to the device 
using the Project ID. Then ensure no 
changes have been made in Designer.

•  Ensure that the time before the 
devices go to into ‘sleep mode’ is 
longer than the time it takes to collect 
the narrative. Usually ten minutes will 
be enough, but if a more complete 
narrative is expected, it may take 
longer.

•  If data collection takes place in a 
language with special characters, 
download the collection language to 
the devices and set them up for use.

•  Prepare copies of a handout that 
describes how to use and take care of 
the devices. These are to be given to 
each facilitator.
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Even if collection will be digital, provide facilitators with paper copies of the 
signification framework, in case of issues with the device. Give each facilitator a 
copy of the general facilitator’s guide and the instructions manual for the specific 
signification framework being used. Prepare facilitation kits (for example, ropes, 
cards, and markers) for each facilitator. Supply each facilitator with an ID badge.

Plan zone-based routes for facilitators that will minimize the time it takes to reach 
respondents. This also provides the opportunity for facilitators to support each 
other, exchange experiences, share challenges, and travel more safely. Each day 
check that all facilitators have a collection schedule and sample strategy. Ensure 
that facilitators have a place to recharge their devices and to access the Internet 
so that they can upload the narratives and responses often. Ensure that facilitators 
have accommodation and meals, if they are not able to return home each day.

•  Provide each facilitator with a handout 
that includes the collection schedule, 
the respondents assigned to them 
(along with alternatives, in case they 
cannot find the respondents according 
to the agreed sample method) and any 
other information they might need, 
such as facilitator and respondent IDs.

•  Ensure facilitators are fully informed 
about ethics and sign the code of 
conduct. 

•  Download the app and signification 
framework. 

•  Provide each facilitator with a device, 
charger, power bank or solar panel 
backpack, where necessary.

•  Provide facilitators with a handout that 
describes how to use and take care of 
the device.

•  Check internet connectivity in the area 
and provide facilitators with a modem 
or other options that will allow them to 
upload the collected data as frequently 
as possible. 
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Step 2: Training Facilitators and Conducting Final User Testing 

Like any method, SenseMaker requires investment in training people who will 
collect data, the facilitators, to assist respondents in sharing their narratives and 
self-signifying them. The quality of the collected narratives and responses will 
largely depend on the quality of the collection process. It is, therefore, necessary 
to plan well and to allocate enough time for training. Experience has shown that, 
depending on the collection scenario and the availability of facilitators with previous 
SenseMaker experience, up to five days are needed, including two to three days 
of training, one day of practice which is also the final user testing, and one day of 
feedback and review of the signification framework.

The training covers the SenseMaker method, the specific signification framework 
designed for the process, practice of the facilitation process, and ethics during the 
collection process. Trainees learn how to initiate and round off the collection process 
and to explain core SenseMaker questions to respondents. Considerable time is 
often spent ensuring that facilitators are all working with the same wording of the 
questions and of the answer options, particularly if the language of collection differs 
from the language of design. Ideally, the training is conducted by an experienced 
SenseMaker practitioner also involved in the design process, who will have a 
deep knowledge and understanding of the analytical framing that informed the 
signification framework.

The training should include practice in the location where collection will take place. 
Facilitators often gain valuable insights from this, leading to final adjustments and 
revisions of the signification framework, and additional specific advice to add to 
the facilitator’s manual. Several hours should be built into the schedule during, 
or immediately after, the training, in order to capture this feedback and revise the 
signification framework. These changes should then to be incorporated digitally, 
the signification framework downloaded again onto the device, and the facilitator 
manual updated.

All facilitators will need to be trained in the use of the collection devices and the 
collection app. If collection is to be undertaken on paper, then facilitators need 
training in how to collect using the paper version, but also in how to enter the 
narratives via an app or a browser after collection.
 
If facilitators have previously worked as survey enumerators, they may find 
it difficult to let go of a more extractive and detached style of data collection. 
SenseMaker involves a more reflective process around the experience of the 
respondent. The role of the facilitator is to guide the process in a respectful, 
dynamic, and productive way. The way the training workshop is conducted can help 
facilitators see the importance of openness, patience, and active listening.

The final user testing provides a last opportunity to adjust the signification 
framework, especially for language use and clarity. This testing moment requires 
careful planning. Staff and invited participants need to be well-informed about the 
purpose of the sessions and the logistics. 
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Working with mixed methods requires additional competencies on the part of 
facilitators. These should be included in the profile for hiring, but they also need to 
be developed during training.

Objectives of facilitator training

The training workshop should equip facilitators with a good understanding of the 
method and the skills necessary to collect narratives, guide respondents through 
the self-signification process in an empathetic and ethical way, and consistently 
meet quality technical and methodological standards. To achieve this, the training 
needs to focus on strengthening four types of competencies (see Table 22). 

	 Table	22.	Facilitator	competencies	for	collecting	narratives	and	self-signification

by the end of the training, facilitators will …

•  Understand the basics of SenseMaker, its origins, and what makes it unique 
among other research, monitoring, and evaluation methods.

•  Understand the purpose of the SenseMaker process and the learning questions 
that the process aims to explore.

•  Understand the basic thematic focus and underlying concepts of the signification 
framework.

•  Encourage respondents to share their narrative and help them document and 
revise it, as needed.

•  Explain clearly the different types of signifier questions and facilitate the 
respondent’s self-signification. 

•  Facilitate the self-signification process accurately, balancing patience and 
efficiency, without imposing their own views.

•  Use digital devices and software to document the responses and upload them to 
the dataset.

•  Build confidence and trust with respondent, creating a safe context for sharing 
their narrative and self-interpretation.

•  Communicate with empathy so as to encourage respondents of different ages, 
genders, and origins, respecting the cultural context.

•  Act professionally and ethically, according to the organizational code of conduct 
and data-protection principles.

•  Respect respondent confidentiality when respondents have indicated they do not 
want their stories shared. 

•  Accept and provide feedback, as needed, to change habits and attitudes that 
negatively affect the quality of the facilitation process. 
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Contents of training events

The contents of training events should help facilitators strengthen these 
competencies. Table 23 shows the basic design of a facilitator training event and 
how this relates to the core competencies. It can be adapted as needed. A five-day 
event will allow for all five sessions to be held. Then the SenseMaker lead will need 
to finalize the signification framework digitally so it is ready for collection. In some 
SenseMaker processes, a full day of training will be dedicated to working with 
facilitators to translate the signification framework accurately into the interview 
language. In the Central African Republic, the interview language was Sango, but 

	 Table	23.	Training	content	for	the	four	competencies

content

introduction 
1.1. Welcome
1.2. Introduce participants
1.3. Experience exchange
1.4. Introduction 

sensemaker basics
2.1. Understanding complexity
2.2. Why SenseMaker?
2.3. Key features of SenseMaker
2.4. Overview of the SenseMaker process

purpose, learning questions & analytical framing
3.1.  Presentation of purpose of the SenseMaker project  

and learning questions
3.2. Analytical framing that underpins the project

understanding the signification framework
4.1. Experiencing the signification framework
4.2. Signification framework on paper and digitally
4.3. Facilitating the process
4.4.  Ethical considerations, safety, and data protection 
4.5. Clarifying terminology and translation

practice and user testing
5.1.  Organizing the practice and final user test, including ethics 

and use of the devices
5.2. Practice and final user test
5.3.  Feedback to facilitators on their practice and final 

troubleshooting
5.4.  Feedback from facilitators for final signification framework 

review, including suggestions for more precise translation

competencies 
strengthened 

Social and 
emotional 

Change-related 
Technical 

Technical 

Methodological 
Social and 
emotional 
Technical 

Methodological 
Social and 
emotional 
Change-related 
Technical 
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the digital version of the signification framework was in French, as preferred by the 
facilitators who were fluent in both languages. Similarly, in Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, 
and Malawi, bilingual facilitators were found who could interview respondents in 
their own languages, while keeping the digital version of the signification framework 
in English. In many other experiences, the signification framework is fully designed 
in or translated to the collection language.

Recommendations for quality training

Investing in quality training is worthwhile. Experience has shown the following 
elements to be effective.
•  Design and facilitate the workshop using interactive techniques and exercises 

that encourage participants to be active problem solvers. Create short, attractive 
presentations that keep participants engaged and promote an experiential 
process. 

•  Early on in the workshop, create an opportunity for the facilitators to experience 
the draft signification framework by answering the questions themselves and 
then sharing and self-signifying their narratives. This personal experience will 
help facilitators relate to respondents and give them ideas of how to facilitate the 
process. 

•  Together with the facilitators, draft a short introduction explaining the purpose of 
the SenseMaker process. Facilitators can use this to explain the process quickly 
and clearly to respondents.

•  Use familiar examples to demonstrate and practice the different types of signifier 
questions.

•  Prepare practical exercises to promote experiential learning.
•  Use flipcharts and other materials to explain the signification framework and 

practice with it. 
•  Prepare a handout of the glossary of SenseMaker terms (see the glossary at the 

front of this guide) and include it in the facilitator manual.

Step 3: Facilitating the Collection Process

This section describes the collection scenarios: direct distribution, face-to-face 
facilitation, remote facilitation, and group settings.

Directly distributing the signification framework

Directly distributing the signification framework online works well in settings where 
respondents have easy access to technology, are literate, and are willing to share 
their experiences and stories. Direct distribution usually requires a respondent list 
with email addresses and a URL. The URL can be added to a webpage or a newsletter 
or shared in a blog or social media post. 

Direct distribution requires a very clear set of instructions, especially on how to 
respond to signifier-type questions. Box 10 shows how this can be done for a triad 
using the example of tea-milk-sugar. These three response options can be adapted 
to what respondents will be familiar with. 
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	 Box	10.	Explaining	a	triad	question	in	online	collection	

For triad questions, place a mark inside the shape that best reflects the experience 
you described, balancing the relative importance of all three corners. The closer the 
mark is to a statement, the more relevant this statement has for your experience. 
To get you started, practice placing the mark to reflect your preferences in the first 
shape below, then move to the questions on the next page. If a question does not 
relate to the experience you shared, or none of the three options are relevant, mark 
the N/A box.

Please note we are only interested in the items listed for each question. For 
example, for this study we are only interested in the sleeping-working-preparing/
consuming food combination, although a day can include other activities. Below is 
the example to get you started. Please reflect on the situation you shared and place 
a marker in the position that most relates to this situation. The closer the ball is to a 
corner, the stronger this element is. If all elements are equally important, place the 
marker in the middle. Click ‘N/A’ if a question does not apply to your situation.

Direct distribution is easier to manage than facilitated collection. It can reach more 
respondents and people in other geographic areas, while requiring less preparation, 
fewer resources, and less time. However, it is also less likely to guarantee a high 
response rate and relies heavily on continuous monitoring and some form of 
collection management process (for example marketing or reminders). 

Prompting people to respond is one of the most underestimated challenges of the 
direct distribution process. There is no one-size-fits-all recommendation on how 
to deal with this: some find regular reminders helpful, some share snapshots of 
preliminary results, and others create a reward process.

Face-to-face facilitation

A key feature of SenseMaker are the visualization tools: the sliders, the sliders 
with stones, the canvases with stones, and the triads. Especially with lower literacy 
respondents, but also with those with more literacy level, it can work well to draw 
these visuals on the ground, on whiteboards, or on flipcharts. Experience has 
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shown that drawing or placing sliders, triads, and canvases on the ground can help 
respondents to better understand these types of signifier questions. This is a good 
optional practice, but may not be possible due to limited space, a dirty floor, or if 
people who cannot bend over (elderly, people with a disability or breastfeeding 
mothers). This section describes how to explain the questions on the ground, with 
adaptations possible for needs and context.

Starting an interview

A good first impression is critical to establishing the rapport, trust, and confidence 
that enables respondents to feel comfortable sharing their experiences. Having a 
clear introduction to the SenseMaker process and its purpose is essential for giving 
facilitators the confidence they need to work with respondents. 

Part of building trust involves obtaining the respondent’s consent to participate. This 
is part of the introduction to the interview. It begins with a short explanation of the 
process and the instructions for it. Then, before asking any questions, the facilitator 
asks the respondent for their consent to participate. This explanation should also 
be provided in the introduction to the signification framework. A second consent 
request concerns the narrative, and whether it may be shared with others (see 
‘Consent to share the narrative’ section below). 

Participants must agree to take part in the study and give permission to the 
facilitators to have their data collected, stored, and used for publication. As part 
of this process, participants must be provided with sufficient information to make 
an informed decision. One option is to give them a Participant Information Sheet 
in advance, detailing what the study is about, how the data will be stored and 
used, how confidentiality and anonymity will be preserved, and emphasizing that 
participation is voluntary, and explaining how to withdraw at any time. Where 
literacy rates make this difficult, the information must be shared verbally. 

Consent must be voluntary: no pressure or coercion may be applied. Consent is 
particularly important and more complex when researching vulnerable groups, such 
as children or minors, people with disabilities, mental illness, prisoners, ethnic 
minorities, or homeless people. It is essential to record consent. Written consent 
is preferred, but verbal consent (which should be witnessed and audio-recorded) 
may be obtained instead when, for example, the participants are illiterate. If photos 
are going to be taken during the process, and particularly if some will be used for 
publications, specific consent must be sought.

If a community leader, staff member, or official accompanies the facilitator in 
order to introduce them to the respondent, the facilitator will need to explain in 
a respectful way that the interview needs to take place without them. This helps 
to avoid community leaders exerting influence during an interview, and ensures 
respondent privacy and safety. However, avoid being alone in the interview 
space with the respondent. Being in sight of other people reduces the risk of 
compromising the safety of respondents or facilitators, although it may not be the 
ideal option for other reasons. Agreement on this should form part of the training. 
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When using SenseMaker for evaluations or assessments, it is particularly important 
to let respondents know that there are no right or wrong answers to any question. 
Being clear about how the information will be used, and for what purpose, can help 
reduce potential response bias. Respondents may overemphasize positive results if 
they believe an evaluation is taking place to determine whether a further phase of 
a project should take place, or if they think that doing so may benefit them or their 
community, or that not doing so will be to their or their community’s detriment.

Prompting for the narrative

The narratives shared by respondents about their personal experiences form the 
basis of the entire self-signification process. Knowing how to clearly request a 
narrative, and encouraging respondents to share one, is thus a crucial step that will 
determine the quality of the interview. A good narrative describes a single, factual, 
personal experience of the respondent, rather than general opinions or accounts 
of multiple experiences. Table 24 describes the steps for drawing out the narrative 
with a prompter. The respondent must give explicit permission for audio recording, if 
used, as voice recognition may expose them to different risks than documentation. 

Ask for the story title

Once the narrative has been finalized, ask for a title if it is in the signification 
framework. The following formulation has proven useful in prompting respondents 
in different places to provide titles for their narratives:

  Now that you have shared your story, what three to five words come to mind that 
you would use to give your story a title?

The title must be provided by the respondents themselves, and not suggested or 
forced. The title can be revealing and can provide important insights into the expe-
rience that has been shared. In addition, it can be used for finding narratives in the 
dataset during the sensemaking process. Sometimes respondents are uneasy or may 
find it odd to give their experience a title. One approach that has worked well is to 
mention that songs have titles, and that the idea of giving a story a title is the same. 

Consent to share the narrative

Getting respondents’ consent to share their story anonymously with third parties is 
essential if the narratives are to be used for interpretation by stakeholders. This also 
means that the narratives can be included in any document or presentation or used 
for advocacy work. For this reason, facilitators must explain clearly to respondents 
that, even though their narrative will always remain anonymous, their story may 
be shared for analysis and interpretation, perhaps in different publications. The 
facilitator will ask for their consent using a multiple-choice question: no sharing, 
for analysis, in public. Once the respondent has shared their narrative about an 
experience that responds to the prompter, and has consented to continue with 
the interview, the types of signifier questions discussed in the Design chapter 
are used to collect additional layers of information about the experience. The 
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	 Table	24.	Encouraging	respondents	to	share	a	narrative

tips and recommendations

•  Sit in order to create a safe setting. This may be side by side or at a 
respectful distance, in accordance with cultural norms. 

•  Try to make regular eye contact to reassure respondents that you 
are listening to and interested in the experience that they are 
sharing. 

•  Explain that this question requests a single, personal and lived 
experience. 

•  Ask the prompter exactly as it is written in the signification 
framework, as it was carefully developed and tested during the 
Design phase. For consistency, it should be asked in the same way 
with all respondents.

•  After asking the prompter, give the respondent time to think deeply 
and carefully, and to decide what experience they want to share. 
This may take some time.

•  If necessary, repeat the question, but let the respondent think. 
Don’t overwhelm them by asking it repeatedly. 

•  Allow respondents to tell you what is important to them and avoid 
proposing to them what experiences they should share.

•  Depending on the prompter, the facilitator might help the 
respondent to prioritize a specific issue, such as a behavior change, 
a problem addressed by the community, a decision, or a shock or a 
stressor. 

•  Draft the narrative first on paper (optional), writing it up as it is told 
by the respondent.

•  Document the narrative with the wording used by the respondent. 

•  Organize the narrative, read it back from your notes, and ask the 
respondent if it has been captured accurately, or if it needs to be 
adjusted or expanded.

•  Make all the changes requested by the respondent.
•  If follow-up questions are included with the prompter, use them to 

probe for additional details.
•  Check with the respondent that this is the final version before 

moving on to the next question. 
•  Ask the respondent for consent to share the story with others.

•  Once you have finished with all questions, thank the respondent 
and leave. Find a quiet place, return to the prompter, and if you 
were unable to enter it, type in the narrative. If needed, listen to 
the audio recording you might have made again to complete the 
story with some details. 

•  After you have documented the narrative, go to the end of the 
signification framework and save the participant’s responses.

 

Ask the 
prompter

Listen while 
taking notes 

Read the 
narrative 
and revise 
it as 
necessary

Edit the 
narrative 
and 
save the 
signification 
framework
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following sections explain in detail the protocols for facilitating each type of signifier 
question: slider, slider with stones, canvas with stones, and triad.

Facilitating a slider signifier question

When facilitating the first slider, helping respondents to visualize it is an effective 
way to explain the question. Draw a straight line on the ground with any available 
material and use cards or a symbol to label the two extremes. Use the labels for the 
first slider. The line should be long enough to allow the respondent to walk along it. 
Then place a marker in the middle of the line (Table 25) and follow these steps.

Step 1: Read the question exactly as written.

Step 2: There are two options.
•  If the slider measures the degree of the same dimension, for example no influence 

at all versus very high influence, then ask the respondent to stand at one extreme 
and move towards the other end to the extent of influence or relevance. As an 
example, you can ask “how much coffee did you have this morning?” The answer 
can range from no coffee at all (an empty cup) or a full cup.  

•  If the slider relates to two dimensions (e.g. “the women sold their produce only at 
home or only at the market”), ask the respondent to stand at the midpoint of the 
slider and to move toward the element that represents the experience shared in 
the narrative. Explain that the closer they move to one element, the more relevant 
or applicable that element is to the experience in the narrative. Standing in the 
middle means that the elements are equally applicable. In terms of the cup of cof-
fee, the two dimensions represent coffee and milk: one extreme represents a cup 
filled only with coffee, and the other extreme refers to a cup filled only with milk.

Step 3: Once the respondent has identified a point on the line, ask them to place a 
dot on the slider (if collecting on paper) or to move the slider on the device, so that it 
corresponds with the location indicated on the ground. 

Facilitating a slider-with-stones signifier question

A slider with stones is a type of slider with multiple response options, or ‘stones’, 
that are placed along the slider. To facilitate these, additional cards need to be 
prepared for each of the options. These cards or stones can then be placed along the 
slider, following these steps: 

Step 1: Read the question as written.

Step 2: Select or options as follows.
•  If the question asks for the respondent to only place the options that apply to their 

own experience, ask them to select only those stones that apply. 
•  If the question asks the respondents to place all the stones on the slider, use all 

the stones.

Step 3: With the selected cards or options in hand, ask the respondent to stand 
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at the midpoint of the slider and to select one card at a time, moving toward the 
element that represents the experience shared in the narrative. Explain that the 
closer they move to one end, the more relevant or applicable that element is to the 
experience in the narrative. Standing in the middle means that the elements are 
equally applicable for that option.

Step 4: Once the respondent has selected a position along the line, ask them to 
place a dot on the slider (if collecting on paper) or to move the slider on the device 
so that it corresponds with the location indicated on the ground (see Figure 12). 

Step 5: Repeat steps 2 to 4 for each option selected.

Facilitating a 
slider on the 
ground

A slider as it 
appears on a 
tablet

P
h

ase 3: Collection

Table	25.	Facilitating	a	slider	signifier	question
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	 Figure	12.	Screenshot	of	a	canvas	with	stones	on	a	tablet

Facilitating a canvas-with-stones signifier question

This question takes some effort to understand, so facilitating it visually can help 
respondents make a considered response. Before facilitating the first question of 
this type, draw an axis on the ground with any available material and label the four 
ends of the lines using cards. Ensure that the lines are long enough to allow the 
respondent to walk along them (Table 26). Then follow these steps.

Step 1: Read the question as written.

Step 2: If the question has been designed so that the respondent must only work with 
the options relevant to them (and not all options), the respondent should select those 
that apply to their experience. If all options are to be considered, use all the stones.

Step 3: With one of the selected cards, post-its, or stones in hand, ask the 
respondent to stand at the midpoint of the X-axis (which is the horizontal axis) and 
move along that axis toward the element that is most relevant or applicable to their 
narrative. Explain that the closer they stand to the end, the stronger the degree to 
which that element is relevant or applicable to their experience (see movement 1 in 
the bottom diagram in Table 26).

Step 4: While still holding the same option, but using a second copy of the card, 
post-it, or stone, ask the respondent to stand at the midpoint on the Y-axis and to 
move along that axis toward the element that is most relevant or applicable to their 
narrative. Explain that the closer to the end they stand, the stronger the degree to 
which that element is relevant or applicable to their experience (see movement 2 in 
the bottom diagram in Table 26).
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Step 5: Now draw a line parallel to the Y-axis that passes through the point marked 
on the X-axis; also draw a line parallel to the X-axis passing through the point 
marked on the Y-axis. Note the point at which these lines intersect (see point 3 in 
the bottom diagram in Table 26).

Step 6: Ask the respondent to transfer this point to the device or the paper. The 
location on the device or paper should correspond to the location marked on the 
ground. Table 26 shows an example of how a canvas with stones looks on a device. 
Ask the respondent what the location of the dot means, supporting them to confirm 
whether the location represents what they want to say. 

Step 7: Repeat steps 2 through 6 for each option selected, or for all options, 
depending on how the question was designed. 

	 Table	26.		Facilitating	a	canvas-with-stones	signifier	question

Facilitating a 
canvas with 
stones on the 
ground

Step-by-step 
facilitation of 
a canvas with 
stones

P
h

ase 3: Collection
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Facilitating a triad signifier question

A signification framework will typically have a few triad questions. Their facilitation 
can be a little tricky. Explaining the first triad in some detail will make it easier for 
the respondent to understand and respond to subsequent triad questions. 

One effective way to facilitate the first triad is to recreate it on the ground, using 
any available material—such as rope, sticks, or sugarcane—to create an equilateral 
triangle, and then using cards or pictures to label the three corners. Ensure that each 
side of the triad is similar in length and that the lines are straight. This helps guide 
the respondent to where their response best fits (Table 27). The aim is to draw out a 
more accurate response by allowing the person to reflect and sense their response 
visually and physically. It is not necessary to be mathematically precise, but rather 
about representing a tendency. The triad should be large enough to ensure sufficient 
space between the three corners. The response can be facilitated by the following 
steps. Once the respondent understands the triad well and feels comfortable with 
the digital device, then this can take place directly with the on-screen triad.

Step 1: Read the question as written.

Step 2: Ask the respondent if any of the three elements identified on the corners 
of the triad applies to the experience they shared in the narrative. If none of them 
apply, select the ‘not applicable’ option. If at least one of them applies, continue to 
the next step.

Step 3: Ask the respondent to select the element that initially feels like it is most 
relevant or applicable to the narrative they have shared, and to stand in that corner 
(movement 1 in the middle diagram in Table 27). 

Step 4: Ask the respondent to select the second most important element in the 
experience shared, and to move along the side of the triangle toward the second 
element. Explain that the nearer they are to that second element, the more relevant 
or applicable it is in relation to the element in the first corner. A mark can be placed 
at the respondent’s location. If it is in the middle, confirm that this means that the 
two elements are equally relevant or applicable (movement 2 in the middle diagram 
in Table 27).

Step 5: Ask the respondent if the third element is also applicable to the experience 
they shared and, if so, to move in the direction of the third element, according to its 
relative importance to the second-most important element (movement 3 in the first 
diagram in Table 27).

Step 6: Ask the respondent to transfer the point to the device or paper. Ensure 
that the point selected on the device corresponds with the point arrived at one the 
ground (see Table 27).
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	 	Table	27.	Facilitating	a	triad	signifier	question

Facilitating a 
canvas with 
stones on the 
ground

Step-by-step 
facilitation of a 
triad

Screenshot 
of a triad as it 
appears on a 
tablet



Remote facilitation

Remote facilitation is an alternative when face-to-face facilitation is not possible. 
The facilitation follows the same protocol described above for a face-to-face 
facilitation, but it is conducted using a chat-based application such as Skype, Teams 
or Zoom. The facilitator in this case opens Collector using the URL for the designed 
signification framework and shares their screen with the respondent. This requires 
the respondent to have internet access, and a computer or tablet with the selected 
chat-based application. This process allows respondents to listen the facilitator, 
orally shared their narrative, and see the questions in the facilitator’s screen while 
he or she follow the protocol to facilitate each signifier question, and to provide their 
answers. 

Facilitation in group settings

If respondents are experienced and literate enough to manage devices or paper 
versions on their own, they can be guided in a group setting through the collection 
process. The main facilitator explains this with a whiteboard, a flipchart, or by 
projecting the collection app question by question. Collection of data in a group 
setting can also be organised and facilitated through online sessions (e.g. through 
applications such as Zoom). The protocols for facilitating prompters, triads, sliders, 
sliders with stones, and canvas with stones are the same in the case of face-to-face 
facilitation.

Step 4: Monitoring Collection and Ensuring Data Quality

Supervising facilitation of the collection process 

During collection, facilitators often require support and initial guidance. During the 
first days of collection, as facilitators get used to the collection process, someone 
with SenseMaker experience should accompany them to provide support and initial 
trouble-shooting. Seeing facilitators at work provides invaluable insights into how 
they encourage responses, how they take care to explain signifier questions, and 
how they build rapport with respondents. At the end of each day, the team discusses 
any problems they encountered, and solutions are shared and agreed upon. 
Challenges can include last-minute uncertainty about how to introduce a particular 
question, the speed of facilitation, dealing with specific dynamics between 
individuals, finding respondents in the sample, and technical support on the use 
of devices and troubleshooting issues in their functioning and/or uploading of the 
collected data. Time spent with the team during these initial days is time very well 
spent, as it will ensure data quality throughout. For the remainder of the collection 
process, a collection supervisor should coordinate and support the process.

Monitoring collection is critical to ensuring the quality of the narratives, the 
completeness of the data, and consistency. There are two ways to do this: by 
supervising and observing facilitators in action and by looking at the data on a daily 
basis. 
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Assuring data and collection quality

Ensuring the completeness and quality of the data is an important task during 
collection that can be undertaken remotely. It is strongly recommended that a 
person on the team is specifically tasked with this.
 
Assuring data quality

Data quality assurance involves looking at the dataset early on. Aspects to check on 
include:
 
•  Data. Are the data uploading correctly? For example, do all variables have the right 

labels visible in the dataset? Are the expected number of observations present, or 
are some missing? Are there any blank or half-completed entries that need to be 
investigated? Compare the number of collected datasets to the number uploaded 
for each facilitator and device. 

•  Technical problems. Are there any technical problems reported by facilitators that 
can be identified in the dataset? For example, perhaps it is not clear if an entry 
was saved, or perhaps a response option did not correctly display on a collection 
device. 

•  Narrative quality. Are the narratives of good quality? They should be relevant, have 
enough length and detail, and not be repetitive. 

It can also be helpful to look at the patterns that emerge early, on by checking the 
visualizations for core SenseMaker questions and the use of MCQs. Some points to 
consider are listed below.

•  Are most triad question responses concentrated in the middle of the triangle, or 
in a specific corner? See Figure 13 for a comparison of concentrated responses 
with spread responses. Concentrated responses may mean that the facilitator is 
not following the collection protocols for core SenseMaker questions. It may also 
mean that the question does not work in that specific setting or with that group of 
respondents.

•  In slider, slider-with-stones, and canvas questions, are there too many responses 
at one or both extremes or in the center?

•  Are there too many ‘Not Applicable’ responses, especially for signifier questions 
for which this was not expected?

•  In slider-with-stones and canvas-with-stones question, are all the stones being 
used when all are required?

•  In slider-with-stones and canvas-with-stones questions, are more stones being 
used than allowed?

•  Is the ‘Other’ option used too often? This may indicate that the facilitators are not 
clear about the meaning of the options, or that the MCQ design missed crucial 
topics.
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Monitoring the collection process 

It is important to track if collection is advancing as planned, or whether delays 
require the plan to be adjusted. Delays may be related to a range of issues—for 
example, there may be unexpected difficulties related to access to facilitators, 
longer interview times, a failure to achieve anticipated groups counts, poor internet 
connection to upload the datasets for quality check, or difficulties accessing 
communities due to road conditions or security issues. 

Also ensure the sampling strategy is being fulfilled. This can be taken care of during 
the design phase by adding a question on key groups, if these are not covered by 
the sociodemographic questions.
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Sensemaking is the 

collective process of giving 

meaning to data to inform 

decisions and actions, 

an exciting phase when 

patterns form, ideas are 

validated, and surprises 

emerge.
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Phase 4: Sensemaking

Once all the data are collected, cleaned, and downloaded, the process of making 
sense of the narratives and the responses to the signifier questions can begin. 
Sensemaking is the collective process of giving meaning to data and emerging 
knowledge in order to make decisions and act on the findings. This is an exciting 
phase when patterns form, ideas are validated, and surprises emerge. The analysis 
of the narratives and the data generated by the self-signification process can be as 
detailed and layered as time, resources, and capacities allow. 

The sensemaking process has four building blocks: primary analysis, collective 
interpretation, comprehensive analysis, and communication and use (Figure 14). 
This chapter discusses each of these building blocks in detail, providing guidance on 
how to carry them out. First, it discusses the sensemaking principles, the elements 
of a sensemaking strategy, and the considerations for its design, as well as the 
logistics required to prepare and facilitate the Sensemaking phase.

The time and financial resources invested in the preparation, design and collection 
will only be worthwhile if the data are analyzed properly and interpreted from 
different perspectives, and if insights are communicated and used effectively. 
Clarifying who best to involve in what aspects of sensemaking – with support for 
those to whom this is new – will ensure that the sensemaking benefits optimally 
from different stakeholders’ perspectives. Insights emerging during primary analysis 
and collective interpretation will offer ideas for more comprehensive analysis. With a 
sensemaking plan, the learning questions that shaped the SenseMaker process are 
more likely to be answered. 

	 	Figure	14.	
	 	Components	of	the	

sensemaking	phase
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Sensemaking Principles

The Sensemaking phase is a collective journey of asking, visualizing, examining, 
and recombining the qualitative and quantitative data that SenseMaker generates. 
The individual and collective reflections this process triggers should lead to new 
insights that inform decisions for programming, advocacy, or local action, as well as 
generating evidence for change. There are four important sensemaking principles 
that help ensure high-quality analysis, interpretation, and use. 

Principle 1: Balance the approach to data analysis.

Sensemaking can take an exploratory route or a structured route to data analysis. 
Finding the right balance between the two has many benefits. 

An exploratory approach allows: (1) interesting patterns to be identified, (2) new 
insights to be generated, (3) surprises and unexpected results to be found, (4) 
weak signals to be captured, (5) further avenues of inquiry to be generated, and (6) 
emergent concepts and frameworks to be identified. 

A structured approach is shaped by the SenseMaker process objectives, learning 
questions, and the analytical framing that was designed, adjusted, or selected for 
the process. It intentionally uses questions, concepts, and relations between the 
concepts to filter the findings and test relationships between responses. 

Any primary or comprehensive analysis needs a good balance between these two 
approaches. Primary analysis usually emphasizes the open-ended exploratory 
approach, while comprehensive analysis tends to use a more structured approach.

Principle 2: Delay definitive conclusions.

It can be very tempting to make definitive conclusions quickly, thus this can lead to 
incorrect and partial conclusions. It is more rewarding to hold back and allow data 
to reveal patterns before drawing any final conclusions. Any observation or finding 
needs to be further questioned during an iterative process that involves detecting 
patterns, reading narratives related to patterns, interpreting the findings, and 
raising new questions for further inquiry.
 
Principle 3: Pay attention to dominant patterns and weak signals.

It is usually easy to spot dominant patterns in the data. Insights based on these can 
then become the focus of conclusions. However, it is equally important to note and 
understand weak signals, where small clusters or total outliers that diverge from 
the dominant patterns can be observed. These outliers may give clues to emergent 
practices that teams may decide to explore further for scaling or amplification, or 
they may represent threats or challenges to be dampened f they are to be prevented 
from growing. Emergent practices or threats can thus form the basis of new ideas 
and opportunities for implementation or strategy. 
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Principle 4: Find the best option under the circumstances for involving 
stakeholders in sensemaking. 

Involving key stakeholders is essential to generating new insights, bringing 
additional depth to the analysis, and properly interpreting the findings. New 
stakeholders can stimulate discussion, help capture reflections from different 
perspectives, and provide useful feedback for further inquiry. Moreover, joint 
interpretation can create a sense of ownership, which can support the uptake of 
findings for making decisions and taking action. This principle is discussed in more 
detail in the Collective interpretation section below. 

Deciding on the Sensemaking Strategy

Planning for sensemaking helps ensure quality in the analysis and interpretation of 
the findings. It also contributes to successful communication and use of the findings 
in line with the purpose of the SenseMaker process purpose. During the Preparation 
phase, general decisions were made about the Sensemaking phase. However, it is 
now important to revisit these decisions and agree on a more detailed sensemaking 
strategy. The design of the strategy will be informed by:
•  the purpose of the SenseMaker process,
•  the learning questions that guide the study,
•  the stakeholders, and how they anticipate using the findings,
•  the expertise of the core team and the technical support available from skilled 

SenseMaker practitioners, and
•  the resources and time available.

This strategy needs to clearly state:
•  how analysis will be approached in the sensemaking phase,
•  the degree and nature of stakeholder participation,
•  the balance between analyzing quantitative and qualitative data, and
•  the visualization and analytical software required. 

Analysis approach

The analysis approach to sensemaking can be more exploratory or more structured, 
but it is recommended that a combination of the two is used (see Principle 1). In 
practice, sensemaking involves moving back and forth between being open to 
whatever the data shows—the exploratory approach—and focusing on specific 
questions or a particular analysis logic—the structured approach. This balance 
helps ensure unexpected findings are not missed, while generating insights that 
address more specific SenseMaker process objectives and learning questions. When 
using a structured approach, it is good practice to develop an analysis pathway that 
can be informed by the analytical framing. This will reduce the risk of following a 
potentially unlimited number of leads.
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Degree and nature of stakeholder participation

Some sensemaking activities can be conducted by an individual member of the 
core team, while others require the entire core team, thematic experts, or wider 
participation from the different stakeholders. The more interactive the analysis, 
the clearer the sensemaking strategy needs to be, regarding who to involve, when 
to involve them, for what purpose, and how best to prepare for their involvement. 
Having key stakeholders play a part in interpreting findings is good practice that 
greatly improves the quality of sensemaking and promotes the use of the findings.

Combination of quantitative and qualitative data

Sensemaking normally begins with pattern detection in signifier responses, 
combined with an initial scan of the narratives. This is followed by qualitative 
analysis of sets of stories from selected areas of the patterns, looking for dominant 
responses or outliers, or using signifier MCQs; or quantitative analysis on the basis 
of MCQs and signifier data. The analysis team must decide how the pattern and 
narrative analyses will be sequenced and used in the sensemaking process, as 
well as the balance between looking at quantitative data (patterns and MCQs) and 
qualitative data (narratives). 

Analytical and visualization software

The analytical and visualization software to be used in analysis should be suitable 
for the sensemaking approach and for the selected combination of qualitative and 
quantitative analysis. Software options include The Cynefin Company proprietary 
tools for data visualization as well as third-party visualization tools (such as Tableau 
and PowerBI), quantitative analysis tools (e.g. R and SPSS/Stata), and qualitative 
text analysis tools (like NVivo and Atlas.ti). More information on some of these 
software options is provided in Table 28. It is important to make decisions on 
software well in advance, in order to ensure that the necessary software is available 
and installed at the beginning of this phase. Note that software is continually 
changing for all these tools. For example, as the Guide went to press, the analytical 
software had just shifted to a Dashboard for quick browsing of patterns and a 
Workbench for analytical depth. 
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Table	28.	Software	options	for	visualization	and	analysis

•  MCQ plot generation
•  Customized MCQ cross-

tabulation
•  Basic statistical functions
•  Generation of new variables

 cost
  Included in MS Office package 

•  Interactive visualization of all 
core SenseMaker questions and 
corresponding narratives

•  Count of responses per questions
•  MCQ cross-tabulation
•  Filtering and disaggregation by 

any MCQ

 cost 
  Included in MS Office corporate  

packages

•  Interactive visualization of all 
core SenseMaker questions and 
corresponding narratives

•  Count of responses per questions
•  Filtering and disaggregation by 

any MCQ
•  X–Y plot that show trends, 

correlations or associations, 
dominant patterns, and weak 
signals

•  Two-dimensional density plots 
(scatter plots, distribution plots, 
contour maps, heat maps).

 cost 
  Included in SM license

ease of use 
Easy with basic training

ease of use 

ease of use 
Medium difficulty. Training and practice needed 
to design dashboards; easy to access and view

Access 
requirements

Internet 
connectivity

Dataset 
type

Dataset Offline 
application

Dataset

Dataset Offline 
application

Dataset

Individual 
SenseMak-
er account 
set up by 
The Cynefin 
Company 

Online 
application

Data 
embedded 
in applica-
tion

software capabilities

continued >
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•  Customized visualization 
of signifier questions and 
corresponding narratives

•  MCQ cross-tabulation
•  Filtering with MCQs
•  Customized graphs
•  Interactive visualization

 cost 
   Free to view and interact with, 

but license required for setup

•  Visualization of all core 
SenseMaker questions and 
corresponding narratives

•  Count of responses per questions
•  MCQ cross-tabulation
•  Filtering and disaggregation by 

any MCQ
•  Two-dimensional density plots 

(scatter plots, distribution plots, 
contour maps*, heat maps).

•  Generation of new variables
•  Basic and advanced statistical 

analysis

 cost 
   Open source/ Free

•  Customized visualization of core 
SenseMaker questions 

•  Two-dimensional plots 
•  Generation of new variables
•  Basic and advanced statistical 

analysis

 cost 
   License required

ease of use 
Difficult; training and practice are needed to 
design the dashboards; easy to access and view

ease of use 
Difficult; training and practice needed

ease of use 
Difficult; training and practice needed; requires 
statistical knowledge

Access 
requirements

Internet 
connectivity

Dataset 
type

Dataset Offline 
application

Dataset

Dataset Offline 
application

Dataset

Dataset Offline 
application

Dataset

software capabilities

* Contour maps are two-dimensional density plots that show the areas of concentration of different responses, 
visualizing dominant and strong patterns and differentiating them from weak signals.
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Preparing for Sensemaking

Once the core team decides on the sensemaking strategy and revises and finalizes 
the plan for this phase of the SenseMaker process, some key preparation needs 
to be made. This includes: (1) preparing the data for analysis, and (2) ensuring the 
selected software has been procured and is ready for use.

Preparing the data for analysis

The collected narratives and answers from the self-signification process are stored 
online. Datasets can be downloaded as comma separated value (.csv) files. 

Before beginning analysis, the data are prepared. This may include the following 
actions:
•  cleaning the dataset;
•  adding translated, transcribed, and edited narratives;
•  creating new variables based on the collected data and adding them to the master 

file;
•  merging datasets;
•  downloading datasets;
•  importing datasets.

Each of these actions is described below with an explanation of what it involves and 
key recommendations. 

Data cleaning

It is recommended that changes or additions to the collected dataset are made 
to the Master dataset. These changes are irreversible. Teams may choose to keep 
a record of any changes that were made, as well as local copies of older versions 
securely on a local drive.

Data cleaning may involve: 
•  Reconciling the number of observations in the dataset with the collection records.
•  Identifying and deleting duplicate entries, as some facilitators may have 

mistakenly uploaded an entry more than once. This can happen when an internet 
connection is poor.

•  Identifying and deleting empty and test entries.
•  Reviewing and reclassifying free text (‘other’) responses to multiple-choice 

questions.

Adding translated, transcribed, and edited narratives

Narratives collected in a language different to that used in the Sensemaking phase 
will need to be transcribed, translated, and incorporated into a dataset. In the 
proprietary software, these need to be added to the master file.
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Creating new variables based on the collected data and adding them to the 
master file 

Sometimes, a new variable must be added to the dataset. For example, in a set of 
studies on resilience, respondents were asked how they felt before facing a shock or 
stressor, immediately after, sometime after, and at present. Primary analysis showed 
that, based on these responses, participants followed different trajectories in their 
advancement along a ‘pathway to prosperity’: prosperous (steadily improving), 
resilient (had a fall and rebounded, or rebounded better), or vulnerable (had a fall 
and rebounded worse, or collapsed). These trajectories became a new classification 
variable, with three options on how respondents coped over time. These three 
new categories were created and added to the dataset as an additional variable, 
allowing for analysis of new subsets of respondents. When a third party software is 
used for analysis and visualization, the dataset needs to be downloaded. However, 
new variables should not be introduced when these are external interpretations of 
narratives, as this would go against the principle of self-interpretation.

Merging the SenseMaker dataset with other datasets

In some cases, SenseMaker may also be used in combination with other methods, 
such as monitoring data, surveys, and secondary data. The SenseMaker-collected 
dataset must then be merged with those collected through other methods. If 
this is known in advance, it is best that a unique ID be added to the signification 
framework; this is then entered during the Collection phase. In this way, different 
datasets can be merged during the Sensemaking phase—using third-party software 
like Excel, R, or SPSS/Stata.

Exporting and importing the dataset

The dataset is ready for analysis once: (1) it has been cleaned; (2) the translated, 
transcribed, and edited narratives have been incorporated; and (3) the new variables 
created or merged from other datasets have been added to the master file. With 
the Dashboard and Workbench, data does not need to be downloaded and can be 
visualized and analyzed directly online. However, if analysis is to be conducted with 
non-SenseMaker proprietary software, the datasets can be exported as CSV files.

Ensuring that the selected software is procured and installed

As part of the sensemaking strategy, the core team needs to ensure that the 
analytical and visualization software selected for the chosen sensemaking strategy 
is available, procured, installed, and running. This will make the best use of the 
time allotted for the Sensemaking phase, specifically in the primary analysis, the 
collective interpretation, and the comprehensive analysis building blocks.

In addition to setting up the software, ensure that the sensemaking team has the 
following material ready for use: 
•  a copy of the signification framework, and
•  the final dataset, cleaned and ready for analysis.
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Building Block 1: Primary Analysis

Primary analysis usually takes an exploratory approach and is aimed at providing 
a bird’s eye view of findings, enabling practitioners to describe and understand the 
main characteristics of the data. This involves characterizing respondents to better 
understand who they are. However, its main focus is presenting responses visually 
in the form of plots and graphs and in this way identifying dominant patterns and 
outliers, while also identifying where it is necessary to disaggregate responses and 
determining the variables to that will be used to do this do so. This is undertaken 
by: (1) using visualization tools (plots and graphs), (2) using quantitative techniques 
(summary statistics with some basic level of disaggregation and correlations among 
selected variables), and (3) reading and analyzing sets of narratives from different 
groups of respondents, along with any text that has been entered in the ‘other’ field 
of the MCQs. The sets of narratives for analysis can be extracted by filtering them 
using MCQs or can be drawn by selecting responses from dominant clusters or from 
outliers.
 
Primary analysis has six aims.
 1.  To develop a basic understanding of respondents’ sociodemographic 

characteristics by looking at the number and proportion of responses to 
sociodemographic questions (e.g. age, education levels, participation in a 
program).

 2.  To explore patterns of responses by visualizing and describing responses for 
each follow-up question: (a) multiple questions about the experience shared 
in the narrative (e.g. whether the respondent considers the experience to be 
positive, negative or neutral; the actions and decisions taken in the experience; 
and who made these decisions, and how); and (b) signifier questions (sliders, 
sliders with stones, canvases with stones, and triads) to generate a reflection 
process on the experience shared. 

 3.  To explore patterns of responses for a subgroup of respondents of interest 
(e.g. only female respondents, or respondents who are younger than 30); or 
to compare subgroups of respondents (such as men versus women, or project 
participants versus nonparticipants). 

 4.  To read and conduct textual analysis of groups of narratives (e.g. analyzing 
and comparing those narratives signified as ‘positive’ with those signified as 
‘negative’) for the overall sample, or for a subset of the sample data.

 5.  To explore relationships between variables to visualize how likely people are to 
respond in one way to one question and in a different way to another question 
(e.g. how likely are people who considered that, in the experience shared, 
prioritized crops enabled them to increase sales to also consider that these 
crops enabled them to obtain better prices?).

 6.  To frame questions and identify issues that need to be further explored during 
collective interpretation or comprehensive analysis.

A good practice for primary analysis is to explore responses to all signifier 
questions. This simple first step provides a bird’s eye view and may often lead to 
some unexpected findings. During this process, it can be helpful start by letting each 
member of the sensemaking core team explore the data individually and to describe 
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their observations, as this helps to reduce conformity within a team. The team can 
then share, discuss, and compare their observations, enriching each other’s insights.
Primary analysis requires at least one person with expertise in data analysis who 
understands the structure of the SenseMaker dataset and is skilled in using both 
SenseMaker-specific and other analytical software. This person can coordinate 
and support the primary analysis, while developing the capacity of the other 
team members. Primary analysis is an excellent opportunity for team members to 
familiarize themselves with the analytical process and to build their capacity.

Findings from primary analysis need to be documented for sharing with the 
SenseMaker process stakeholders, as described in the sensemaking strategy (see 
earlier in this chapter). These can be documented as short briefing papers, temporary 
reports, or annotated PowerPoint presentations, as described in the stakeholder 
analysis conducted during the Preparation phase. This will help to decide which 
insights are of interest for which stakeholder and how best to communicate them.
 
If the findings of the primary analysis are to be presented and discussed through 
collective interpretation, the core sensemaking team members should ensure these 
are clearly presented by incorporating the required information in each visual. 
This will include the question that generated the responses, clear labels for each 
visual, the sample size, the number of responses in each subset of responses (if 
disaggregated), and the percentages that each represents. In addition, teams may 
wish to include a short paragraph describing what the graph objectively portrays, 
in order to ensure that it is properly interpreted. There is extensive literature on 
data visualization that can be consulted to generate well-thought-out and properly 
presented visuals.

Steps for conducting primary analysis

A step-by-step process for conducting primary analysis is provided here. It is not 
meant to be restrictive, but to provide guidance, especially for new SenseMaker 
practitioners. Analysis processes are iterative and dynamic by nature, as preliminary 
findings give direction to and inform the subsequent steps, following the probe–
sense–adjust approach to dealing with complexity.

Step 1: Visualize and describe the sociodemographic characteristics of 
respondents 
Recommended software: Dashboard and Workbench, Excel, PowerBI/Tableau, R/
SPSS/Stata

Visualizing and describing the socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents 
is important for two reasons. It can help determine whether the proportion of each 
subgroup of interest aligns with the sampling strategy. This is particularly important 
for studies that seek a certain degree or type of representation. It also helps identify 
dominant and underrepresented subsets of the sample data, which can be important 
for making valid generalizations. Describing the socioeconomic characteristics of 
respondents can also offer information on the respondents’ characteristics, which can 
prove useful for two reasons.
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They	can	help	disaggregate	findings	so	as	to	assess	the	differences	between	
subsets	of	respondents. For example, in one study in Malawi it was observed that, 
although the majority of program participants were women and had received the 
same training as men, significant knowledge and skills gaps could be observed 
between the two groups. Thus, at the median, women had lower natural resource 
management, innovation, and marketing competencies than men, but had higher 
financial competencies.

They	can	help	to	contextualize	and	interpret	the	findings.	For example, in a 
multi-country study in Malawi, Zambia, and Guatemala, it was found that a lack of 
skill in record keeping and analysis of farming results—such as the assessment of 
production, sales, costs, and net profit—was a major widespread competency gap. 
Connecting this finding with the results of an MCQ on the respondents’ levels of 
formal education showed that most project participants were illiterate or could only 
read and write, and that the rest had only finished primary school, and thus helped 
explain these findings. With this better understanding of how project participants 
lacked this competency, the project team devised the innovative idea of supporting 
project participants to close this gap by including farming activities and costing and 
profit analysis in the financial education curricula.
 
Step 2: Visualize and describe responses to multiple-choice signifier questions
Recommended software: Dashboard and Workbench, Excel, PowerBI/Tableau, R/
SPSS/Stata

This step involves understanding the responses to MCQs on the narratives. These 
multiple-choice signifier questions are useful for two reasons. First, they can help 
to foster an understanding of the general nature of the narratives, as perceived by 
the respondents. Second, they provide additional layers of information about the 
experiences shared by respondents in their narratives. Some examples of MCQs 
used for this purpose follow:

Feelings	and	emotions.	In a baseline study of a peacebuilding project on Mindanao 
Island in the Philippines, respondents were asked to indicate the feelings they 
associated with their experience about a conflict situation in their community 
(worried, hopeful, happy, sad, proud, frustrated, angry, or indifferent). The 
responses showed that half of the respondents were worried about the situation 
described in their stories, but also that a surprisingly high number of stories (30 
percent) made people feel happy and hopeful. This generated insights about 
the type of conflicts and the way in which people dealt with them, which they 
perceived as positive. In addition, this MCQ about the associated feelings provided 
possibilities for the next SenseMaker collection cycles to track progression toward 
more positive-oriented stories (or not) in relation to project interventions. 

Issues	of	importance	for	respondents. In an evaluation study of an initiative 
promoting gender-equitable social norms in Bangladesh, adolescent girls and boys 
were asked to share a recent challenging experience faced by a girl in the village 
(who could be either the respondent or another girl in the community). As a follow-
up to the narrative, respondents were asked to tag the themes associated with their 
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narratives (education, marriage, family relations, safety/security, income, romantic 
relationships, the girl’s honor, freedom of movement, violence, friendship, or dowry).
 
This type of MCQ enabled a better understanding of the issues that were more 
important for boys and girls, and the differences between them. While 60 percent 
of the stories told by girls showed that education was a key issue for them, almost 
60 percent of the stories shared by boys showed that marriage/relationship issues 
were more important for them. Further analysis showed that school and education 
were significantly connected to, and impacted on, what mattered in girls’ lives 
(honor, relationships, future, dreams, income, and family relations). 

Supporters	or	influencers.	In a final evaluation of a project to support refugees 
who had arrived in Ecuador, respondents were asked about the relationships—
whether with family or relatives, neighbors or friends, religious groups, community 
organizations, government organizations, the NGO implementing the project, or 
other NGOs—that were important in helping them recover from the challenging 
event shared in their experience. Most respondents mentioned the local NGO that 
implemented this initiative, followed in importance by family members or relatives, 
neighbors or friends, and then other NGOs. This led to the conclusion that, although 
not all the observed changes could be attributed to the initiative, it certainly made 
an important contribution to achieving them.

Type	of	events.	In a multi-country study aimed at understanding and assessing 
resilience, an MCQ was used to identify the types of shock and stressor—drought, 
unpredictable rainfall, crop pests and disease, livestock disease, economic crisis, 
illness and death, flooding, and social conflict—present in the experiences shared 
in the narratives, which had the greatest effect on people’s lives or livelihoods. 
The pattern of responses revealed important information about the dominance of 
climate-related shocks and stressors, which informed the program’s design and 
implementation.

Time	of	events.	A resilience study conducted in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo to refine and implement a multi-year assistance program to reduce 
malnutrition made use of an MCQ to identify the types of shocks and stressors. 
This was followed by another MCQ to identify when these happened. The findings 
showed that the most important shocks that project participants faced were armed 
conflict, death, illness, and loss of financial or physical assets, that they had faced 
these shocks mainly one or two years previously, and that the shocks had continued 
to affect them in the previous year. This provided important information on the 
context in which this initiative was being implemented and the challenges it would 
need to overcome if it were to achieve its goals and objectives.

Second, these types of signifier question can also be useful in finding subsets of the 
dataset that may be of interest for exploring further or comparing to each other. For 
example, they can be used to cluster sets of narratives in order to conduct further 
textual analysis, or as filters to visualize and describe the patterns seen in other 
signifier questions. For example, signifier MCQs have been used to cluster and 
analyze narratives by both type of experience and type of shock or stressor.
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Type	of	experience. In a multi-country study assessing the behavioral changes 
resulting from training, mentoring, and coaching activities, and their impact on 
people’s livelihoods, respondents were asked if the experiences they shared were 
positive, negative, or neutral. This allowed a textual analysis to be conducted 
on the three corresponding sets of narratives, extracting the aspects that made 
them positive, negative, or neutral experiences in terms of context and individual 
competencies; the behaviors, decisions, and actions taken; and the outcomes 
achieved. These findings could then be compared.

Type	of	shock	or	stressor.	In the multi-country study on resilience mentioned above, 
the shocks and stressors in the narratives that had the greatest impact on people’s 
lives or livelihoods were used to cluster the responses by type of shock and stressor. 
These included: (1) stories about slow-onset stressors (drought, unpredictable or 
erratic rainfall, crop pests and disease, natural resource degradation, and social or 
ethnic conflict); (2) stories about rapid-onset shocks (strong winds, floods, cyclones, 
or hailstorms); and (3) stories about individual crises (economic crisis, illness, 
accidents, and death). These were then cross-referenced with coping actions, 
adaptive responses, or transformative strategies taken by respondents, in order to 
better understand if the type of shock or stressor affected respondents’ actions, 
responses and strategies, as well as the resilience outcomes.

Step 3: Visualize and describe the responses to core SenseMaker questions
Recommended software: Dashboard and Workbench, PowerBI/Tableau, R

The process of generating and describing the patterns of responses to core 
SenseMaker questions (triad, slider, slider with stones, or canvas with stones) lies 
at the core of the primary analysis. SenseMaker collects quantitative and qualitative 
data from respondents who have shared narratives and responded to different 
types of signifier questions. As with conventional survey methods, these responses 
produce both categorical data (MCQs) and continuous data (triad, slider, slider 
with stones, or canvas with stones). These quantifiable data points are created by 
respondents tagging their own experiences. As with most research, the degree of 
confidence with which it is possible to make inferences from the data depends on 
the sampling strategy used and the size of the sample; these determine the level of 
confidence in the data and the error margin. 

In SenseMaker terminology, ‘patterns’ refer to how each response is visualized in 
the shape of each type of signifier question (triad, slider, or canvas), based on its 
position, generating tight clusters that represent dominant responses or dispersed 
clusters that represent outliers or weak signals. Patterns do not necessarily need a 
certain number of data points to provide useful insights; this is especially true for 
subsets of respondents for which there are fewer data points, but that are important 
for responding to learning questions or testing assumptions.

Visualizations of responses to these questions can be generated as histograms (for 
a slider or slider with stones) or scatter plots (for a triad and canvas with stones) for 
the whole sample or for a subset of the sample dataset using The Cynefin Company’s 
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proprietary software or a third party solution. To more easily visualize dominant or 
strong patterns, and to differentiate them from outliers or weak signals, other types 
of two-dimensional density plots (such as distribution plots, contour maps, or heat 
maps) can be produced for triads and canvases with stones. These more elaborate 
graphs can be created with the Dashboard and Workbench, in the case of XY plots, 
or with R or Stata.

Once visualizations have been generated, it is good practice to document key 
observations with a brief description of the main pattern. Different versions of these 
visualizations can be produced; some may only contain the dots representing the 
responses, while others may include means or medians. In addition, during primary 
analysis, each signifier can be combined with specific filters or MCQ responses to 
make useful comparisons between subsets of responses. Based on the patterns 
detected during primary analysis, further inquiries and ideas for comprehensive 
analysis can then be identified.

It is important to keep in mind that a pattern is an entry point to explore the 
narratives in more depth. Their presence within a visualization offers insights into 
people’s experiences, but they should not be interpreted by analysts or stakeholders 
as representing anything more than an initial reading of how the answers appear 
to be distributed. Patterns can become patterns of interest, to be followed up 
with more analysis, if they are considered surprising or significant enough for the 
learning questions to explore in more detail.

When stakeholders start identifying patterns, it may appear that the stories tagged 
to each data point have little in common, or that they ‘should’ have been tagged to a 
different pattern in a different area. It is important to remember that patterns are the 
result of respondents themselves tagging their stories to add new information to the 
narrative. Tagging is not a summary of what was shared in a story. Individual stories 
are snapshots of a given experience at a specific moment. Tagging adds additional 
layers of information to the narrative, rather than summarizing it.

Data points from slider, slider-with-stones, canvas-with-stones, and triad questions 
are captured as coordinates, which allows descriptive and statistical analysis (such 
as of correlations and statistical significance). This step is best when the sampling 
has followed statistically sound methods and the collection has successfully 
followed the sampling strategy.

Step 4: Exploratory analysis of narratives
Software used: Dashboard and Workbench, Tableau, R, NVivo, Atlas.ti
 
Analysis of narratives provides context to the descriptive and visual exploratory 
analysis. It helps to structure the content, identify commonly used terminology, 
and understand more about weak signals that show emergent trends or threats. 
It can also lead to surprising insights that fall outside the preidentified notions of 
the analytical framework, and that have thus not been embedded in the questions. 
Actively looking for ‘unknown unknowns’ (Mager et al. 2018) can reveal new 
problems that may need addressing, or new opportunities that can be supported. 
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This type of finding can shed new light on what matters to people and what affects 
their lives. While often only a limited number of narratives from the full set can be 
read by the people involved in sensemaking—especially if there are many hundreds 
of stories—they can point to critically important themes, such as divorce among 
young girls in Ethiopia (Girl Hub 2015), cyberbullying in Bangladesh (CARE, Tipping 
Point, 2017), or the effect that unpredictable or changing climate has on people’s 
livelihoods and lives in a multi-country study aimed at understanding and assessing 
resilience (Gottret 2017). 

Exploratory analysis of narratives can happen in different ways. Two possibilities 
during primary analysis include: (1) reading through narratives to spot respondent 
characteristics, decisions made, or actions taken in the experience; outcomes of the 
experience; influencers, supporters and, detractors; and other interesting elements 
or surprising aspects; and (2) looking at the frequency of words used and creating 
word clouds.

Guidance for visualizing and describing core SenseMaker signifier 
questions

The following sections provide guidance on how to visualize patterns from core 
SenseMaker signifier questions, and guiding questions and recommendations for 
properly describing them. In addition, concrete examples related to the different 
types and purposes of these questions are presented, in line with their description 
in the Design chapter. 

The following recommendations for visualizing and describing the generated 
patterns apply to all types of signifier questions:

•  Include the sample size with the visualization, as well as the counts and 
percentages of responses for the different subsets of the sample, describe the 
general pattern in combination with the available statistics (the median, mean, 
count, percentages, and percentiles), and any differences observed among 
subsets of responses.

•  Include the original phrasing of the question with the visualization and refer to it in 
the description of the pattern.

•  Highlight any interesting, surprising, or special patterns—including dominant 
patterns, outliers, and weak signals.

•  Contextualize the description by extracting key insights from subsets of narratives 
for different groups of respondents (responses that fall around the median line 
and at the extremes, in the case of sliders and sliders with stones; and responses 
that fall in tight clusters, representing dominant responses, or in dispersed 
clusters, representing outliers or weak signals)

Analyzing slider signifier questions

Table 29 provides instructions and recommendations for analyzing slider signifier 
questions, while Table 30 illustrates some examples from practical SenseMaker 
processes that have been led by the authors.
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Table	29.	Tips	and	recommendations	for	analyzing	slider	
questions	using	The	Cynefin	Company’s	proprietary	software

Types 
of plots

Generating 
the visuals

Under-
standing 
the visuals

Describing 
the visuals

Responses can be visualized as dot plots, jitter plots, or 
histograms; a histogram is the most common and easiest way to 
visualize a slider.

Dashboard and Workbench enable the visualization of sliders as 
dot plots, jitter plots, and histograms, with the labels placed as 
they were entered into Designer. Workbench also includes options 
to add the mean, the median, and the distribution and normal 
distribution curves. 

When histograms are used to visualize sliders, the height of each 
bar represents the number of responses that were placed at that 
position on the slider. The position is captured as an X-coordinate 
value ranging from 0 to 100, with a 0 indicating that the position 
is at the extreme left, and a 100 indicating it is at the extreme 
right. It is usual to have an odd number of bars (columns) for the 
histogram, with one bar (column) representing the middle. The 
number of bars can be customized, widening or narrowing the 
range of responses (more bars provide more nuance). 

The following questions are relevant for describing visuals 
generated from slider signifier questions:

•  How many respondents answered this question? 
•  What is the overall pattern of responses (shape, center, spread) in 

relation to the two extremes on the slider? 
•  What is the dominant pattern (strongest concentration of 

answers) and what is the deviation from the pattern (outliers)?
•  Does the distribution lean towards one of the extremes? Where is 

the median line?
•  How do overall patterns and deviations change for different 

subsets of the sample data? 
•  What additional insights can we gain by analyzing narratives 

associated with responses near the median line or outliers? 
•  What is surprising, whether by its absence or by its presence?
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Table	30.	Examples	of	types	of	slider	signifier	questions	

Opposing extremes

Adolescent girls in Rwanda shared experiences of their daily life and indicated 
through this opposing negative slider question whether they were treated too 
harshly or too gently. The middle position suggests the ideal situation. 

Continuous scale 
 
This slider was designed to assess the direction and extent of changes in 
income generated by participating only in marketing clubs (30.2% of project 
participants), only in savings and internal lending community (SILC) groups 
(55.3% of project participants), and in both types of groups (14.5% of project 
participants).

The responses show that, at the median (green line), project participants 
perceived a positive change in their income, with a strong concentration 
of responses to the right the slider. However, some responses can also be 
observed close to the very negative extreme, showing that some project 
participants perceived negative changes in their income.

A closer investigation
confirmed that the
experiences in the
middle were associated
with positive feelings
(proud, encouraged,
and hopeful). Girls aged
16 to 19 years shared
more stories of girls
being treated harshly.
Violence and insecurity
were the main topics.
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Different elements of a concept

Almost all respondents (96.6%) diversified their crops (by rotating or intercropping) 
and at the mean, they considered that this practice was more beneficial than it was 
costly. This pattern was strong and dominant, and very few outliers considered 
that it was more costly than beneficial. By reading the narratives of those who 
considered that the cost of diversification was negative, it was observed that these 
producers had experienced drought or pests and disease of crops.

Blending elements

77.5% of respondents who took a loan answered this signifier question. Responses 
leaned to the right, showing that, at the median, loans allowed respondents to 
improve their farming or expand their entrepreneurial activities. There was an outlier 
group of respondents that had bad experiences with their loans. Reading narratives 
from the left side of the slider revealed that the respondents had either used the 
money they borrowed mainly to pay household expenses, or they had invested 
in pigeon pea production and, when market prices fell severely, they suffered 
significant losses.

Table	30.	Examples	of	types	of	slider	signifier	questions	
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Table	31.	Tips	and	recommendations	for	analyzing	slider-with-stones	
questions	using	The	Cynefin	Company’s	proprietary	software	

Types 
of plots

Visualizing 
the 
responses

Under-
standing 
the visuals

Describing 
the visuals

Responses are usually visualized as a set of histograms separately 
representing responses to each ‘stone’, or response option. If 
these histograms are visualized on top of each other, they can 
allow valuable comparison between the responses to the different 
options included in the slider with stones.

Dashboard and Workbench allow the visualization of sliders with 
stones as dot plots. However, the Y-axis has no meaning in this type 
of signifier question.

The logic of interpretation is similar to that applied to slider 
questions. In addition, visualizing sliders with stones allows a 
comparison of response patterns of different response options or 
stones. It is also possible to use the count option to estimate the 
percentage of respondents that selected each option.

In addition to the questions provided to describe sliders in the 
previous section, the following questions are relevant in describing 
visuals generated from slider-with-stones signifier questions:
•  How many respondents selected each of the stones? What 

percentage of all respondents do these represent? 
•  How do the histograms for the different options or stones 

compare in relation to their mean, median, distribution, shape, 
center, and spread? 

•  How do the dominant patterns (strongest concentrations of 
answers) and the deviation from the patterns (outliers) vary 
between the histograms for the different stones?

•  Do overall patterns and deviations change for different subsets of 
the sample data? 

•  What additional insights can we gain by analyzing the narratives 
associated with responses near the median line, and with 
outlying responses, for each histogram corresponding to each 
option or stone? 

•  What is surprising by its absence or its presence?

Analyzing slider-with-stones signifier questions

The analysis of sliders with stones follows the same basic principles as the 
analysis of sliders, with a few differences. Table 31 provides instructions and 
recommendations for analyzing slider-with-stones signifier questions, while Table 
32 illustrates some examples from SenseMaker processes led by the authors.
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Table	32.	Examples	of	types	of	slider-with-stones	signifier	questions

Time-related stones
 
This slider with stones reconstructed the pathways followed by farm families in 
processes aimed at developing farmer competencies (organizational, financial, 
marketing, natural resource management, and innovation). The aim was to facilitate 
their engagement in markets, thus contributing to rural transformation.

The results of all responses is shown in three boxplots, each representing a moment 
in the experience shared by respondents (before, during, and in the present). This 
series shows that, at the median (line within the boxes), farmers had progressed, 
initially faster and then slower. The spread of 50% of respondents around the median 
(responses along the box) was larger before the experience and in the present than 
during the experience. The spread of all respondents (respondents between the two 
whiskers, the horizontal lines) was also greater at present. Some outliers (the dots) 
showed farmers felt prosperous even before the experience, and other continued 
feeling vulnerable in the present. This slider with stones became the backbone for the 
assessment of the progress and resilience of farm families.

Actor-related stones

In a study assessing gender-related behavior change promoted by Community 
Conversation Groups (CCG), this slider with stones was used to assess: (1) who 
motivated community members to change their behavior, and (2) the extent to which 
these different influencers (family members or relatives, community members, 
traditional or religious leaders, CCG members, leaders from other community 
organizations, government workers and NGO workers) committed to support them.  

The boxplots for each influencer show that respondents at the median (line within the 
boxes) perceived that all these influencers were committed to support them, with the 
most committed being NGO workers (median nearer the right extreme). 
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Table	32.	Examples	of	types	of	slider-with-stones	signifier	questions

Half the respondents were motivated to change their behavior by CCG members, 
perceived as very committed at the median. Responses were less spread out 
(shorter distance between the two whiskers) and the two outliers were only in the 
center of the slider. 

This finding was important to assess who motivated gender-related behavior change 
and their commitment to support community members to change their behaviors. 
This refines program design to improve the effectiveness of behavior change 
promotion efforts.

Practice-related and outcome-related stones

In a baseline assessment of resilience conducted in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, this slider with stones was used to identify transformative strategies 
catalyzed by recent shocks and stressors that people had experienced (armed 
conflict, social and political conflict, disease, and climate change). It also assessed 
the extent to which these strategies were negatively or positively transforming 
people’s lives.
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Analyzing canvas-with-stones signifier questions

The analysis of a canvas with stones follows the same basic principles and 
approach to the exploratory analysis of the slider-with-stones questions, with a 
few differences. Table 33 provides instructions and recommendations for analyzing 
canvas-with-stones signifier questions, and Table 34 illustrates some examples from 
SenseMaker processes led by the authors.

The series of five boxplots highlights that more respondents perceived changes 
in individual behaviors and public sector practices and policies, and that these 
changes were negatively transforming people lives at the median (line within the box 
towards the right extreme). But responses were very spread along the boxes (50% or 
responses) and between the two whiskers (encompassing all responses). This was 
also the case with private sector practices, although fewer respondents reported 
these changes. Some outliers (dots on the left side of the slider) indicate responses 
about positive transformation. Fewer respondents saw changes in organizational 
practices and in collective beliefs, but still perceived these are positively 
transforming people lives to some extent.

The insights from these responses were used to identify emergent practices within 
the program that could strengthen changes in organizational practices and collective 
beliefs, and reduce negative changes in individual behaviors.
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Table	33.	Tips	and	recommendations	for	analyzing	canvas-with-stones	
signifier	questions	using	The	Cynefin	Company’s	proprietary	software

Types 
of plots

Visualizing 
the 
responses

Under-
standing 
the visuals

Describing 
the visuals

Responses are usually visualized as a scatter plot with an X-axis 
and Y-axis for each stone; however, they can also be visualized 
as two related histograms for the level of analysis, similar to that 
of the slider-with-stones signifier questions. In addition, other 
types of two-dimensional density plots (such as distribution plots, 
contour plots, or heat maps) can also be used to better visualize 
dominant or strong patterns and to differentiate them from weak 
signals. 

Dashboard and Workbench automatically visualize canvases with 
stones as dot plots, allowing insight into where the responses lay 
within this canvas for each option or stone. In addition, the XY plot 
option allows these visualizations to be customized by adding 
trend lines and representing dots with contour maps.

The logic of interpretation of the canvas-with-stones signifier 
questions is similar to that for sliders and slider-with-stones 
questions. Each dot on the canvas represents a data point, and may 
be tightly clustered or form a pattern, such as a line or a contour 
map, thus showing trends, dominant patterns, and weak signals. It 
is also possible to compare the responses for different options or 
stones on the canvas. Unique about a canvas-with-stones signifier 
question is that it can visualize associations or relationships 
between the two dimensions that form either side of the canvas. 

In addition to the questions provided to describe sliders and sliders 
with stones in the previous sections, the following questions are 
also useful to describe visuals generated from canvas-with-stones 
questions:

•  How many respondents selected all of the stones? What 
percentage of all respondents do these represent? 

•  What is the overall pattern of responses? Is there a high 
concentration of dots in one place, or are the dots evenly spread 
across the plot? 

•  What is the overall pattern of responses for each response 
option? 

•  Is there a deviation from the pattern (outliers)?
•  Do overall patterns and deviations change for different subsets of 

the sample data? 
•  What additional insights can we gain by analyzing narratives 

associated with specific dominant clusters or outliers? 
•  What is surprising by its absence or its presence?
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Table	34.	Examples	of	types	of	canvas-with-stones	signifier	questions

Time-and resource-related stones

This canvas with stones was designed 
to assess changes in the health of an 
ecosystem, as well as the influence of 
users in the management of different 
natural resources that were given as 
options or stones. 

These examples are from a study 
conducted by CRS in Guatemala to 
assess changes in competencies 
and behaviors as a result of training, 
coaching, and mentoring activities 
aimed at developing farmers’ 
competencies to manage the soil and 
water resources on their land, to restore 
and protect them, and improve their 
land’s productivity. 

These visualizations were generated 
using the XY plot function in Analyst 
(now called Dashboard and Workbench) 
and the ‘landscape’ option to generate 
a two-dimensional contour plot. The 
visualization for the water resources 
before the experience and now shows 
that most respondents perceived water 
resources have been in poor condition 

and poorly managed before 

the experience. In the present, most 
respondents perceived that they 
are now being well-managed with 
improvement in their condition. The 
same pattern can be observed for soil 
resources but with perceptions of the 
current soil condition still dispersed. 
Responses had shifted from the poorly 
managed side to the well-managed one.

These perceptions provided positive 
feedback on the effectiveness of the 
program, not only in building water 
and soil management competencies, 
but on the outcomes of these improved 
competencies. It is important to 
understand that these are the 
perceptions of respondents, and not 
quantitative measurements of the 
condition of the natural resources. The 
program could combine these results 
with quantitative data to validate these 
perceptions or, if findings of the two 
methods differed, the program could 
seek to create awareness of the real 
condition of these resources.
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Actor-related stones

This canvas with stones was designed to 
give insight into how people perceived 
the commitment (or willingness) and 
power of important local actors to 
change the situations described in the 
narratives. 

In this example, from a baseline study 
conducted by CRS for a peacebuilding 
project in Mindanao, Philippines, 
respondents were asked to indicate 
how much power and commitment local 
actors had to improve the situation 
shared in the story. These visualizations 
were generated for each of the local 
actors (stones) with the contour map 
function in SenseMaker Workbench.

These contour maps show the power/
commitment grid for each local actor. 
While the military and police had 
clear power and high commitment to 
improving the situation, communities—
including traditional and religious 
leaders—had more situations in which 
they seemed to be powerless, although 
their commitment to resolve the 
situation was high. 

Each graph can be further controlled by 
geographical area or type of conflict to 
gain more context-specific insights into 
how people perceived the role of local 
actors in changing the situation.
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Table	35.	Tips	and	recommendations	for	analyzing	triad	questions	using	
The	Cynefin	Company’s	proprietary	software

Types 
of plots

Visualizing 
the 
responses

Under-
standing 
the visuals

Responses are visualized as triangular graphs, also known as 
ternary plots or trilinear plots. Triads can also be visualized using 
different types of two-dimensional density plots (distribution plots, 
contour plots, or heat maps) to better visualize dominant or strong 
patterns and to differentiate them from weak signals.

Each response corresponds to a dot in the triad that is plotted 
using the X and Y coordinates in the dataset. 

Dashboard and Workbench automatically visualize triads and 
provides the number of responses, as well as the number of 
respondents who selected the ‘not applicable’ option. Users can 
also select specific areas of the triad and analyze further by reading 
the narratives related to the specific group of responses in that 
area. The number of responses in the selected area is also shown.

Each response corresponds to a dot in the triad that indicates the 
relative importance (balance) of the three elements. These dots can 
be tightly clustered in one or several places within a plot, or loosely 
positioned. 

The closer a dot is to a corner, the stronger is the presence of that 
element in the concept, and the weaker the other two elements are. 
The relative importance of each element in the triad is captured 
by a value that ranges from 0 to 100, indicating how close the dot 
is to the corner. The higher the value, the closer the dot is to the 
respective corner.

Dots located exactly in one corner mean that only one element (the 
one in that corner) was present in the story and. The value for this 
element is thus 100, and the other two elements take the value 0. 

Analyzing triad signifier questions

Triad signifier questions are quite different in nature from the other types of signifier 
question. Guidance and recommendations for analyzing and interpreting triad 
questions are shown in Table 35. Tables 36 and 37 illustrate examples of visualizing 
and interpreting triad signifier questions from SenseMaker processes led by the 
authors. The examples show different ways of visualizing triads. The patterns in 
the triads are represented by using dots, zone percentages, distribution plots, heat 
maps (contour fill) and by indicating the mean in the triad.
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A dot located on the edge of the triangle—located part way 
between two elements—mean that the third element was not 
present. The value for the element that is not present is 0, and the 
values for the two that are present will sum to 100. 

Dots located inside the triad and not touching any of the corners 
or lines mean that all three elements of the concept were present 
in the respondent’s experience. In this case, each of the three 
elements will have a nonzero value, depending on its relative 
importance, and the values of the three elements will add up to 
100.

Responses in the middle may mean different things – the presence 
of each of the three concepts was equally strong, or the presence 
of each was equally weak.

The position of each dot is not absolute; it is relative. It is thus 
extremely important to interpret a response pattern relative to all 
three concepts, and not just one. 

A response of ‘not applicable’ means that none of the elements of 
the concept assessed by the triad were present, which is itself a 
finding. Depending on the triad and the elements of the concept 
evaluated, this may even be a desirable response—for example, in 
a triad that assesses the relative importance of three constraints 
or negative elements.

The following questions will help describe the responses to triad 
signifier questions:

•  How many respondents answered this question? What 
percentage do they represent of the total sample?

•  What is the overall pattern of responses (high concentration of 
dots in one place or evenly spread across the plot)? What does 
this mean with respect to the relative importance of the three 
elements of the triad? 

•  Is there a deviation from the pattern (outliers representing weak 
signals)? What percentage of respondents are in this area of the 
triad? What does it mean with respect to the relative importance 
of the three elements of the triad? 

•  Do overall patterns and deviations change for different subsets 
of the sample data? 

•  What additional insights can we gain by analyzing the narratives 
associated with specific clusters or outliers? 

•  What is surprising by its absence or its presence?

Under-
standing 
the visuals

Describing 
the visuals
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Table	36.	Examples	of	analyzing	different	triad	signifier	questions

Exploration of a concept

This triad was developed to assess 
behavior change as a result of financial 
education. There were no assumptions 
for specific patterns of responses. As 
the program aimed to support livelihood 
development, it was considered 
desirable if more savings were used for 
farming or entrepreneurial activities, 
and part of the savings used for 
household expenses and setting up an 
emergency fund.

In this figure, the dots represent the 
position of the respective stories and 
generates the pattern in the triad. The 
triad shows that 94% of respondents 
used their savings for any of these 
purposes (their dots are in the triad). 
This is already an important gain for 

the program, as it means that not only 
were project participants saving (main 
behavioral evidence), but they were also 
using their savings for the hoped-for 
purposes.

The high concentration of dots near the 
upper tip shows that respondents are 
using more of their savings for investing 
in their farming or entrepreneurial 
activities, followed by paying household 
expenses (bottom left) and, to a lesser 
extent, to respond to emergencies 
(bottom right).
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Testing an assumption 

This triad was developed to test 
program assumptions about building 
and institutionalizing the value of 
conservation. One of the assumptions 
was that if communities collectively 
designed and implemented watershed 
management plans and members 
started to see positive change, they 
would continue to implement action to 
restore and protect their watersheds 
because they would be convinced of its 
importance and not only because they 
were given food or cash for work. As 
people started seeing its importance, 
it would also become a formal norm 
embedded in community by-laws.

The figure shows dots representing 
the position given by respondents 
about their stories. The triad shows 
that only 43% of respondents lived in 
a community that had (or knew about) 
a watershed management plan. As 
this programwas midway through 

implementation, this alone was an 
important achievement but needed to be 
scaled to other communities.

For those respondents (n=209) 
whose community had a watershed 
management plan, the strong pattern 
in the bottom left corner shows that 
the main reason for committing to its 
implementation was their conviction 
about its importance, validating the first 
assumption. A light cluster of responses 
linked people’s motivation to plans 
being part of community by-laws. Given 
these responses, the program team now 
aimed for more responses at the center 
in the bottom part of the triad. This 
would show that community members 
find it important as well as it being part 
of community by-laws. 

A more in-depth analysis of the 
narratives located in the upper tip may 
give ideas about what the program 
might do to reduce these responses 
further. 
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Table	36.	Examples	of	analyzing	different	triad	signifier	questions

Exploring constraints

This triad was developed to understand the 
relative importance of different constraints 
faced by refugees when integrating into their 
host communities, and to explore options of 
how a program could reduce the main barriers 
to their integration. The expectation was that 
interventions would reduce the number of 
responses that fell inside this triad (Gottret 
and Kast 2018). 

This figure shows the percentage of respons-
es in each of the zones in the triad and was 
generated using the SenseMaker Workbench. 
It shows that 80% of refugees experienced a 
combination of discrimination, violence and 
lack of solidarity (responses inside the triad). 
The highest percentage of respondents (26%) 
experienced mainly discrimination, followed 
by 19% who experienced mainly violence, 
and 16% mainly lack of solidarity, while 13% 
experienced all three constraints equally, and 
13% a combination of discrimination and lack 
of solidarity. This shows that while the three 
factors affected negatively their recovery, 
discrimination was perceived by respondents 
to be the strongest of the three barriers.

Filtering this triad by gender showed 
important differences. While discrimination 
was found to be the greater challenge for 
most men, women reported that all three 
challenges were equally challenging for them. 

Exploring enablers

This triad was developed to understand 
the relative importance of enablers 
of refugee integration, and to explore 
options for amplifying them. The 
expectation was that interventions 
would increase the number of 
responses that fell in this triad (Gottret 
and Kast 2018).

This visualization was generated in R 
using a distribution plot. The darker the 
area, the higher the concentration of 
dots (responses) in that area.

In this example, the triad shows 
that 98% of respondents reported 
experiencing an enabling factor to 
integrate in their host communities. 
Feeling secure, followed by feeling 
welcome and supported, was more 
helpful in overcoming the experience 
shared by respondents, with the 
relationships built reported as less 
enabling.

Filtering this triad by gender showed 
important differences. The three 
enablers tended to have a similar 
importance for men, while women 
assigned more significance to feeling 
secure, welcome, and supported, than 
to the relationships built.
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Table	37.	Examples	of	context-specific	and	generic	triad	signifier	questions

Context-specific triad

This triad was used in an Inclusive 
Business Scan tool (Deprez and Van den 
Steen 2016) to understand the trading 
relationships between smallholder 
farmers and their buyers, specifically 
looking at farmers’ loyalty to and 
dependency on buyers. 

The visualization for this triad is a 
heatmap generated in SenseMaker 
Workbench. It uses the contour map 
function to show the areas where there 
a greater concentration of responses (in 
red and orange), some concentration 
of responses (in green), and fewer 
responses (in blue).

This example shows the results of an 
assessment conducted for the cacao 
value chain in Indonesia. It indicates 
that most farmers leaned toward selling 
their produce to a single company, 
because they preferred to cooperate 
with it. However, a substantial number 
of farmers (more than 20%) also sold to 
anybody, mostly because they lived in 
areas where there was a strong presence 
of powerful middlemen who regularly 
offered higher prices. This situation, 
combined with the remoteness of the 
area, made the support services offered 
by the company less effective.

Generic triad

This triad was used to assess the 
effects of vocational and technical 
training in the lives and livelihoods of 
vulnerable youth, as part of a youth 
empowerment program. 

The visualization for this triad, 
generated using the SenseMaker 
Workbench, shows each response as 
a dot. The larger blue dot is the mean 
and shows that young people are more 
inclined to do what they are told to do.

This example shows that, in the 
majority of the situations described 
in the stories, young people did what 
they were told to do regarding the 
issues related to their education and 
professional life. Parents, teachers, 
and employers had a significant 
influence in the life of vulnerable 
youth. The cluster of stories where 
the youth did what they wanted came 
mainly from students in their final 
year of training. This subgroup felt 
they could make decisions about 
the type of courses and future work, 
relationships, and moving out of 
home. Interestingly, the stories from 
youth who were already working 
showed the strongest tendency to 
doing what they were told. 
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	 Box	11.	

Guidance for reading and analyzing narratives

There are a number of ways to approach the exploratory analysis of narratives, 
including working with narratives from the complete sample, analyzing subsets of 
narratives, or both. Doing both will provide the means to compare the narratives 
from different groups of respondents. The choice of subsets of narratives is driven by 
the focus of the study, the analytical framing used as the basis for its design, or the 
detection of interesting or surprising patterns, whether dominant or weak. 

Choosing and reading subsets of narratives

Narratives may be grouped by responses to sociodemographic multiple-choice 
questions (such as comparing women’s narratives with men’s); or by responses to 
signifier MCQs (such as comparing narratives signified by respondents as negative, 
neutral, or positive). For example, in a girls’ empowerment program focused on 
ending child marriage, the team was able to analyze in more depth narratives from 
girls that related their experiences to the theme of marriage; or from girls who 
related their experiences to different feelings, such as happiness, pride, worry, or 
sadness. Narratives were also used to contrast girls’ experiences that they tagged 
as ‘happening frequently’ with those they tagged as ‘rare’. In another example, 
involving a value chain program, an initial reading exercise took place with NGO staff 
members, buyers, and government officials, focusing on narratives from smallholder 
farmer respondents who tagged their experiences as ‘negative’ and those who 
tagged them as ‘positive’.
 
Narratives can also be analyzed in a subset of responses from those who placed 
their answers in different areas of a slider, a slider with stones, a canvas with stones, 
or a triad. The last of these involves reading the narratives of those respondents 
who placed their responses in dominant patterns (areas with many responses) or 
narratives of those respondents who were outliers (in areas with few responses). 
SenseMaker explicitly values and enables the examination outliers. A cluster of 
outliers within a slider, a slider with stones, a canvas with stones, or a triad that 
deviates from the dominant pattern of responses may be a sign of an unexpected 

Difficult life conditions – a narrative from a female agricultural worker in 
northern Africa 

My colleague became pregnant but, wanting to work, she always put a band around 
her stomach to hide the pregnancy, and presented a fake medical certificate. But 
the boss was told by another colleague, and he insulted and humiliated her in front 
of everybody and fired her without pity, even though she really needed the work 
because her husband wasn’t working (Mager et al. 2018).
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subgroup experiencing a particular issue. Looking at the narratives related to that 
outlier cluster or weak signal can help shed light on the underlying issues or the 
context from which such experiences emerge. This is important, as it can help 
identify situations or practices that a program may want to encourage, or concerns 
or problems that may need mitigation.

Another way to select subsets of narratives is to search for those that contain a 
specific word. For example, in a study conducted to understand agricultural workers’ 
experiences (Mager et al. 2018), a subset of narratives was identified by running 
a word search for several pregnancy-related keywords, such as ‘pregnancy’’, 
‘pregnant’, and ‘birth’. A qualitative analysis of this small set of narratives (see Box 
11) uncovered the negative treatment of pregnant women by their supervisors. This 
revealed how the well-being of pregnant workers was being compromised by the 
physical demands of their jobs and by harassment from superiors. Pregnant women 
also attempted to hide their pregnancy for as long as possible, due to the precarious 
nature of their employment, knowing that workers who became pregnant were often 
fired. 
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Analyzing narratives

Narratives can be analyzed by reading the selected groups of narratives and 
extracting elements of interest. For example, using a slider with time-related 
stones, respondents were categorized into three groups: those who followed 
a prosperous pathway, those who followed a resilient pathway, and those who 
followed a vulnerable pathway. To contrast these three types of respondents, 
groups of narratives from each category were read in order to determine the 
personal characteristics and capabilities of responses in each group, the support 
they received, whether they faced shocks or stressors (and if so, what kind), 
the actions they took to cope with the events; the steps they took to adapt; the 
transformational changes present in the story; and livelihood outcomes. This 
enabled the identification of the actions, responses, and transformational changes 
that a program might want to amplify to build resilience, as well as of the actions, 
responses, and changes that a program might want to address in order to reduce the 
number of respondents following vulnerable pathways in the future. 

Narratives can also be analyzed by answering the following questions:
•  What aspects seem to recur in most narratives of a selected subset (e.g. tagged 

as negative) compared to those selected from a different subset (e.g. tagged as 
positive)? 

•  What might this tell us about what helps or hinders the situation? Does this relate 
to certain events, certain relationships, or certain conditions? 
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•  What attitudes, behaviors, actions, and responses can be observed that made the 
difference between these subsets of narratives?

Another way to analyze narratives is to use word clouds, which are graphic 
representations of word frequency. The larger the word in the plot, the more 
common the word occurs in the narratives. Word clouds can help to identify words 
that frequently appear in a set of narratives. They are a simple way to compare 
words used by different subsets of respondents to describe the same issue, and 
are helpful when communicating themes and insights to stakeholders. Word clouds 
can be created for narratives from the overall sample or for a specific subset. This 
type of analysis enables the identification of the most common and least common 
words, which may give additional ideas about what to explore during comprehensive 
analysis. 

For example, word counts and word clouds were generated using the narratives 
of producers whose trajectories over time followed a prosperous path, a resilient 
pathway, and a vulnerable pathway in a study conducted to evaluate the CRS 
Farmer-to-Farmer program in Kenya (Gottret et al. 2017). 

The word cloud generated from the narratives of farmers who followed prosperous 
pathways (Figure 15) shows that some of the words mentioned most often in these 
narratives were related to agriculture and small livestock production (‘farming’, 
‘planted’, ‘production’, ‘harvest’, ‘maize’, and ‘chicken’); showed positive change 
(‘good’, ‘able’, ‘helped’, ‘decided’); described outcomes (‘money’, ‘school’, ‘fees’, 
‘income’, ‘food’, ‘life’, and ‘land’), and were centered on family and children.
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Building Block 2: Collective Interpretation

Interpretation of primary analysis findings can be undertaken by a single person, 
the core team, or with key stakeholders identified during the Preparation phase. 
Collective interpretation events provide important opportunities to include 
stakeholders whose voices were left out during the collection process, groups of 
respondents, facilitators and, most importantly, the people who will be using the 
findings in their daily work to improve programming design and implementation, 
and those who need to make strategic decisions. 

SenseMaker is very well suited for collective interpretation. The visual patterns 
make it easy for anyone to visualize the findings, and to engage in discussions to 
interpret them collectively. This feature of the method can strongly contribute to 
the uptake of findings, by building wider analytical capacity and, in the process, 
informing decision-making and action. 

Benefits of involving key stakeholders

Involving key stakeholders in the collective interpretation of findings from primary 
analysis a number of benefits.

It improves the depth, quality, and robustness of sensemaking. Different people 
bring different experiences and expertise to the table when they look at the findings. 
Diverse stakeholder perspectives add layers of meaning and new interpretations, 
and raise different questions for further inquiry. Their input significantly improves 
the nature of the findings and confidence in them.

It supports accountability. When SenseMaker is used for evaluative studies, 
reflection with people involved in implementation encourages them to be 
accountable for the quality and impact of their own work. Where it is possible 
to engage public donors, civil society organizations, and the private sector in 
collective interpretation, this can validate observations and support decisions 
on strategic priorities. Yet the most powerful form of accountability occurs when 
reflections happen with intended project participants: These opportunities allow 
them to assess what has been achieved (or not), how they contributed to these 
achievements, and the changes they need to make or actions they need to take to 
improve their own lives.

It promotes learning and use of findings at different levels. By collectively 
discussing what findings are saying, learning is embedded with those who can act 
on insights. Talking through what they mean to different stakeholders, and their 
implications for action, shortens the distance between the findings and them being 
taken up by their intended audience. Such discussions can cover how to deal with 
challenges faced but, for this to happen, clear objectives and the involvement of the 
right people are essential.
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Agreeing on the objectives of collective interpretation

Before investing in collective interpretation, the core team will need to decide if it is 
necessary to achieve the original purpose of the SenseMaker process. If it is, then it 
is important to clarify the objectives of collective interpretation and how they will be 
achieved. Examples of common objectives are presented in Table 38 and include:

•  sharing findings from the primary analysis with key stakeholders;
•  collecting different perspectives and insights on the findings from stakeholders to 

improve the analysis, interpretation, and contextualization;
•  identifying topics and questions for further analysis, comprehensive analysis, or 

exploration of weak signals and surprising patterns;
•  promoting collective reflection for project adaptation and strategic decision-

making for further implementation;
•  contributing to program strategy design and implementation;
•  promoting broader ownership of findings to influence change processes;
•  inspiring and creating insights to imagine a new future and to act; and
•  stimulating collaboration among stakeholders.

Decisions need to be made about how to conduct and prepare for collective 
interpretation, including who to involve and how to involve them, what activities are 
needed, and how to sequence them. There is no one-size-fits-all recommendation. 
It all depends on the context of the SenseMaker process: location, available human 
and financial resources, available time, and the willingness of stakeholders to invest 
time. Table 38 summarizes a range of examples of the collective interpretation 
process, with their objectives and steps.
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Table	38.	Examples	of	different	ways	to	structure	collective	interpretation	

Review of progress in ethical 
trading in a value chain in an 
African country (Oxfam, ETI, 
anonymized to protect current 
project efforts)

Evaluation of ten years of the 
Population, Refugees and 
Migration project, which sought 
to assess refugees’ well-being 
and their social and economic 
integration in reception 
communities (CRS, Ecuador)

Action research into the 
functioning of a national 
network of social organizations 
and tourist providers, aimed at 
making holidays possible for 
people in poverty (Flanders, 
Belgium)

Measure and understand the 
inclusiveness of smallholder 
supply chains to create an 
understanding of the main 
bottlenecks, opportunities, 
and possible means for 
improvement. Inclusive Business 
Scan: coffee, cacao and rice 
value chains (VECO/Rikolto 
International in DRC, Indonesia, 
Nicaragua and Senegal)

•  Assess organizational potential for greater 
use of SenseMaker.

•  Show potential of SenseMaker to go beyond 
existing audit processes.

•  Present and validate initial findings. 
•  Identify possible reasons for key 

observations, particularly surprising ones. 

•  Collect perspectives and insights on the 
findings of a final evaluation.

•  Position and influence future programming 
design and implementation as part 
of handing over a project to other 
organizations. 

•  Influence donor approach and investment.

•  Present, validate, and conduct further 
analysis; interpret findings.

•  Share key findings and formulate concrete 
recommendations for the future.

•  Conduct primary analysis and interpret 
results.

•  Discuss primary analysis, conduct further 
analysis, and read narratives around five 
inclusive business principles.

•  Facilitate interactive pattern discussions 
and narrative reading to identify the main 
bottlenecks, opportunities, and concrete 
actions.

•  Propose collaborative actions among value 
chain actors.

sensemaker process purpose objectives of collective interpretation
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•  ETI and Oxfam staff
•  Lead researchers (Oxfam 

and consultant)

•  Project team (CRS and 
partners)

•  Selected facilitators
•  Country and regional 

program leadership
•  Peer governmental 

and nongovernmental 
organizations

•  Donor staff

•  Program staff
•  All actors in the network
•  Pool of facilitators

•  40 representatives of 
farmers and technical and 
management staff of the 
farmer organizations

•  Representatives of the 
buyers, all relevant value 
chain supporters or 
influencers

Step 1: Two-day meeting with lead researchers 
and the core team to identify main patterns
Step 2: One-day session with ETI to share and 
discuss
Step 3: Half-day session with ETI and buyers 
to identify key problems that needed more 
effort

Step 1: Two-day workshop with the project 
team (CRS and partners)
Step 2: One-day workshop with key 
stakeholders

Step 1: Two-day workshop with program 
staff (12 people) to carry out a first collective 
interpretation following the primary analysis
Step 2: One-day sensemaking conference with 
all 30 facilitators (people who carried out in-
depth collection of 500 stories in a six month 
period)
Step 3: Two-hour presentation of results 
to the national forum of the network (400 
people)
Step 4: Half-day workshop with 50 
representatives of the network 

Step 1: One-week primary analysis and 
collective interpretation event with core team
Step 2: Two-day interpretation meeting with 
program staff
Step 3: Two-day sensemaking workshop 
at farmer organization level with forty 
representative farmers 
Step 4: One-day collective workshop with 
all stakeholders of the value chain with 
farmers, staff of farmer organizations, buyers, 
government actors, service providers, and 
financial institutions

who was involved how it was conducted
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Table	38.	Examples	of	different	ways	to	structure	collective	interpretation	

Conduct a baseline study on 
resilience for the Prepared 
and Resilient project as part 
of disaster risk reduction 
programming in Southeast Asia 
(CRS in Indonesia, Bangladesh, 
and Timor-Leste)

Conduct a baseline study for the 
A3B peacebuilding program on 
Mindanao Island, Philippines, 
and draw lessons and 
recommendations for improving 
program interventions 
(CRS, Philippines) 

•  Conduct collective analysis and 
interpretation of findings.

•  Triangulate analysis and interpret 
associations and correlations.

•  Collect different perspectives and insights 
into the findings of the baseline assessment.

•  Propose ideas to refine project design and 
implementation.

•  Analyze the observed patterns, guided by 
the analysis framework.

•  Present the main findings and conduct 
further in-depth interpretation of the key 
dimensions of the analysis framework.

•  Formulate concrete actions and 
recommendations to improve program 
design.

sensemaker process purpose objectives of collective interpretation

Considerations for facilitating collective interpretation
 
As with any interpretation process, good preparation and facilitation are important. 
Being clear on who will facilitate any of the joint sensemaking sessions is important, 
in particular to ensure that someone with significant prior analytical experience with 
SenseMaker is available. 

Participation

The initial stakeholder analysis from the Preparation phase (Table 4) is a useful 
resource for determining who should ideally be involved. Thinking about the 
number of participants is important, although there is no ideal size. Combining 
primary analysis with training in SenseMaker makes small groups of no more than 
five or six desirable. For collective interpretation with respondents, facilitators and 
implementing staff, a group of 15 to 20 participants can be easily managed. For 
events in which more in-depth collective interpretation is expected, a smaller group 
of 10 to 15 participants may be sufficient. 

Event sequence and design

Collective interpretation is often not a one-off event involving all stakeholders, as 
Table 38 shows. It can be made up of multiple, well-sequenced events. For example, 
an event could be organized with program-related stakeholders to prepare initial 
findings. These could then be interpreted in a forum of a more diverse group of 
stakeholders. If power issues could hinder open discussion, it might be best to 
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•  Project teams and 
country program heads of 
programming

•  Program staff
•  Local partner NGOs from 

the five municipalities 
on Mindanao Island 
participating in the 
program

Step 1: Four- to five-day interpretation 
workshops with project teams in each country

Step 1: Three-day collective analysis and 
interpretation workshop with the core 
program staff, including basic training in 
SenseMaker analysis
Step 2: Three-day participatory interpretation 
workshops with the implementing local 
partner NGOs 

who was involved how it was conducted

organize parallel or sequential sessions with different groups. Table 38 gives 
examples of how different stakeholders were grouped for collective interpretation 
events, and how analysis events were sequenced to meet their objectives. 
Beginning the collective interpretation with the intended project participants can 
be very useful, as their insights can be incorporated in subsequent presentations 
to program and partner teams and leadership. However, it may also be desirable 
to conduct a collective interpretation event with only the analysis team, or with 
selected staff, in order to initially create a safe space in which to discuss emerging 
findings and ask tough questions, before bringing in other stakeholders. 

Once key stakeholders are identified and linked to an optimal set of events, their 
content, agenda, and length can be developed. Consider how the findings and 
outputs of one collective interpretation event can inform another event. Plan enough 
time between events to document outputs and prepare for the next event. To 
determine the content of each event, consider the following questions: 

•  What would participants want to take away from this event, in order to feel that it 
was worthwhile?

•  What do they already know about the SenseMaker process (and which therefore 
does not need to be covered in depth during the event)?

•  What needs to be achieved to facilitate collaborative learning and to inform 
decisions and actions based on the findings?

•  What findings from any primary analysis will be of greatest interest to them, and 
might fuel their curiosity about what else the data could say?
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The discussions of the core team around these questions can then be organized as 
in Table 39 below. If possible, meet with the different stakeholders to understand 
their expectations and interests. Asking them how the findings might be useful for 
them, and what they want to achieve by participating in these events, will provide 
important information for planning successful events.

Another important consideration when deciding on the content and length of events, 
and of the sessions within the events, is that stakeholders are likely to be more 
interested in the findings rather than in the SenseMaker method. Although a basic 
knowledge of the interpretation method used is useful, prioritize presentation of 
findings and, above all, discussing findings.

Content preparation

Once the focus and sequence of each event is clear, any preliminary findings from 
the primary analysis that will be shared are now prepared. Formats may include 
annotated presentations, flip charts or printed posters, handouts and briefs. This 
primary analysis stage does not justify investing in detailed reports, as the collective 
interpretation will provide rich content for a final report. 

If those conducting primary analysis are still being trained in SenseMaker analysis, 
a skilled SenseMaker practitioner can help by reviewing the data that will be used 
for the presentation and indicating how this can be conveyed as clearly as possible. 
It is useful to be clear what will guide the presentation: the anchor concepts, the 
learning questions, or analytical ideas. 
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Information of 
interest to the 
stakeholder

Findings to be 
presented

Session in which 
the findings will 
be presented
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Story packs are best prepared ahead of time, as they must be selected with care, 
which is time-consuming. The story packs that are selected should provide the most 
impact. Fewer is better than too many. Consider the following: 

•  Do not include narratives of respondents who did not give their consent to share 
them.

•  Include some demographic information and responses to selected follow-up 
questions, in order to give more information on the profile of the respondent and 
the experience shared.

•  Do not include any details that could be used to identify the person (such as name 
or address), especially if confidentiality was assured as part of consent.

•  Anonymize any information that might compromise the process or individuals, 
such as negative opinions about specific staff, the community or producer 
organizations, government staff, or politicians. 

•  Photos of respondents or facilitators should only be used with their explicit 
consent and where people are not put at risk; they should never be linked directly 
to a story. Credit must also be given to the photographer.

Facilitation process

Collective interpretation is most effective when well-organized, clean, user-friendly 
inputs are provided, when provocative questions are raised, and when participants 
are encouraged to freely engage in discussion. Facilitators need to become almost 
invisible, available only to guide participants through discovering key findings. 
Clustering initial findings helps in preparing short, engaging presentations that can 
lead into group and plenary discussions. For collective interpretation with project or 
program staff, the analytical framework used for the SenseMaker process can inform 
the organization of the findings. 

When facilitating collective interpretation with key stakeholders to influence 
decision-making and action, try to select up to six main preliminary messages or 
insights generated during primary analysis likely to be of greatest interest to the 
invited stakeholders. These key messages can then be organized in sessions and 
ordered in a sequence that tells a story. A good practice is to start with the second-
most important message, in order to capture the attention of respondents, and then 
end with the most important message—the one that will lead to crucial decisions 
and actions.

Some recommendations on how to structure the flow of the sessions are provided 
below.
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Step 1. Focus on the learning questions and participants’ assumptions

Start by reminding the participants of the purpose of the session and the learning 
question that will be explored using the SenseMaker data. Collect participants’ 
assumptions about what they think will emerge as key findings.

Step 2. Engage participants with the key findings

Present the findings in a manner that engages participants and reflects their 
assumptions. Usually this implies providing the necessary amount of information, 
followed by a collective discussion that contrasts the findings with the assumptions. 
The kinds of questions that can be used include:

•  What do you think are the responses of the average respondent, or of most 
respondents? Why?

•  Why do think most respondents would give this answer?
•  How do your assumptions compare with the actual data?

Step 3. Reflect on key findings, review assumptions, and identify main 
conclusions

Allocate sufficient time to interpret patterns, to read the story packs, to reflect on 
or validate the assumptions supported by the evidence, to challenge and discard 
any assumptions not supported by the evidence, and to embrace new assumptions. 
What information shows that the existing strategies and practices are effective, and 
which ones might be problematic? What gaps are exposed in people’s thinking and 
activities?
 
Questions that can be used to reflect on the findings:
•  What are these findings telling you about what is needed, and about what matters 

to different groups of respondents? 
•  Which findings confirm your assumptions?
•  Which findings challenge your assumptions?
•  What is new or surprising for you?
•  Which new questions have surfaced for further inquiry?

Step 4. Embrace change and take action

To build a link between data reflecting the past and action in the future, focus on 
facilitating discussion asking, ‘what can we do now?’ The following questions can be 
used to reflect on the findings:

•  Where in the visual pattern (on the triad or along the slider) would you like to see 
more responses in the future, and where less? Why? 

•  What do we need to do to move the responses toward this desired future or away 
from an undesired state?

•  What do we need to do differently?
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Logistics

Organizing collective interpretation events requires dedicating time to ensure 
that presentations, handouts, and materials are ready, that an appropriate venue 
is found, and that any services needed have been contracted. The ideal venue 
is spacious enough for collective and creative work, and to place flip charts for 
collective visualization group work. Participants should be invited well in advance 
and provided with any necessary information.

For the event content, ensure that there are printed copies, USB drives, or shared 
folders of the following: 

•  Detailed agenda for the event
•  Signification framework used to collect the narratives and facilitate their self-

signification
•  Annotated presentations, flip charts, or posters with preliminary findings to be 

discussed
•  Handouts with information that is considered important for collective 

interpretation, such as the SenseMaker purpose and learning questions, or the 
analytical framework, and the theory of change used as part of the design

•  Selected story packs from respondent groups of interest
•  If there is time and money, a brief overview and background of the SenseMaker 

process purpose, objectives, and key preliminary findings.

Documentation

What is specific to SenseMaker is documenting the sometimes quite unexpected 
analytical processes. Insights emerge, questions surface for possible further inquiry, 
and conclusions and decisions can suddenly be made. These need documentation 
to ensure the events are of optimal value. It is particularly important to keep 
track of where insights come from, as it is easy to forget the analytical logic or the 
combination of variables that led to a specific finding. Having a competent person 
responsible for documenting all group and plenary discussions is thus vital, as 
the interpretations and insights are the main value of the collective interpretation. 
Assigning people to be responsible for group documentation and one person as 
a coordinator to organize the material will help keep the sensemaking process on 
track. 
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Building Block 3: Comprehensive Analysis

Comprehensive analysis complements primary analysis and is an important building 
block of the Sensemaking phase. It can add significant value to the findings and 
insights, contributing to the process and enhancing actionable insights. Whether, 
how, and when comprehensive analysis is used all depend on the purpose of the 
SenseMaker process, the communication plan, and the expertise and resources 
available. If the core team decides that comprehensive analysis will be conducted, it 
will be important to plan for it during the Preparation phase and to include it in the 
plan for the Sensemaking phase. 

This section describes ways to approach comprehensive analysis, focusing on 
the value that it can add and the different analysis pathways that it can take. It 
offers some practical examples but does not aim to be an exhaustive guide to data 
analysis. Comprehensive analysis requires the participation or support of people 
with skills in quantitative and qualitative analysis, and who also have practical 
knowledge and experience in the use of the non-SenseMaker analysis software 
summarized in Table 28.

While the boundaries between primary and comprehensive analysis are subjective 
and study-specific, a useful way to think about this difference is to look at the 
following dimensions of the sensemaking strategy discussed earlier:

•  Analysis approach
•  Type of data use
•  Analysis techniques
•  Combination of software used
•  Degree and nature of stakeholder participation. 

These are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
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Taking a more structured approach to analysis

Comprehensive analysis can be used to further explore the data in response to a 
specific learning question or part of the analytical framework. It can also be used to 
respond to questions that emerge during primary analysis. Comprehensive analysis 
requires a more focused or guided approach than does primary analysis. 

For example, observations that emerged from primary analysis of resilience study 
data showed that 8.4 percent of respondents migrated to cope with a shock or 
stressor that put their lives or livelihoods at risk, and that this coping action tended 
to yield positive results (Figure 16). In this example, comprehensive analysis focused 
on exploring this insight further, in order to understand why people reported that 
migration yielded positive results. The starting point for this was to map the analysis 
pathway, as shown in Figure 17.

Shifting the focus from pattern visualization to in-depth narrative analysis

Comprehensive analysis may involve shifting the focus of analysis from visual 
patterns and exploratory narrative analysis to an in-depth analysis of the narratives 
(see Box 12). This may require the use of different software packages. For example, 
NVivo and Atlas.ti have been used for qualitative text analysis (Table 28), and R for 
quantitative text analysis and visualization. 
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	 Box	12.	

Different ways of using narratives in comprehensive analysis

In the Guatemala example, an issue for further inquiry was flagged when staff 
participating in collective interpretation were surprised to see that—contrary to 
expectations—respondents reported having good outcomes from experiences 
that involved migration. A decision was made to examine texts in order to better 
understand why these respondents coped by migrating, and what happened in the 
experiences that yielded good results. To do this, story packs from respondents who 
had a positive migration experience as a coping mechanism (responses on the right-
side of the pattern with a value of 0.72 or higher) were selected.

Looking at this narrative subset showed that migration was chosen as a last resort 
to avoid a loss of income or assets, mainly because of crop (maize and bean) 
failure due to drought, and the high incidence of leaf rust that decimated coffee 
plantations. Destinations varied; some were in the country where people could work 
as daily workers or rent land to plant, while others were in neighboring countries, 
such as Mexico or Costa Rica. A significant number cited the United States. 
Migration experiences were described as hard for both the person who left and for 
those who remained, and the most difficult experiences involves those who went 
to the United States. However, people self-signified these experiences as positive 
because the income they gained allowed them to cope with the loss and enabled 
them to provide for their families, despite the challenging situation. In many cases, 
they returned with money to invest in agriculture.

Another example is from the assessment of 17 years of agriculture and livelihood 
programming in Nicaragua. A slider was used as a proxy for the desirability of an 
experience. Respondents were asked if they felt their experience should be repeated 
or occur more often, or if they never wanted it to happen again. Pattern visualization 
and collective interpretation showed that there was a strong cluster of respondents 
who never wanted their experience to be repeated. The question was: Why? 

Narratives from the respondents with answers in this cluster were extracted, 
imported into NVivo, and analyzed. A word tree (Figure 18) that uses a branching 
structure to show how selected words are connected to other words, showed 
that these respondents had lost part or all of their harvest due to climate-related 
problems: drought, erratic rainfall, and rust disease triggered by a changing climate. 
As a result, these households had either no surplus to sell and could not repay their 
loans, ending up indebted, or they could not produce enough to eat and had to buy 
food to meet their needs. One major coping mechanism of these families was to sell 
their labor as farm workers or to migrate temporarily.
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Switching focus to more comprehensive pattern visualization and statistical 
analysis

Comprehensive analysis may involve shifting the focus from visualization and basic 
exploratory data analysis to more comprehensive visualizations and statistical data, 
pattern, and narrative analysis. 

This approach to comprehensive analysis may include:
•  Collapsing data into new categories and creating new variables for additional 

exploratory analysis or statistical analysis. 
•  Understanding the relationships between elements across different signifier 

questions, in order to identify commonalities in how respondents tend to answer 
these questions. 

•  valuating whether the differences observed between subsets are statistically 
significant.
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Collapsing data into new categories

Primary analysis and collective interpretation may prompt the need for further 
inquiry about subsets of respondents that were not considered during the 
Design phase. Due to this, MCQs that would help in comparing these subsets of 
respondents were not included in the design. To address this, a new categorical 
variable is created by collapsing data into new categories. 

For example, in the resilience-focused CRS study in Nicaragua (see Box 12), a slider 
with stones was used to capture data about how respondents felt before and after 
the experience they shared in their narrative, and how they currently felt. The 
responses were placed on a line along a spectrum from ‘very vulnerable’ to ‘very 
prosperous’. Initial results (Figure 19) showed there was progression from feeling 
more vulnerable before the change process to feeling more prosperous after it, and 
even more prosperous by the time the interviews were conducted (June–July 2015). 
Another question in this signification framework generated data that suggested that 
although, on average, farmers followed a prosperous pathway, there were those in 
the sample who did not. 

Combining responses to these two questions during primary analysis allowed 
identification of six trajectories: (1) good and stable; (2) progressing; (3) 
resilient (rebounded or rebounded better), (4) vulnerable (rebounded worse); (5) 
regressing; or (6) stagnant. During the comprehensive analysis, this observation 
was reintroduced into a dataset as a new variable with six response categories 
representing each of these pathways (see Figure 20).

Understanding and visualizing the relationship between different concepts
Primary analysis and collective interpretation may point to a need to analyze 
relationships between different variables for the overall sample, or just for specific 
groups. This can be undertaken statistically (regression analysis) or through 
visualization.
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For example, the CRS team in Nigeria explored the relationship between the effects 
of loans and savings and the levels of self-sufficiency. They looked at a subset 
of respondents who self-reported as members of a savings and internal lending 
community (SILC) group. The two concepts were present in two separate framework 
questions—a canvas-with-stones signifier question and a slider signifier question, 
with self-reporting membership of the SILC group captured by an MCQ (see Table 
40).

To determine whether there was any observable difference between how SILC 
members responded, compared to SILC non-members, the team created two XY 
plots in Analyst (in what is now called Workbench)—one for SILC members and one 
for SILC non-members. These XY plots are scatter plots, where one dot represents 
one respondent’s position along two variables. They show the association between 
the effects on loans and savings and the level of self sufficiency (see Figure 21).

Working with comprehensive visualization: density plots

Where there are many data points, scatter plots (like those in Figure 21 above) and 
ternary or triangular plots can become difficult to read. In this case, they can be 
converted into density plots, constructed by running a kernel density estimation 
(KDE). Some examples - contour map and heat map - are provided in Figure 22. 

These plots help to demonstrate clusters and potential outliers, which is useful 
for comparing different populations. They enable a comparison of the likelihood 
of a specific combination of variables occurring together, relative to any other 
combination on the same plot (see Box 13). Density plots can be produced in R or in 
any other statistical software that supports visualization capabilities.
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	 	Table	40.	Signification	framework	questions	to	explore	link	between	
	 effects	of	loans	and	savings	and	levels	of	self-sufficiency	
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	 Box	13.	

Using visualizations to explore relationships between two variables

Continuing with the example of migration as a coping strategy, the question was 
raised during collective interpretation of whether there was any association between 
the results of migration as a coping strategy and changes in income. To answer this 
question during comprehensive analysis, Analyst (in what is now called Workbench) 
was used to generate the XY plot in Figure 23. This shows that the respondents 
who had a positive experience of migration also had a positive change in income. 
In addition, Stata was used to estimate the Pearson correlation coefficient between 
these two variables, resulting in a positive correlation of 0.30. 

A scatter and a contour plot were also produced in Analyst (in what is now 
called Workbench) (Figure 24). The contour plot showed two distinct clusters of 
respondents: those who experienced a positive result from migration and a positive 
change in income (upper-right corner) and those who experienced a negative result 
from migration and a negative change in income (lower-left corner). Narratives of 
the latter subset were read to better understand why these respondents had such 
negative experiences, and to explore what could be undertaken to support them.
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	 	Figure	22.	Examples	of	density	plots:	contour	
and	heat	maps	



Determining whether the differences between two groups are statistically 
significant

Primary analysis and collective interpretation may lead to further inquiry of whether 
the differences between groups are statistically significant, providing more robust 
conclusions about differences in visualized patterns or percentages based on MCQ 
responses.
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	 	Figure	23.	Exploring	the	relationship	
between	two	variables:	XY	plot

	 	Figure	24.	Exploring	the	relationship	
between	two	variables:	contour	plot
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For example, in the CRS multi-country study on resilience, a question for further 
inquiry emerged during primary analysis and collective interpretation: Did 
respondents who had experienced a resilient pathway tend to have a more positive 
experience with migration than those who experienced a vulnerable pathway? To 
answer this question, a new categorical variable was generated, as explained in 
a previous section (collapsing data into new categories), and the slider question 
was filtered by the pathway followed (the new categorical variable). The resulting 
visualization (Figure 25) shows that respondents who followed a resilient pathway 
tended to experience a more positive result from migration as a coping mechanism 
than those who followed a vulnerable pathway. 

However, visualizations cannot verify if such a visual difference is significant. If 
statistically sound sampling techniques have been used, it is possible to apply 
statistical analysis in the form of a t-test, as part of comprehensive analysis, to reach 
more robust conclusions. In this example, the t-test showed that the difference in 
the outcome of migration as a coping action between respondents who followed a 
resilient and a vulnerable pathway is statistically significant.

Moving from The Cynefin Company’s proprietary software to third party software

Comprehensive analysis may require the use of software other than that used during 
primary analysis. For example, during primary analysis, the core team may visualize 
triad response patterns and compare these across regions using Dashboard, while 
during comprehensive analysis, R may be used to generate density plots, R or 
Workbench to explore the relationship between different concepts (XY plots), R to 
run text analysis, and Stata and SPSS to explore relationships between variables. In 

addition, comprehensive analysis may require documentation to proceed differently 
to that used during primary analysis.

Scaling down to a smaller core team

Moving from primary analysis to collective interpretation often involves broadening 
participation to a larger number of diverse stakeholders. However, given the time 
and skills involved, these will then need to be scaled down to a smaller core team, 
or in some cases to a single individual, for comprehensive analysis. The core team 
may need additional analytical expertise not found in the core team, and only for 
a specific analytical task. For example, if during primary analysis the core team 
generated triad response patterns and compared these patterns across regions, 
comprehensive analysis may then involve an individual with statistical analysis 
or subject matter expertise probing further in order to establish more detailed or 
robust conclusions. 
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Building Block 4: Communication and Use

Progress updates and results that emerge during the SenseMaker process need to 
be communicated to different groups of stakeholders, if they are to be understood 
and have any impact. This includes updating the core team throughout the process, 
producing briefing notes and interim reports for stakeholders, and documenting and 
communicating the objectives and the process for a wider community.
 
This section focuses on how to communicate SenseMaker findings to audiences 
for whom this method is new, who may disagree with the findings or methodology, 
or may find it hard to take action based on the findings. Specific aspects of 
SenseMaker offer the potential for overcoming challenges but may also make 
communication and use more difficult. For example, SenseMaker is complex to 
explain methodologically, but its many visual aspects can greatly aid understanding 
of the findings. This short section will only focus on SenseMaker-specific aspects, 
not challenges common to other methods. 

Good communication ensures that the results surfacing from the analysis and 
interpretation of SenseMaker data find their way to those responsible for acting on 
them. Ultimately, the purpose of all this sensemaking work is to make decisions 
about what to do (and not to do) next. If the evidence suggests that work is going 
well, are there activities that can expand the reach of these successes? On the other 
hand, if the work is not going as well, should some changes be made to the plans, 
strategies, or interventions?

Communicating negative findings

Reporting negative or sensitive findings is always a challenge. However, negative 
findings are opportunities for learning and improvement. The sensemaking process 
is focused on viewing all findings—surprises, in particular—as sought-after areas 
for exploration. Communicating frequently throughout the sensemaking process can 
help ease the acceptance of findings, whether critical or not. Try to share preliminary 
findings with stakeholders early and being to discuss the implications for action. 
Frequent communication reduces the element of surprise, should negative findings 
surface. Share all findings as opportunities to reflect and engage in dialogue. When 
negative findings are presented as an opportunity for learning, they can be seen as 
part of the process of identifying solutions to challenges, rather than as failings.
As SenseMaker is still relatively new and unfamiliar, people who do not like 
the findings may well find fault with the method. SenseMaker can challenge 
assumptions in sometimes very confronting ways. Do not be surprised if findings 
that challenge assumptions are met with skepticism and methodological critique. 

Communicating weak signals

The visual power of SenseMaker lends itself to making weak signals visible. These 
can be important analytical aspects to communicate, helping to broaden people’s 
minds away from only thinking of dominant patterns and averages. Significant 
weak signals can be illustrated with a visual of the question, to show where they 
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are visually positioned in relation to other data points. They can be supported by 
additional data from stories linked to those data points.
 
Message development and prioritization

SenseMaker produces a great deal of interesting data, but charts and graphs alone 
do not help with learning or inform decisions. What are the emerging storylines 
and main messages? Revisit the communication strategy developed during the 
Preparation phase. Identify which key messages or findings should be shared with 
which audience. When developing key messages, use only the most relevant data: 
the ones needed to tell the story. Additional findings can be annexed, so that those 
who wish to pursue an issue further can find information there.
 
Supporting focused messages or storylines with relevant data does not contradict 
the open inquiry of the sensemaking process. Main messages or findings can clearly 
be supported by data, and still keep a conclusion open for exploration. 

Not all findings in a sensemaking study carry the same weight. Some should have 
greater implications than others. But, just as too many data sets can become a 
useless recitation of information, so also can a cacophony of messages. 

To help order key findings, address the weightiest and most significant first. 
Organize key messages according to their importance. Keep in mind that the 
significance of the findings may vary depending on which audience is being 
addressed. Good communication means taking the time to signify key findings. 

A call to action

The insights revealed by the sensemaking process have the potential to greatly 
affect projects, programs, and more—but only if they are acted upon. Do not miss 
the opportunity to urge audiences to action, to take the next step, and to go even 
further. Ask ‘so what does this mean for you?’ and ‘now what can best be done?’ If 
action from the audience is needed, request it and ask for a time frame.

Understanding, ownership, and use are fostered by the active involvement of 
sensemaking stakeholders from beginning to end. It is both the process and the 
products of sensemaking that help ensure the call to action is answered.
It is a good idea during sensemaking events to work toward an action plan, aimed 
at responding to specific findings of the SenseMaker process. This emphasizes the 
actions that are of greatest priority based on the evidence.

Use narratives to tell the story

SenseMaker narratives can do more than simply serve as data points. Consider 
illustrating a key message or study finding with a representative narrative from one 
of the respondents. Stories may be memorable in ways that numbers are not. Never 
violate privacy, never use narratives for which respondents have not given consent to 
share, and never use information insensitively.
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Communication channels

The sensemaking process should identify what, when, how, and to what extent 
findings should be shared. But it should also consider how information might be 
received and used. Today’s swift flow of information makes clear, concise, and 
useful communications imperative. It also demands going outside the comforts of 
convention when reporting sensemaking findings. 

Once content has sharpened into focus, consider the variety of vehicles that can 
or should deliver the information to the intended audiences. The most successful 
communication efforts use a variety of channels to get the messages across to the 
right audiences. Box 14 lists options to consider.

Visual communication

SenseMaker data and findings lend themselves to visual presentation and pattern 
visualization. Make the most of known good practice:

•  Be selective. Beware of visual overload. It is easy to muddle the audience with 
graph after graph. Only share data that will be most relevant to the audience and 
communicates the main messages. 

•  Be aware of the audience’s information needs. Select what to present through 
the lens of the audience’s needs and interests. How will the audience use the 
information? 

•  Give answers, not just data. A visual image should provide an audience with 
streamlined information. It should stand alone and provide information that is 
easy to grasp. 

•  Minimize text. Too many words on a slide defeats the purpose of visualizing data.
•  Consult chart guides to determine the chart type that is most helpful for the data 

to be displayed. One is available from Extreme Presentation (Chart Suggestions — 
a Thought-Starter).

Check for clarity

SenseMaker can easily be communicated with too much jargon, unnecessary 
complexity, and endless streams of data. Before finalizing any communication, 
whether for collective interpretation or as a final output, ask:

•  Has the use of jargon been minimized or avoided? 
•  Is the language clear and simple?
•  Have the writing and visuals been edited, and then edited some more?
•  Is the material culturally sensitive to the audience?
•  Are the messages, recommendations, and lessons clear, relevant, targeted, and 

actionable?
•  Have quality photographs been included to add visual and emotional impact to the 

key messages and findings?
•  Does the audience know how to get in touch through a range of channels, such as 

email, phone, website, and social media? 
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	 Box	14.	

Channels to communicate SenseMaker findings

Traditional reports detail the full scale of the sensemaking study and often include 
an executive summary, explanation of methodology, findings, recommendations, 
and conclusions.
 
Face-to-face meetings offer unparalleled opportunities to share and discuss 
findings with key stakeholders. Seminars, conferences, workshops, and 
presentations for key audiences can effectively communicate sensemaking findings 
and create fertile ground for action.

Mini-reports or briefs summarize the key findings and can range in length from 
one to over four pages. They are often developed with the understanding that the 
intended audience lacks the time or patience to comb through a full-length report. 
The advantage is that they can be quickly and seamlessly adjusted to suit the 
information needs of different audiences. They highlight only the core findings and 
messages to the appropriate audience.

Journal articles share key findings of sensemaking studies with niche audiences, as 
well as influential ones.

Media outreach through press releases, press conferences and, increasingly, social 
media is appropriate when findings should reach a broader, public audience

Websites and web portals. Place studies and evaluations in an online clearing 
house that can be accessed internally for learning purposes. In addition to your 
own organization’s website, consider posting findings on other collaboration and 
learning sites. An online audience generally wants information fast. Summaries that 
are simple and accessible are better suited to this medium but can provide links for 
deeper information. Make the most of the opportunity by introducing the work with 
a short synopsis that will catch the reader’s attention. 

Social media. An OECD survey in 2016 (Zimmermann and Gregoire-Zawilski 2016) 
found that development communicators chiefly used social media to communicate 
results of their agencies’ work. The social media networks used were, beginning 
with the most popular, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube (also Daily Motion, or Vimeo), 
blogs, Flickr, and LinkedIn. Social media can communicate visualized findings to 
intended audiences in a powerful way. Consider what is most available and most 
accessible. Brevity is key.

Fast facts and postcards. Distil key results and messages into a series of one-page 
fast facts or postcards. Turn these into snappy displays for print or online. Use them 
on websites and blogs, and in tweets.
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Steff Deprez

In 2008, I was working for Rikolto 
Indonesia in an Inclusive Business 
program for coffee, cacao and rice. 
As the Coordinator for Planning, 
Learning and Accountability (PLA), 
I was searching for methods to 
help us listen better to smallholder 
farmers. I came across SenseMaker 
and was immediately attracted by its 
different way of working with stories. 
I initially used SenseMaker as a 
workshop method with large groups of 
smallholder farmers and immediately 
felt its power: capturing real-life 
experiences, self-interpretation, quick 
pattern visualization showing the 
diversity in perspectives and triggering 
debate and insights for action. When I 
shifted to a global PLA role in Rikolto 
(2010), we invested in SenseMaker 
and developed the Inclusive Business 
Scan. At that time, SenseMaker was 
new in international development. We 
experimented our way forward with 
how to organize the different stages of 
a SenseMaker process and experienced 
the diversity of possible applications. 

When I started working independently 
in 2013, I was fortunate to be involved 
with several SenseMaker projects that 
expanded the interest in international 
development, including Girl Effect (then 
Girl Hub), Care USA, CRS, IFAD, ESF and 
Via Don Bosco. At that time, I learned a 
lot about applying SenseMaker in MEAL 
processes. SenseMaker brings the 
day-to-day experiences of people to the 
forefront and the diversity of their 

perspectives and realities. The 
method allowed us to hear people’s 
voices at scale with an open lens rather 
than being constrained by pre-defined 
indicators and targets. I saw how using 
SenseMaker touched practitioners at a 
level that changed their perspective on 
programming and their MEAL practice. 
I worked closely with CRS for some 
years as they built internal capacity, 
embedded SenseMaker in their M&E 
and research and started to document 
the process. 

Intrigued by the philosophy and uses 
of SenseMaker and other narrative 
methods, I founded Voices That Count 
in 2017, a collaborative network of 
practitioners and consultants that 
use narrative decision-making and 
sensemaking approaches for social 
impact. Where we initially used 
SenseMaker for MEAL purposes in 
international programmes, we use it 
now in support of citizen participation, 
citizen science, participatory action 
research, context scans, strategic 
planning, adaptive programming and 
policy formulation. Writing this guide 
together was an enormous learning 
process in itself and has further shaped 
my thinking and practice. I hope it will 
support first-time and experienced 
users to enhance their practice and that 
it will inspire people to explore and 
innovate further with the method. 

Epilogue: Why we wrote this guide
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Maria Veronica Gottret

In my search to make relevant 
contributions to development 
practice, I expanded my career from 
a technical degree into economics 
and social sciences research. This 
was also a transition from mainly 
using quantitative research methods 
to using mixed method approaches 
to better understand social relations 
and norms, and especially human 
behavior. These aspects have a 
profound influence on our capacity 
to generate desired development 
outcomes and goals. Convinced of 
the need to place these issues at 
the center of development practice, 
I embraced this career path when I 
joined the International Institute of 
Social Studies (ISS) in The Netherlands 
to pursue my PhD in Development 
Studies. There the available suite of 
qualitative research methods inspired 
but also challenged me greatly. I 
used life histories to understand 
smallholder farmer innovation and see 
development interventions through 
their eyes, with semi-structured 
interviews to understand development 
interventions from different types and 
levels of development practitioners’ 
perspectives. I was fascinated but 
also overwhelmed with documenting, 
analyzing and interpreting the very rich 
data collected. 

Being an innovator by nature, I had the 
privilege to be part of a team at Catholic 
Relief Services (CRS) with exceptional 
leadership who were convinced that 
development practice deals every day 
with complexity. Six years ago, they 
gave the space and resources to learn 
and test the SenseMaker method. The 
first pilot was like love at first sight, 
though the journey had many hurdles 
and detours, as any organizational 
innovation. But being on the ground, 
listening to the narratives of the people 
we are aiming to serve has been the 
most enriching experience in my 
whole career. Reading hundreds and 
thousands of these narratives while 
analyzing patterns and quantitative 
data as well, generated as part of 
the self-signification process that 
the method facilitates, showed me 
its power to dig deeper into the root 
causes of the events or symptoms 
than other evaluation and research 
methods. Furthermore, engaging 
CRS and partner staff in collectively 
interpreting the findings for adaptive 
program implementation showed me 
the value of the findings and evidence 
it generates to take informed and 
effective action to improve the lives for 
those served by CRS. After this six-year 
journey of developing my expertise with 
SenseMaker, I look back to my years 
as a PhD student at the ISS and wished 
I would have had SenseMaker in my 
research methods suite.
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Irene Guijt

In 2007, I was deeply frustrated by 
the limitations of the M&E toolbox 
that I had at my disposal. In my work, 
I had noticed how we were working 
like blinkered horses, only looking at 
what we knew we needed to know. 
What about all the unexpected insights 
that emerged in day-to-day chats? 
How could I break out of the prison of 
predetermined indicators that failed to 
accommodate the inevitable changes to 
success? How could I still hear, but at a 
scale that made it impossible to dismiss 
people’s experiences as ‘anecdotal’ 
evidence? And how could this be 
undertaken with respect for people’s 
own voice and choice? 

Then in the last months of writing 
my PhD, I bumped into Kurtz and 
Snowden’s article - I still remember 
the recognition and excitement. This 
led me to the early days of The Cynefin 
Company’s work with SenseMaker in 
2008. I felt like a child in a sweetshop! 
Finally, here was an option to ‘listen 
to voices at scale’ – the focus of the 
very first AEA presentation in 2010 on 
SenseMaker that I gave on my first 
attempt in a GlobalGiving pilot with 
John Hecklinger. And what a steep 
learning curve it was! There was no 
written guidance and no international 
development experience from which 
to learn. Since those early days, 
my experiences have been greatly 
transformed by advances in digital 
technology and hyperconnectivity. 
I moved from paper to tablets, from 
having people in Singapore develop 
the collection tool to designing the 
signification frameworks myself, from 

cursing over crashing software to 

being fully online, from fumbling in the 
dark about how to analyze these very 
different question types, to seeing the 
exciting innovations led by others. 
 
When work started with CRS on 
SenseMaker in 2014, little did we know 
what a wealth of experiences would 
emerge, which greatly informed many 
aspects of this guide. Veronica has 
been at the forefront of all of this. To 
quench our collective thirst for clarity, 
coherence, and consistency, we started 
putting on paper the tacit knowledge 
that had largely been shared by word 
of mouth up to that point and my initial 
brief notes. It is deeply satisfying to 
see ‘the art and science of SenseMaker’ 
debated and now documented in such 
detail. It is my deep hope that it will 
inspire many others to innovate with 
ways to listen better to people who have 
so much to offer and so much to gain—
and yet are often not heard.
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Anna Hanchar

I am a social science researcher and I 
often use SenseMaker as an approach 
for investigating human behavior, social 
interaction and decision-making of real 
people in the real world – the complex 
world.

A graduate degree in economics and 
PhD in strategic management prepared 
me well to undertake methodologically 
robust research. More than a decade 
ago I moved to the private sector to 
deliver research projects aimed at 
bringing societal and business value. 
In this work, I developed an interesting 
but challenging agenda focusing on 
investigating dynamic, unpredictable 
and multi-dimensional problems that 
occur in complex systems. However, 
I soon realized that I was lacking the 
tools and approaches that would 
allow me to successfully tackle such 
problems.

I was intrigued when I first heard about 
SenseMaker as a ‘complexity aware’ 
approach and I embarked on a journey 
of learning about it. Now, years later, 
I am working in the field of social 
impact and sustainable development, 
and I often use SenseMaker approach 
to support projects in international 
development and social responsibility – 
locally and globally.

SenseMaker is a dynamic approach that 
continuously evolves and develops. 
When used correctly, and when it fits 
the purpose, I find it helps to deal with 
multifaceted phenomena and generates 
real value to stakeholders at multiple 
levels. 

Rita Muckenhirn

After working for about thirty years in 
the development sector at the local 
and international levels, I was quite 
frustrated by all the attempts to capture 
evidence of very complex topics, such 
as social and behavior change, gender, 
participation, governance, peace and 
conflict.

When CRS asked me to join their 
SenseMaker pilot process, I was curious 
and simultaneously hopeful, though 
with some reservations. Once I started 
working with the approach, I not only 
became convinced of it, but now I would 
highly recommend using SenseMaker 
in any project to get deeper insights 
and to connect with people’s voices. 
Listening to people’s experiences and 
their way of reflecting on the meaning 
of their stories, being able to visualize 
patterns, to explore tendencies, strong 
and weak signals, to find surprises 
and interpret together with them the 
findings, and discussing how to use 
the results have become passions for 
me. The SenseMaker approach really 
makes sense to me, because it helps us 
to generate evidence and connect with 
people’s lives at the same time.

My purpose in the future is to learn 
more about social and behavior 
change, as well as peace and conflict 
transformation, with this very unique 
and innovative SenseMaker approach. 
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Social change is messy. Poverty and inequality 
are experienced in myriad ways, each person and 
household with specific opportunities and needs. 
Working with their inherent complexity requires 
seeing what is happening at the margins for small 
groups, as much as what is center stage for the 
majority. Such nuances matter. Listening deeply to 
many people’s experiences lays the foundation for 
learning together about options and choices. 

SenseMaker is a unique method of inquiry that encourages and enables novel 
insights not obtained from conventional quantitative and qualitative methods. 
It is action-oriented and, therefore, well-suited for people needing data-
informed insights for adaptive management. 

SenseMaker works by unpacking and exploring the diversity of people’s 
experiences through stories they share, allowing many voices to be heard. 
Starting from people’s experiences that they interpret themselves, patterns 
emerge across the stories. These patterns can shed light on the structures 
and mental models that explain the events and phenomena that people 
share. Such depth can help identify appropriate pathways and innovations 
to deal with complex problems. Probing into the patterns and trends of 
people’s experiences provide important nuances, lifting the lid on factors 
behind sometimes puzzling results These patterns are collectively analyzed 
with stakeholders, strengthening collaboration, learning, adaptation, and 
accountability. 
 
This guide is written for those who wish to use SenseMaker to conduct 
assessments, monitor progress, and undertake evaluations or research. 
Drawing on more than a decade of experience, the authors share dozens of 
examples from international development, providing practical tips and ideas 
for context-specific adaptations. They show how the method can be used to 
for difficult-to-measure outcomes related to poverty reduction, social justice, 
peacebuilding, resilience, gender norms, behavior change, governance and 
environmental management.
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